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ABSTRACT 

This research in the spring of 1999 investigated how to improve the 

student ratings of college faculty utilizing the theory of cognitive dissonance. 

The study explored how dissonance, created when a faculty member 

experienced lower than expected midsemester student ratings in comparison 

with his or her self-ratings, could be resolved by the faculty member changing his 

or her teaching behavior. The purposes were to test this theory and to 

recommend new procedures for the use of student ratings in faculty evaluations. 

It was predicted that midsemester written feedback to the faculty would enhance 

their teaching effectiveness and a consultation workshop at midsemester would 

enhance teaching effectiveness even more. The three faculty groups included: 

a control group, a written feedback group, and a consultation group. The null 

hypotheses stated-there would be no significant difference: (a) among the three 

groups with respect to end of semester student ratings, (b) between the mid- and 

end-of-semester student ratings for faculty in the feedback group, (c) between 

the mid- and end-of-semester student ratings for faculty in the consultation 

group, and (d) in the differences between the consultation and feedback groups. 

The experimental design used was a Pretest-Posttest Control-Group 

design. The student rating instrument used was the Individual Development and 

Educational Assessment (IDEA) Student Rating of Instruction System. The 

sample population consisted of sixty-one faculty members from a small, private 
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liberal arts college. The student ratings were processed at the IDEA Center in 

Manhatten, Kansas. Data analysis included analysis of covariance and 

variance. 

Although statistically significant differences in the end-of-semester student 

ratings were not found among or between the groups, the student rating means 

in most of the comparisons resulted in the predicted positive increase in ratings. 

The consultation group's end-of-semester means exceeded those of the 

feedback group and those of the control group in all but one case. The feedback 

group's end-of-semester means exceeded the control group's means. All of the 

within consultation group's end-of-semester mean changes were in a positive 

direction. 

The results of this study indicate that: (a) student evaluations of faculty 

can improve student ratings/teaching effectiveness; (b) midsemester self-

evaluation by faculty members can result in improved end-of-semester student 

ratings; (c) discrepancy scores between faculty self-ratings and student 

evaluations can provide valuable feedback to faculty at midsemester; and (d) a 

workshop consultation, coupled with the discrepancy score feedback, can 

improve student ratings. Suggestions for new policies, practices, and research 

are provided. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

Introduction 

This study addressed the problem of improving teaching effectiveness at 

the postsecondary level. In this chapter, an understanding of the background of 

this problem and study is established. This chapter contains the following 

sections: (a) the challenges facing higher education, (b) the evaluation of 

instnjction, (c) the problem addressed by this study, (d) the purposes for 

conducting this research, (e) the hypotheses proposed in this study, (f) the 

theoretical framework supporting this study, (g) the need for the study, 

(h) assumptions held by the researcher entering the study, (i) the scope of the 

research based on delimitations, 0) the limitations of the study, (k) definitions of 

terms used in the study, and (I) a summary of this chapter. 

Challenges Facing Higher Education 

Ever increasing higher education costs, older students seeking 

employment survival, thousands of under-prepared traditional students, 

unparalleled diversity, dwindling financial support, and accountability of higher 

education and its teachers are the challenges facing higher education today 

(Frye, 1994). In order to meet many of these challenges, college teaching must 

be more effective than ever (Frye, 1994; Roueche, Roueche, & Milliron, 1995). 

Improving teaching effectiveness is one way to meet some of the challenges 
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facing higher education. Feedback from the evaluation of instruction by students 

may be one means of achieving more effective teaching. Even more potent, 

student feedback with faculty consultation should significantly improve teaching 

effectiveness. 

Evaluation of Instruction 

The quality of instruction by faculty is assessed in a number of ways 

including evaluation by peers, administrators, self, or students. Student 

evaluation of faculty is frequently used 16 evaluate the effectiveness of instruction 

(Aubrecht, 1981; Cashin, 1988; Centra, 1973, 1993; Cohen, 1980, 1981; Overall 

& Marsh, 1980). Formal student evaluations are conducted at most colleges for 

both full-time and part-time faculty with the assumption that faculty will use this 

information to improve their teaching (Centra, 1973). Some studies indicated 

that student feedback had a positive effect on teaching performance and that 

student ratings were moderately correlated with student learning (Centra, 1973, 

1993). Overall ratings correlated significantly with augmentation of feedback 

(Cohen, 1980). Cohen (1980) recommended that more studies need to be done 

to verify the impact of student ratings on teaching behavior. This study, based 

on an experiment by Centra (1973), addressed using student ratings to improve 

teaching effectiveness (student ratings) of university faculty. This study 

addressed not only using student ratings but also augmenting student ratings 

with faculty consultation to improve teaching effectiveness. 



Theoretical Framework 

The experiment by Centra (1973) was based on the theory of cognitive 

dissonance. When teaching was evaluated less favorably than expected by the 

faculty, it was presumed that faculty valued the opinions of their students enough 

to change their instructional methods to be more responsive to students needs 

(Centra, 1973). Several theories provide justification for this assumption (Daw & 

Gage, 1967; Festinger, 1957; Gage, Runkle & Chaterjee, 1963; Heider, 1958; 

Newcomb, 1959). The theory of cognitive dissonance holds that when a 

discrepancy exists between an individual's perceptions and behavior, the 

individual seeks to make the perceptions and the behaviors more congruent, 

thereby resolving the dissonance. Even though perceptions are defined in part in 

terms of a disposition to behave, sometimes a great difference exists between 

perceptions and behavior. When this inconsistency exists, perceptions often 

change to match the behavior. Festinger (1957) proposed the theory of cognitive 

dissonance to explain the tendency of perceptions and behavior to seek 

consistency with each other. When an inconsistency exists between perception 

and behavior, the individual is uncomfortable. This discomfort motivates the 

individual to do what he can to reduce the discomfort, or the dissonance. 

This theory indicates that if perceptions and behaviors are incongruent, a 

cognitive dissonance occurs in the individual. The individual will then change 

his/her perceptions or behavior to be more congruent and resolve the 

dissonance. As applied to this study, the independent variables of: (a) the 

written feedback of the discrepancies between the faculty member's self-ratings 
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and his/her student ratings at midsemester provided to the feedback group and 

(b) the group consultation, a one-hour workshop which included with the written 

feedback and discussion of the feedback, provided to the consultation group 

were expected to influence or explain the dependent variable, i.e., higher end of 

semester student ratings reflecting improvements in teaching behaviors. If the 

students' midsemester ratings were lower than the self-ratings of the faculty, the 

faculty would be expected to improve their teaching behaviors in order to be 

more congruent with their students' higher expectations. 

Statement of the Problem 

This research investigated, utilizing the theory of cognitive dissonance, 

how to improve the student ratings of college faculty. This study explored how 

the dissonance, created when a faculty member experienced lower than 

expected midsemester student ratings in comparison with his or her own 

midsemester self-ratings, could be resolved by moving toward the needed 

teaching improvements reflected in the midsemester student ratings. It was 

assumed that, based on written student ratings feedback, significant movement 

to improve the teaching behaviors rated lower than expected by students would 

enhance the teaching effectiveness of the faculty, i.e., raise his/her student 

ratings. It was further assumed that improvement in teaching effectiveness 

(higher student ratings) would be even greater when the midsemester feedback 

from the student ratings was augmented with a faculty workshop consultation. 



Purposes of the Study 

This study was based on Centra's (1973) study in which his primary 

purpose was to research the effects of student feedback on teaching at the 

college level. Centra (1973) included as variables in his study the instructor's 

gender, teaching experience, subject area of the course, and self-ratings. Three 

faculty groups participated in Centra's (1973) study: (a) the feedback group, 

which self-rated their teaching, administered a rating form to their students at 

midsemester and received a summary of results (feedback) and discrepancy 

scores within a week; (b) the no-feedback group had student ratings collected, 

but these were withheld at midsemester; and (c) the posttest group used the 

rating form only at the end of the semester in order to determine whether the 

midsemester ratings had a sensitizing effect on student raters or teachers. 

Centra (1973) did not find significant effects based on the instructor's gender, 

teaching experience, or the subject area of the course. However, discrepancies 

in the self-ratings, as compared to the student ratings, did result in significant 

effects. Specifically, it was hypothesized that student feedback would lead to 

improved instruction for those instructors who rated themselves much better than 

their students had rated them. Centra (1973) found general support for this 

hypothesis. Cohen (1980) confirmed student-rating feedback resulted in a 

modest yet significant improvement in college teaching. Brinko (1990) found that 

student-rating feedback augmented with individual consultation resulted in an 

even more significant improvement in college teaching. 



The purposes of this study paralleled Centra's (1973) study. One of the 

purposes of this experimental study was to test the theory of cognitive 

dissonance that compared discrepancies in student/faculty ratings to changes in 

faculty's teaching behaviors as measured by end of the semester student ratings. 

The independent variables were defined as: (a) the written feedback of the 

discrepancies between the faculty member's self-ratings and his/her student 

ratings at midsemester provided to the feedback group and (b) the group 

consultation, a one-hour workshop which included with the written feedback and 

discussion of the feedback, provided to the consultation group. The dependent 

variables were defined as the changes in teaching effectiveness (behaviors) as 

measured by changes in the student ratings at midsemester compared to those 

ratings at the end of the semester. Another purpose for this study was to 

recommend new policies and procedures for faculty evaluation systems. In 

addition, recommendations were made for additional needed research. 

Hypotheses 

The hypotheses for this study were based on the following three groups. 

1. In the first group, identified as the control group, faculty members were rated 

by the students at the end of the semester. They only received feedback 

after the end of the semester. 

2. In the first treatment group, identified as the feedback group, faculty members 

rated themselves at midsemester and were rated by students at midsemester. 

They received prompt, within two weeks, feedback on discrepancies between 
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their ratings and the students' ratings. At the end of the semester, they were 

rated again by their students. 

3. In the second treatment group, identified as the consultation group, faculty 

members rated themselves at midsemester and were rated by students at 

midsemester. They received prompt, within two weeks, feedback on their 

ratings and the students' ratings. In addition to the prompt feedback, they 

received group consultation with their feedback. At the end of the semester, 

they were rated again by their students. 

The research question was "what effect did faculty self and student ratings 

feedback have on teaching behaviors, as measured by student ratings"? The 

specific hypotheses for this study were as follows: 

Hoi: Having statistically controlled for student motivation, there is no significant 

difference among the three groups of instructors with respect to end of 

semester student ratings. 

H02: There is no significant difference between the midsemester student ratings 

and the end of semester student ratings for faculty in the feedback group 

who rated themselves better than their students rated them at 

midsemester. 

H03: There is no significant difference between the midsemester student 

ratings and the end of the semester student ratings for faculty in the 

consultation group who rated themselves better than their students rated 

them at midsemester. 



H 04: Having statistically controlled for student motivation, there is no significant 

difference in the differences between midsemester student ratings and 

end of semester student ratings for the consultation group and the 

differences between midsemester student ratings and end of semester 

student ratings for the feedback group. 

Need for the Study 

This study was important for a number of reasons. Teaching at the 

college level is more challenging than ever. These challenges include: (a) 

students who are underprepared for college, (b) nontraditional students with high 

expectations, (c) increasing technology for teaching including computer based 

applications in most academic areas, (d) competitiveness with other training 

sources, and (e) the increasing demands by legislatures and boards of trustees 

that colleges be held accountable for student outcomes (Roueche et al., 1995). 

If this study adds to the body of knowledge indicating that student evaluations 

can positively impact teaching effectiveness, this process can be used by 

colleges as a new, relatively inexpensive method to improve teaching 

effectiveness. 

Assumptions 

Assumptions that were made regarding this study included: 

1. Improved teaching effectiveness (student ratings) is an important answer to 

questions of accountability in higher education. 
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2. Cognitive dissonance is a reliable theory with real application potential for 

improving teaching effectiveness (student ratings) among college faculty. 

3. Faculty members value the opinions of their students enough to change their 

instruction methods to be more responsive to students' needs. 

4. Student feedback in the form of student ratings and dissonance scores is a 

useful method for improving teaching effectiveness among college faculty. 

5. Student feedback, augmented with consultation, is a useful method for 

improving teaching effectiveness among college faculty. 

6. This study advances knowledge related to the improvement of teaching 

effectiveness among college faculty. 

Delimitations 

The delimitations of this study included: 

1. Faculty members who participated were limited to certain disciplines. 

2. This study was not conducted over time to determine long term effects of the 

improvement procedures. 

3. This study was conducted only at a small, private, religious-affiliated 

undergraduate college. 

Limitations 

The limitations in this study included the following: 

1. This study was conducted only with faculty in a small, private college; and 

findings may not apply to faculty at larger public or private colleges. 
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2. This study is limited in generalizability as the sample population was 

volunteers. 

3. Individual consultation was not used due to limited resources. Group 

workshop consultations were provided instead of individual consultation. 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms were the key terms and operational definitions for this 

research. 

Cognitive Dissonance Theory is the theory that purports that, when the 

perceptions and behaviors of an individual are perceived to be incongruent, 

cognitive dissonance occurs; and the individual changes his/her perceptions or 

behaviors to be more congruent in order to reduce or eliminate the dissonance 

(Festinger, 1957). 

Cognitive Dissonance for this study was defined as the psychological 

process by which the faculty members changed their teaching behaviors that 

resulted in increased teaching effectiveness, as measured by end of the 

semester student ratings. More specifically cognitive dissonance for this study 

was the discrepancy between a faculty member's self-rating and the mean 

ratings of his/her students at midsemester as represented by a positive or 

negative discrepancy score for each of 20 faculty behavior items. 

Consultation was defined as the verbal and written feedback provided in 

this study to the faculty in a group workshop (outline at Appendix A). The written 

feedback included: (a) the Individual Development and Educational Assessment 
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(IDEA) Center Report, from Kansas State University (KSU)-a summary feedback 

form of the student ratings and (b) a written feedback form showing the 

discrepancy scores resulting from the faculty member's self-rating and his/her 

student evaluations. The consultation included faculty interaction in a 60-minute, 

group workshop setting with explanations of the midterm feedback by the 

researcher and written suggestions provided in the form of the IDEA Center 

Short Papers, developed at Kansas State University. These Short Papers are a 

series of brief research papers dealing with numerous topics of effective 

teaching. Many of the Short Papers are related to the 20 instructor-rating items 

looked at in this study, but there is not a Short Paper specifically for each of the 

20 items. 

Discrepancy score was the difference between the faculty member's self-

rating on an IDEA teaching behavior item and the mean rating of his/her students 

on that same item. A negative discrepancy score indicated that the faculty 

member's rating was higher than his/her students' average rating on the same 

item. This resulted in 20 plus or minus scores for each instructor. These 20 

discrepancy scores were then added together and divided by 20 to achieve an 

average plus or minus discrepancy score. If an instructor had a negative score, 

he or she had rated himself or herself on the average higher than his or her class 

had. 

Effective teaching was defined as those behaviors identified in the 

literature on student evaluations, specifically identified in the evaluation form 
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which was used for this study which is the IDEA Survey Form (Appendix B.). 

These behaviors included the following regarding the instructor: 

1. Displayed a personal interest in students and their learning; 

2. Found ways to help students answer their own questions; 

3. Scheduled course work (class activities, test, projects) in ways which 

encouraged students to stay up-to-date in their work; 

4. Demonstrated the importance and significance of the subject matter; 

5. Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" to facilitate learning; 

6. Made it clear how each topic fit into the course; 

7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of students' academic 

performance; 

8. Stimulated students in intellectual effort beyond that required by most 

courses; 

9. Encouraged students to use multiple resources (e.g., data banks, 

library holdings, outside experts) to improve understanding; 

10. Explained course material cleady and concisely; 

11. Related course materials to real life situations; 

12. Gave tests, projects, etc. that covered the most important points of the 

course; 

13. Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject; 

14. Involved students in "hands on" projects such as research, case 

studies, or "real life" activities; 

15. Inspired students to set and achieve goals which really challenged 
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them; 

16. Asked students to share ideas and experiences with others whose 

backgrounds and viewpoints differ from their own; 

17. Provided timely and frequent feedback on tests, reports, projects, etc., 

to help students improve; 

18. Asked students to help each other understand ideas or concepts; 

19. Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required original or creative 

thinking; and 

20. Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class (office visits, 

phone calls, e-mail, etc.). 

End of the semester was the two weeks before final examinations. 

Faculty were those who taught full-time or part-time at the institution. 

Faculty self-ratings were ratings the faculty members gave themselves at 

midsemester, indicating their perceptions of their own instruction in one of their 

courses on the 20 Teaching Method and Style items found on the IDEA 

evaluation form (Appendix C). 

IDEA Report was the report from KSU of results from the student 

evaluations on the IDEA Survey Form - Student Reactions to Instruction and 

Courses (Appendix D) 

Midsemester was at the 5th through the 7th week in a 16-week semester. 

Motivation was used as a covariate in this study. The level of student 

motivation was determined by item #39 on the IDEA Survey Form (Appendix D) 

which states, "I really wanted to take this course regardless of who taught it." 
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The end of the semester class averages on this item for each group were 

averaged together to determine the motivation level for the consultation group, 

the written feedback group, and the control group. 

Student evaluations were the forms used by students to evaluate how 

each instrtjctional practice listed in the evaluation contributed to their learning in 

the course and to report the level of effectiveness they experienced. The form 

used in this study was the IDEA Survey Form-Student Reactions to Instruction 

and Courses (see Appendix B). There were a total of 47 questions in areas 

including instructor behaviors (20), progress on twelve learning objectives (12), 

the course (3), and self-rating (12). Optional additional questions could have 

been added by specific instructors if desired. 

Student ratings were the 20 instructor behavior ratings given by the 

students on the IDEA Student Rating Forms, participating in this study, at both 

midsemester and at the end of the semester. (Ratings by the students on the 

other 27 IDEA items were collected but not used in this study except for the 

student motivation factor, Item #39.) Five rating levels were available on the first 

20 items including: hardly ever (1), occasionally (2), sometimes (3), frequently 

(4), and almost always (5). The IDEA Student Rating instrument is described in 

greater detail in the Methodology section. 

Written feedback was the feedback provided in a written format to the 

participating faculty member in which the average ratings from his/her students 

on each of the 20 IDEA teaching behavior items were compared with the 20 self-

rating scores of the faculty member on the same items. Discrepancy scores in 
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which the faculty member rated him or herself higher than his/her students' 

averages were indicated with a negative sign (Appendix E). 

Summary 

In summary, there are numerous challenges facing higher education 

today. In response to some of the quality issues and challenges, teaching 

effectiveness needs to be improved. One aspect of teaching effectiveness is the 

teaching behavior displayed by the instructor. Student evaluations are 

conducted by most institutions of higher education with the goal of improving 

student ratings of instructors and thereby improve teaching effectiveness. This 

study attempted to use cognitive dissonance theory to improve the student 

ratings of college faculty. Further, this study explored augmenting end of the 

semester student ratings feedback with midsemester feedback in the form of 

discrepancy scores and group consultation to improve teaching effectiveness. 

While this chapter introduced research parameters. Chapter II provides a 

review of literature that encompasses: (a) teaching effectiveness, (b) student 

ratings, and (c) cognitive dissonance. Chapter III describes the methodological 

framework for the study. Chapter IV presents the research findings. 

Conclusions and implications for further research are discussed in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The literature on: (a) characteristics of teaching effectiveness, (b) student-

ratings, and (c) cognitive dissonance theory is reviewed and presented in 

Chapter II. The chapter begins with a restatement of the problem addressed in 

this study. Different aspects of teaching effectiveness are then reviewed. The 

effectiveness of student rating feedback for improving college instruction (Centra, 

1973), research upon which this study is based, is then discussed. The 

augmentation of student rating feedback with student/faculty discrepancy scores 

and consultation is also reviewed. Theoretical frameworks for the study are also 

explored, particularly the theory of cognitive dissonance. 

Restatement of the Problem 

This research investigated, utilizing theiheflryjotcognitive dissonance, 

how to/fm^oye the^student ratin^̂ s of college faculty. This study explored how 

the dissonance, created when a faculty member experiences lower^han 

expected midsemester student ratings in comparison with his or her own 

midsemester seltratings, could be resolved by moving toward the needed 

teaching improvements reflected in the midsemester student ratings. It was 

assumed that, based on written student ratings feedback, significant movement 

to improve the teaching behaviors rated lower than expected by students would 
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enhance the teaching effectiveness of the faculty, i.e., raise his/her student 

ratings. It was further assumed that improvement in teaching effectiveness 

(higher student ratings) would be even greater when the midsemester feedback 

from the student ratings was augmented with a faculty workshop consultation. 

Teaching Effectiveness 

Teaching behaviors which increase student learning and encourage 

student development reflect effective teaching. This section will look at the 

challenges facing higher education today as well as some of the roadblocks to 

effective teaching. How college teaching can be improved will also be explored. 

Why Teaching Effectiveness-Today's Challenges 

Ever increasing higher education costs, older students seeking 

employment survival, thousands of under-prepared traditional students, 

unparalleled diversity, dwindling financial support, and criticism of higher 

education and its teachers are the challenges of today (Frye, 1994). These 

challenges require that college teaching be effective. Weimer (1990) believed 

that with the critical look at higher education in our society improving college 

teaching is essential. Consumers of higher education are asking serious 

questions about teaching and whether or not it is effective and if they are getting 

their money's worth. State legislatures are looking very critically at education 

and demanding some type of accountability and assessment results to prove that 

they should continue to approve funding for higher education programs. 
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Teaching college in the 1990s is complicated by the increasing numbers of multi

cultural and multi-lingual students and the significant technologies available to 

teach (Greive, 1991). These changes, as well as the increasing accountability of 

higher education to society and to legislatures, require instructors to be well 

prepared to meet the challenges of teaching in this environment. The faculty 

member must be prepared with instructional objectives and strategies for 

teaching and utilize technology to maximize learning experiences (Greive, 1991). 

The information explosion is a reality and the content of courses is also 

exploding with new information everyday (Weimer, 1990). iVIore and more 

essential information needs to be fit into courses which are the same length of 

time-a semester long-as they were twenty years ago. f Students need to learn 

the academic content of their courses as well as learn skills to handle the 

massive amount of information available in general, i.e., via the Internet.' 

Students need to learn how to think critically, how to analyze, synthesize, and 

evaluate information, how to question, and how to articulate ideas clearly 

(Farquharson, 1995; Weimer, 1990). ' 

Faculty often presume that students, by simply being in academic 

courses, will learn how to think, solve problems, critically assess, and know what 

to do with the information they are learning (Weimer, 1990). However, this does 

not necessarily happen when a professor is teaching only content. To help 

prepare students to be productive citizens in today's society, faculty must cease 

viewing the coveying of content as the sole aim of education and start seeing 

education as a means by which larger objectives are met. Farquharson (1995) 
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emphasized that effective instmctors should teach questioning and critical 

thinking skills. They should encourage their students to frame questions that 

have personal relevance and pursue answers to those questions. 

The above outlines many of the challenges facing higher education in 

general. In the next section, the roadblocks to effective teaching are explored. 

Roadblocks to Effective Teaching 

Faculty attitudes, attitudes ingrained within the profession, and institutional 

environments can result in roadblocks to effective teaching according to Weimer 

(1990). Faculties assume that if they know it, they can teach it. Course content 

and knowledge of their discipline are paramount to many faculty members. 

Graduate school preparation is only focused on knowing as much as possible 

about the subject to be taught but there is usually little preparation for the actual 

task of teaching itself. In equating content mastery with teaching effectiveness, 

focus is lost on teaching as a separate activity which needs to be addressed in 

addition to just knowing course content (Weimer, 1990). Faculty members often 

assume that good teachers are born, not developed; and that effectiveness 

results from personal characteristics (Guskey & Easton, 1983; Weimer, 1990). 

Other major roadblocks to improving college teaching are some of the 

attitudes displayed in the college teaching profession itself. Many faculty 

members do not see the need for instruction on improving their teaching. 

Teaching can become a comfortable habit with a nothing-ventured-nothing-lost 
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teaching philosophy. The implications of changing student populations for new 

teaching strategies have not been recognized by many faculty (Weimer, 1990). 

Within the academic environment, Weimer (1990) proposed two major 

factors, which also impede the improvement of college teaching. The first factor 

is the declining resources of most colleges today. Classrooms are often in 

decay, which reflects that the institution's priorities are not on teaching. More 

and more adjunct faculty members are used by faculty and administrators. 

Teaching assistants, with little knowledge of teaching, are also used more. Other 

declining resources are indicated by class sizes which are larger, resulting in 

even less student-faculty interaction; and instructional resources and services 

receive in some cases less financing than ever. The second factor inhibiting 

effective college teaching is the institutional focus on research at many 

institutions with teaching being relegated to one of the bottom rungs of priorities. 

As long as higher education emphasizes research far more than teaching, the 

motivation to improve teaching will be limited. 

This section outlined roadblocks to effective teaching. The following 

section describes the lack of education or training of college faculty on effective 

teaching. 

Lack of Education or Training on Effective Teaching 

College faculty tend to receive little education on effective teaching 

methods (Weimer, 1990). Education courses are relegated to the departments 

preparing teachers for the elementary and secondary teaching careers only. 
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Teaching courses to prepare faculty to teach at institutions of higher education 

are virtually non-existent except in the case of some innovative departments or 

Higher Education programs. At the college level, faculty members are expected 

to be content experts in the disciplines they teach. They are not expected to be 

knowledgeable about effective teaching and how adults learn best. ^Many faculty 

members teach the way they were taught (Weimer, 1990). Faculty members 

need to ask if the way they are teaching is meeting the needs of their students 

(Bonwell & Eison, 1991). The most common teaching method that most faculty 

members experienced in their own education was a lecture format with little 

student interaction. Faculty members continue this tradition. Although the 

research suggests the need for active learning (Cross, 1991), passive learning 

using the lecture style continues to dominate college teaching. Often, teaching is 

based upon instructor habit and not upon the instructor's course objectives or 

content to be taught that day. 

On campuses across the nation, many college functions and teaching 

behaviors are pretty much as they have always been (Weimer, 1990). However, 

in our society at large, changes abound. Our society is faced with ever 

increasing technological advances and an information explosion with a large, and 

growing larger, population of citizens underprepared to function well with these 

changes: Now is an opportune time to look at how faculty members are teaching 

and what can make teaching even more effective (Weimer, 1990). 
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Characteristics of Teaching Effectiveness 

Several characteristics of effective teaching have been identified. These 

characteristics include: (a) clarity in the structure and presentation of lectures; 

(b) instruction which results in students being enthusiastic in their own learning; 

(c) reliable and valid assessment of student learning; (d) evaluation of own 

teaching; (e) sincere interest in students and their work, helpfulness with 

students' problems; and (f) knowledge of the subject matter (Noble & Cannon, 

1995; Smith, 1993). Teaching is complex and subtle, and there is no single or 

simple road to success (Setterfield, 1974). Effective teachers are dedicated, 

exceptionally well organized, systematic in their teaching, student-oriented, 

subject matter experts, vary their teaching methods, explain effectively, motivate 

students, enthusiastic, and keep up-to-date (Guskey & Easton, 1983; Vaiek, 

1988). Effective teaching is related to student learning and deals with 

establishing conditions for facilitating learning (Braskamp, Brandenburg, & Ory, 

1984). Input, process, and product should all be used in evaluating teaching. 

Sherman, Armistead, Fowler, Barksdale, and Reif (1987) identified 

characteristics, which are regularly and consistently applied to excellent 

instructors: enthusiasm, clarity, preparation/organization, and stimulating 

presentation. Characteristics of effective teachers are teaching characteristics 

and instructional practices, not necessarily personal characteristics (Guskey & 

Easton, 1983). 

Seven principles of effective undergraduate education were developed by 

Chickering and Gamson (1987). First, students learn from contact with teachers 
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including informal and formal, outside of class and in class. Students are 

influenced by this contact and feel that their learning is important. Within class, 

teacher contact is most helpful when: (a) lectures are interspersed with 

clarifications, (b) there is checking for understanding, (c) teachers relate the 

material to material already covered, and (d) faculty show students how to apply 

this new information. Second, students learn better in collaboration with other 

students not just solo. Study groups and projects can encourage this type of 

collaboration. Third, students learn more through active learning rather than 

passive learning. Required class activities and participation result in active 

learning opportunities. Fourth, student learning increases when students receive 

prompt and constructive feedback. Students have more chance for learning and 

growth within the course time frame when they understand what they have 

missed or where they need improvement. Fifth, students learn best when they 

must devote focused and sustained attention to the subject matter. This 

approach includes both in-class time as well as outside assignments. Sixth, 

clear communication of high expectations increases student learning. Students 

must be challenged yet these challenges must be attainable. Lastly, instructors 

must recognize that students vary in the way they learn. A variety of instructional 

methods should be used. 

Katz (1988) argued that focusing too much on preparing lectures and 

assignments is not effective teaching. Effective teaching asks what impact the 

lectures and assignments have on our students. Many faculty members believe 

students learn when the faculty members lecture, and they try to present as 
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much of the content as possible in the allotted time. Katz (1988) proposed that 

learning takes place when students talk. When one professor was asked how he 

handles the glut of information, he responded he simply talks faster (Katz, 1988). 

Faculty members often focus on the transmission of information but need to 

focus more on the competencies students need to have when they graduate. 

According to Katz (1988), analytical thinking, creativity, and self-confidence are 

achieved through active learning. Katz (1988) concluded that effective teaching 

results in active learning. 

Improving College Teaching 

Davis (1993) proposed that effective postsecondary teaching requires 

teachers to use the many options they have when teaching. These instructors 

need to have a consistent instructional model to incorporate the bits and pieces 

of advice into an overall scheme. Effective teachers do not enter their 

classrooms haphazardly but use teaching strategies, and their teaching is under 

their control. Their teaching strategies are based upon concepts of how people 

learn. Lowman (1995) presented a systematic approach to teach instructors 

fundamental teaching skills. He outlined how to present intellectually challenging 

lectures, to lead engaging discussions, and to relate to students in ways to 

encourage learning. An emphasis on the intellectual and interpersonal aspects 

of teaching forms the basis of his suggested techniques. 

Weimer (1990) stated the first step in improving college teaching is 

involving the faculty in the improvement process. Faculty resistance to improving 
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their teaching is grounded in the feeling of being threatened by the idea that 

there is a need for improvement. Hammons and Wallace (1976) stated that the 

failure to involve faculty in the planning of their own development results in 

resistance to faculty development programs. The need for improvement could 

imply incompetence (Weimer, 1990). Since faculty members are usually subject 

matter experts, this implication could be threatening. Also, many faculty have 

been teaching for years without any questions as to their competence and the 

attention to their teaching could result in showing that they have been doing 

something "wrong" in all these years of teaching. Teaching is also a personal 

involvement with students for all faculty members and self-reflection can be 

difficult. Often the faculty's previous efforts on teaching improvement have not 

been productive. Sometimes these efforts have been used against professors in 

personnel decisions. Evaluations are often written in global terms and do not 

give the instructors any specific information for improvement. Weimer (1990) 

recommended these factors all need to be considered in the process of involving 

faculty in the teaching improvement process. 

Weimer (1990) outlined four techniques to encourage faculty participation 

in this improvement process. The first technique is to involve all faculty members 

in the process and not to focus on just specific faculty members who may need 

improvement more than others do. No matter how well a professor teaches, 

improvement can always be made. Working with excellent faculty members, who 

are improving their own skills, posifively impacts faculty members who are not as 

skilled but who can benefit from this process. The second strategy is that the 
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individual teacher needs to be in charge of his or her own improvement. The 

faculty member determines the extent of his own involvement. This technique 

also involves student evaluations, which can remain with the faculty member and 

protect confidenfiality of feedback for the faculty member. The professor can 

then select what she wants to improve and does what she wants, not what she 

must do. The institution must at this point provide resources and services to 

support the improvement process (Weimer, 1990). The institution needs to 

provide an "instrucfional improver" to act as a consultant to faculty in their 

improvement efforts. Faculty participation is encouraged when someone 

knowledgeable about teaching is available, the institution is willing to devote 

some resources to support efforts, and it is recognized that to teach well college 

teachers need support (Weimer, 1990). 

An approach to improving college teaching involving five steps was 

outlined by Weimer (1990). The first step is to develop instructional awareness 

in order to clarify and correct the faculty member's understanding of how she 

teaches. This is accomplished through using checklists to guide self-

observation, looking at taped teaching sessions, reviewing course materials, and 

reading to stimulate thinking. Step two is to compare the instructor's 

understanding of how he teaches with the feedback of others through feedback 

forms from students, visiting colleagues classes and having them visit his, 

attending teaching seminars, and interviewing past and present students about 

their learning experiences in his classes. Step three is to decide what to change 

and how to change it. This is done by activities such as reviewing which 
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pracfices to change in view of educational objectives and priorities, considering 

the order in which to change the instruction, and determining how to change 

these practices based upon the feedback in steps one and two. Step four is to 

implement the changes in teaching gradually, in a systematic and wholehearted 

way. Step five is to determine the impact of these changes through self-

assessment, gathering information from students and colleagues, implementing 

further needs as indicated, and assessing needs in an on-going manner 

(Weimer, 1990). 

In summary, there^rejri^any characteristics of effective teaching. These 

characterisfics include: (a) clarity in the structure and presentation of lectures, 

(b) instruction which results in students being enthusiasfic in their own learning, 

(c) reliable and valid assessment of student learning, (d) evaluation of one's own 

teaching, (e) sincere interest in students and their work, (f) helpfulness with 

students' problems, and (g) knowledge of the subject matter (Noble & Cannon, 

1995; Smith, 1993). Effective teachers are: (a) dedicated, (b) excepfionally well 

organized, (c) systematic in their teaching, (d) student-oriented, and (e) subject 

matter experts. They also: (a) vary their teaching methods, (b) explain 

effectively, (c) motivate students, (d) convey enthusiasm, and (e) keep up-to-date 

(Guskey & Easton, 1983; VaIek, 1988). Sherman et al. (1987) identified 

characteristics, which are regularly and consistently applied to excellent 

instnjctors: enthusiasm, clarity, preparation/organization, and stimulating 

presentation. Characteristics of effective teachers are teaching characteristics 

and instructional practices, not necessarily personal characteristics (Guskey & 
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Easton, 1983). Seven principles of effective undergraduate education 

(Chickering & Gamson, 1987) include: (a) students learn from contact with 

teachers, (b) students learn better in collaboration with other students not just 

solo, (c) students learn more through active learning rather than passive learning, 

(d) student learning increases when students receive prompt and constructive 

feedback, (e) students learn best when they must devote focused and sustained 

attention to the subject matter, (f) clear communication of high expectations 

increases student learning, and (g) a variety of instructional methods should be 

used. Katz (1988) proposed effecfive teaching asks what impact the lectures 

and assignments have on our students and concluded that effective teaching 

results in active learning. Davis (1993) believed that effective teaching 

strategies are based upon concepts of how people learn. 

Administrators and faculty need to use student rating forms that measure 

these types of characteristics/behaviors of effective teaching. The student 

evaluation form, the IDEA Survey Form (Appendix B), used in this study 

incorporates many of these behaviors. 

The characteristics of effective teaching and how college teaching can be 

improved have been outlined. The next secfion looks at utilizing student rafings 

of effective teaching behaviors to improve teaching effectiveness. 

Student Ratings 

The purpose of this section is to look at studies which have been 

conducted on how student ratings have been used to improve teaching 
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effectiveness. The following areas are discussed: (a) evaluating teaching for 

effectiveness, (b) the effectiveness of student-rating feedback for improving 

college instruction, (c) using instructional consultation in addition to student 

feedback to change instructor behavior, (d) the validity of student evaluafions, 

and (e) student ratings studies. 

Evaluating Teaching for Effectiveness 

Braskamp et al. (1984) believed that effective teaching results in student 

learning and instructors must establish condifions to facilitate learning. Input, the 

skills of the students coming into the institution; process, the education the 

institution provides to the students; and product, the learning which has taken 

place, should all be used in evaluating teaching. There is no single instructional 

strategy, which is always superior to others. Instructors should be aware of their 

own unique skills, abilities, and preferences and should use them. In evaluating 

teaching effectiveness, the following should be considered: (a) communication 

skills, (b) rapport with students, (c) course organization, (d) student self-r^ted 

accomplishments, (d) course difficulty, and (e) grading and examinafions. More 

recently, changes in educational technology, instructional approaches, 

educational purposes and objecfives, and in teaching-learning conceptualizations 

require new evaluation approaches (Hoyt, Chen, Pallett, & Gross, 1999). 
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Student Rating Feedback for Improving Colleoe Instruction 

A meta-analysis was conducted by Cohen (1980) of 22 studies on the 

effectiveness of student-rating feedback on improving college instruction. 

Feedback was found to have a modest but significant effect on improving college 

instruction (increasing student ratings). The feedback was enhanced when 

augmentation or consultafion was provided along with the ratings at the end of 

the semester. 

Improving instruction in Cohen's (1980) review covered two areas, 

including general improvement of teaching abilities and within-class 

improvement. Student ratings appear to be best utilized for within-class 

improvement. Three main advantages of with-in class improvement strategies 

are listed as follows. First, students may receive better instruction as the 

semester progress. Second, the instructor may be more responsive to the 

improvement process when it is viewed as facilitative rather than judgmental. 

Third, the satisfaction the instructor feels about teaching should increase as the 

sense of competence improves. 

Cohen (1980) conducted this meta-analysis to answer three quesfions. 

How effective is student-rating feedback in the typical comparative study? Is 

student-rating feedback specifically effective for certain dimensions of 

instruction? Under which conditions does student-rafing feedback appear to be 

most effective? 

The student rafings of the instructor included several areas (Cohen, 1980). 

Skill, rapport, structure, difficulty, interaction, feedback to students, and the 
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overall teaching effectiveness were assessed in this analysis. The results of 

these ratings were examined to look at the overall size and significance of the 

effects of student-rating feedback. The feedback group received overall higher 

ratings at the end of the semester than the no feedback group in 20 out of 22 of 

the studies. Overall, there was a modest effect on the instructors who received 

feedback compared to instructors who did not receive feedback. 

Other comparisons in Cohen's (1980) research included how students 

perceived their learning in a course. Four comparisons reflected positively on the 

feedback group, but only one comparison was stafistically significant. On 

comparisons of students' attitudes toward the subject, the students were 

significanfiy more positive if their instructor had received feedback. Student 

achievement only showed a small effect when these groups were compared. 

Three comparisons showed greater achievement by students whose instructors 

received feedback; however, none of these findings were stafistically significant. 

Cohen (1980) concluded that student-rafing feedback resulted in a modest 

yet significant improvement in college teaching. Feedback does not increase 

student rafings on all dimensions of teaching. For example, difficulty and 

interacfion, could reflect more subject matter differences and class size than 

instructor skills. If feedback is specific, such as the dimension of feedback to 

students, this can be more useful to instructors and allow for greater chances of 

instructional change. 

Cohen (1980) found litfie relationship between methodological features 

and study outcomes in the 22 studies he reviewed. The instructors were 
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randomly assigned in almost all of the studies. The settings did not seem to 

impact the findings. The length of time was not significant whether the 

comparison lasted one semester or longer than one semester. The different 

types of institutions did not impact the findings. The findings were also the same 

for instructors regardless of the amount of teaching experience. 

Overall instructor rafing outcomes correlated significantly with 

augmentation of feedback (Cohen, 1980). Large effect sizes were reflected in 

studies in which feedback was augmented with individual consultation. In 

studies, which used only student-rafing feedback, much smaller effects were 

seen in the faculty members' student rating. Therefore, individual expert 

consultation to augment student feedback appears key for the most significant 

improvement in student ratings to occur. According to Cohen (1980), change on 

all teaching dimensions cannot be achieved, and instructors should only receive 

midterm feedback on dimensions of teaching they can modify. Cohen (1980) 

concluded specific rating items and dimensions are more useful than global 

ratings. 

In Centra's (1973) study, teacher ratings for the three faculty groups did 

not differ when: (a) subject area, (b) gender of instructor, (d) college, or 

(e) amount of teaching experience were taken into account. Current research 

indicated, in general, the following instructor variables were not related to student 

rafings: (a) age and teaching experience (Cashin, 1995; Feldman, 1983b; Marsh 

& Hocevar, 1991); (b) gender of instructor (Cashin, 1995; Feldman, 1993); (c) 

race (Cashin, 1995); (d) personality (Braskamp & Ory, 1994; Cashin, 1995; 
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Centra, 1993); and (e) research productivity (Cashin, 1995; Centra, 1993). 

Student variables usually not related to student ratings in past research included 

age, gender, level of the student, GPA, and personality (Cashin, 1995). Cashin 

(1995) found that class size was not related to student rafings. 

The variables in the preceding paragraph have been thought to bias 

student rafings. However, Cashin (1995) found they were not correlated with 

student ratings in any significant way. Some other variables have been 

correlated with student rafings and may possibly require control (Cashin, 1995). 

Full-fime faculty usually received higher ratings than teaching assistants (TAs). 

However, Cashin (1995) proposed this variable did not need to be controlled for 

as full-time faculty as a group were more effecfive teachers than TAs. 

Expressiveness of the faculty member tended to enhance learning and did not 

need to be controlled (Cashin, 1995). Student variables which may need control 

include motivation and expected grades (Cashin, 1995). Mofivation to take a 

course was correlated with the other items on the IDEA Survey, indicafing this 

variable required control (Cashin, 1995). Expected grades had posifive but low 

correlations ranging from .10 to .30. According to Cashin (1995), course 

variables to consider included level of course, academic field, and 

workload/difllculty. The higher level courses tended to receive higher ratings, but 

the differences were small. The academic field did show different ratings, 

however it was not clear why (Cashin, 1995). In addition, workload and difficulty 

of course correlated positively with student ratings. However, the correlafions 

were not large and these variables did not require control (Cashin, 1995; Centra, 
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1993). Cashin (1995) found that the administrafive variables related to student 

rafings included: (a) non-anonymous ratings, (b) instructor present while 

students complete ratings, and (c) purpose of ratings. 

Instructional Consultafion and Student FesHhank 

Faculty development programs to improve teaching were established in 

many institutions of higher education beginning in the 1970's. Individual 

instructional consultation with feedback is one means used for faculty 

development. Many of the consultants who provide this type of consultation do 

not have much formal training on what constitutes effective practice (Brinko, 

1990). A meta-analysis of the effects of student evaluation feedback showed 

that feedback from student ratings alone produced a significant, but small, 

improvement in teaching. Further, when student rafings feedback was 

augmented by individual consultation, the small effect quadrupled. This analysis 

was limited however because few studies included individual consultation and 

the effect was not consistent across studies (Brinko, 1990). It appears that some 

consultations are more effective than others because of the significant variation 

in the effect size. 

Brinko (1991) examined the verbal interactions between instructional 

consultants and their faculty clients to hopefully increase the understanding of 

the process of individual instrucfional consultafion with feedback. Brinko (1991) 

found there is no one way that consultation is done; rather, within the 

consultation process, there are several common behavior patterns shared by 
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instructional consultants. The four phases of instructional consultation with 

feedback include: (a) initial contact, (b) conference, (c) information collection, 

and (d) information review and planning session. Four models appear to be the 

most useful in this type of consultation. In the product model, the consultant is 

seen as the expert and the client is seeking this expertise. In the prescripfion 

model, also known as the medical model, the consultant identifies, diagnoses, 

and solves the problem and the client is the receiver of this diagnosis. In the 

collaborafive/process model, the consultant is the facilitator of change and the 

client is the content expert and together they have a synergistic relationship. In 

the affiliative model, the consultant is an instructional consultant and 

psychological counselor and the client is seeking both personal and professional 

growth. Brinko (1991) also identified a fifth model—the confrontational model in 

which the consultant plays the devil's advocate and the client is forced into the 

role of defender or accepter. 

Brinko (1991) proposed that instead of the consultant's style of interaction, 

practitioners/researchers need to consider the consultative style that emerges 

from the interaction between the consultant and the client. The use of only one 

style of consultation limits the effectiveness and the opportunifies for productive 

consultation. Brinko (1991) recommended further research to compare 

successful and unsuccessful consultafion, to determine which consultation 

pracfices are most effective, and in what situations are they effecfive. 

Overall and Marsh (1979) conducted a study of 751 students in 30 

secfions of a course in computer science. They found that instructors, who were 
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given feedback from student ratings collected at midterm and met individually 

with consultants to discuss strategies for improvement, received better student 

ratings at the end of the semester. Their students also had better final 

examination scores and more favorable affective outcomes. The students in the 

sections in which the instructors received feedback from the midterm ratings 

scored similarly to other students on pretests and midterms. The results of their 

study confirmed that feedback from student ratings in conjuncfion with individual 

consultafion improves teaching effectiveness. 

C A studv^bf the effectiveness of Students' Evaluations of Teaching 

Effectiveness (SETs) to improve university teaching reconfirmed that SET 

feedback coupled with individual consultation improve teaching effectiveness 

(Marsh & Roche, 1993). Ninety-two instructors completed self-evaluafions and 

were evaluated by students in the middle of Semester 1 and at the ends of 

Semesters 1 and 2. Groups received feedback and individual consultation 

intervention at midterm of Semester 1 (MT), at the end of Semester 1 (ET), or 

received no intervention (control). Certain teaching dimensions were targeted for 

the MT and ET groups. The ratings for all the groups showed improvement over 

fime. The rafings for the ET group improved significanfiy more than the control 

group. The targeted teaching dimensions for both the MT and ET groups 

showed greater improvement than teaching dimensions which were not targeted. 

Wilson (1986) concluded that an individual consultation process, in which 

the instructors received guidance on improving their lowest rated items, resulted 

in greater teaching effectiveness for 52 percent of the faculty clients than just 
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written scores. Faculty showed the most change on items when the suggestions 

were most concrete, specific, and behavioral. A group of non-client faculty which 

received only the computer profiles of their students' rafings and no suggestions 

about improving their teaching showed no significant change in the ratings of 

their teaching (Wilson, 1986). 

In changing teaching to effect significant improvement in teaching, Wilson 

(1986) looked at two aspects of the change process. The first aspect is knowing 

what to do to change or to improve a teaching behavior. Client faculty were 

presented with different techniques which they previously did not have to improve 

their teaching. The second aspect of the change process dealt with acting upon 

the new knowledge and techniques the client faculty receive in the consultafion 

process. Sometimes application of new knowledge is a stumbling block. 

However, the consultation process seems to have created an implied expectafion 

that the new techniques would be used. 

Validity of Student Evaluations 

The validity of students' evaluations of teaching effectiveness is frequenfiy 

questioned (Marsh, 1977, 1982). A major problem is the lack of universally 

accepted criterion of good teaching. However, a number of researchers use a 

construct validation method in which student rafings and other measures thought 

to reflect effecfive teaching are shown to be related. If the two indicators show 

agreement, validity is indicated. Several researchers have used the performance 

on a final examinafion in a multi-section course as an indicator of effective 
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teaching. The teachers who were rated higher had students who performed best 

on the standardized exam (Centra, 1977a; Frey, 1973, 1978; Frey, Leonard, & 

Beatty, 1975; Marsh, Fleiner, & Thomas, 1975). 

Marsh (1982) believed that faculty would recognize the usefulness of 

student rafings if validity criteria applicable across a wide variety of courses were 

used. He selected the instructors' evaluations of their own teaching 

effectiveness as his criterion. A correlafion of about .20 has been determined 

between faculty self-evaluafions and students ratings (Blackburn & Clark, 1975; 

Centra, 1973). Other studies have resulted in correlations ranging from .31 to .65 

(Braskamp, Caulley, & Cosfin, 1979; Doyle & Crichton, 1978; Marsh, Overall, & 

Kesler, 1979a, 1979b). Marsh (1982) based his study on the earlier study by 

Marsh and others (1979b), but: (a) added several new evaluation factors to the 

survey instrument, (b) included courses taught by teaching assistants as well as 

undergraduate and graduate courses taught by faculty, and (c) the sample size 

was increased. Marsh (1982) was thus able to use a multitrait-mulfimethod 

analysis to test convergent and divergent validity. Convergent validity indicated 

the correlation between student and instructor ratings on the same evaluation 

dimensions. Divergent validity reflected the disfinctiveness of the different 

evaluafion factors. Marsh (1982) proposed the divergent validity would support 

evidence against the practice of using a single overall summary item or a simple 

average score across a broad set of evaluation items. In order to fully utilize 

student ratings, faculty and administrators need to be convinced that these 

rafings are valid. 
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In a study of 329 college instructors in which the faculty evaluated their 

own teaching effecfiveness with the same 35-item rating that was used by their 

students. Marsh (1982) found student ratings reflected good agreement with 

instructor self-evaluations of teaching effectiveness. The validity of student 

rafings was verified at both the undergraduate and graduate level. Marsh (1982) 

concluded that using multi-factor evaluation instruments is important. 

Marsh et al. (1979b) conducted a study of students' evaluafions of 

teaching which were validated against both cognifive and affective criteria of 

effective teaching. Previous criticism by faculty that student ratings fail to reflect 

effecfive teaching was noted. However, numerous researchers have conducted 

construct-validation studies in which student ratings are measured along with 

other criteria indicative of effective teaching such as instructors' self-evaluafion, 

retrospective rafings of alumni, and follow-up ratings of the same students 

several years after graduation. These studies have established correlafion levels 

which confirm that student ratings do reflect a measure of teaching effecfiveness. 

Correlations between end-of-term ratings and the teaching effectiveness 

criteria were generally positive (Marsh et al., 1979a). This study provided 

support for the validity of student evaluations. The design of this study 

eliminated many alternative explanations for the correlation between ratings and 

the criteria of effective teaching. Support for the validity of student evaluations in 

general was offered by this study, however, which components of the rafings 

were most valid was not established. Marsh et al. (1979a) confirmed the 

importance of using mulfiple criteria in the evaluafion of effective teaching. 
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Marsh (1983) emphasized the importance of the multldimensionalityxjf 

student ratings. The ratings reflected the many dimensions of teaching including 

areas such as enthusiasm/skill, learning/accomplishments, structure, clarity, 

group interaction, individual rapport, grading/examinations, breadth of coverage, 

workload/difficulty, instructor's knowledge, elocutionary skills, and others. The 

instruments used to measure teaching effectiveness showed that students do 

disfinguish between these various areas of effective teaching. The results of the 

Students' Evaluation of Education Quality (SEEQ), the student instrument 

developed and used by Marsh (1983) to evaluate faculty, demonstrated 

significant student-teacher agreement on the factors assessed in this instrument. 

This agreement was not a unidimensional agreement which could be generalized 

across several teaching behavior factors. Agreement on a factor was 

independent of agreement on other teaching behavior factors. This instrument 

could now be used to accurately reflect certain teaching behaviors. Other 

instruments that may have a hodgepodge of items and for which there are 

average scores or overall ratings do not necessarily provide a good basis for 

knowing what is being measured. 

In order to measure the mulfidimensionality of students' evaluafions of 

teaching effectiveness, the sun/ey instrument should be appropriate (Marsh & 

Roche, 1993). Evaluations need to be viewed as teaching needs to be viewed-

from a multidimensional perspective. For example, an instructor could be well 

organized yet lack enthusiasm. The purposes of the ratings should also be clear. 

Evaluations are done for a number of purposes. These purposes can include: 
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(a) to provide feedback to faculty regarding the effectiveness of their teaching, (b) 

to be used as a measure of teaching effectiveness for personnel decisions, (c) to 

give students information about teachers to help students select which secfion of 

a class to take, and (d) to contribute to data used for research purposes. Marsh 

(1991) emphasized that for all of these purposes mulfidimensionality is important; 

however, for personnel decisions, single scores are often used. 

Marsh (1991) noted that there are a number of well-constructed student 

evaluafion instruments. These instruments measure distinct components of 

teaching effectiveness. The documented development of these instruments and 

the factor analyses conducted on the items measured provide further credence 

that students' evaluafions measure distinct components of teaching 

effectiveness. 

Feldman (1976, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987) developed an extensive lisfing of 

categohes of effecfive teaching as shown in Figure 1 (adapted from the 

aforementioned studies). Feldman categorized the different characterisfics of 

effective university teachers from the student's point of view by reviewing 

research that asked students to specify these characterisfics or that inferred 

characteristics through correlational studies. 
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Feldman's Categories 

1. Teacher's stimulation of interest in the course and subject matter 

2. Teacher's enthusiasm for subject or for teaching 

3. Teacher's knowledge of the subject 

4. Teacher's intellectual expansiveness and breadth of coverage 

5. Teacher's preparation and organization of the course 

6. Clarity and understandability of presentafions and explanations 

7. Teacher's elocutionary skills 

8. Teacher's sensitivity to, and concern with, class level and progress 

9. Clarity of course objecfives and requirements 

10. Nature and value of the course material including usefulness and relevance 

11. Nature and usefulness of supplementary materials and teaching aids 

12. Perceived outcome or impact of instrucfion 

13. Teacher's fairness and impartiality of evaluation: quality of exams 

14. Personal characterisfics (personality) 

15. Nature, quality, and frequency of feedback from teacher to students 

16. Intellectual challenge and encouragement of independent thought 

17. Teacher's concern and respect for students: friendliness of the teacher 

Figure 1. Categories of Effecfive Teaching Identified by Feldman 
(1976, 1983, 1984, 1986, 1987) 
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Feldman's Categories 

18. Teacher's availability and helpfulness 

19. Difficulty and workload of the course 

20. Teacher's encouragement of questions and discussion, and openness to 

the opinion of others 

Figure 1. Confinued. 

Marsh (1991) again emphasized that most of the literature supports that 

the purposes for which evaluations are used are better served by 

mulfidimensional scores rather than a single summary score. Most instruments 

do not measure a well-defined set of evaluafion factors and the need for using 

these types of instruments remains. Marsh (1991) responded to a crifique 

(Abrami & d'Apollinia, 1991) of his use of mulfidimensionality with the response 

that as opposed to a global score there are many ways in which an instructor can 

be effective and many ways an instmctor can be ineffective but few instructors 

are consistenfiy excellent or consistently poor across many teaching behavior 

dimensions. 

Marsh (1984) conducted an overview of findings and research regarding 

students' evaluations of teaching effectiveness. He concluded that class-

averages of student ratings are: (a) mulfidimensional, (b) reliable and stable, 
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(c) primarily reflect on the instructor not on the course being taught, (d) are valid 

in comparison with indicators of effective teaching, and (e) are relatively free of 

variables hypothesized as potential biases. Further, these rafings are seen as 

useful by faculty as feedback on their teaching, by students to determine course 

selection, and by administrators in personnel decisions. 

Since the validity of students' rafings is frequenfiy supported by research 

findings. Marsh (1984) questioned why they are seen as so controversial. He 

offered that some of the reasons are obvious. University faculty are content 

experts, but usually have not had any training on effective teaching methods; yet, 

their tenure and promotions depend, in part, on the evaluation of their teaching 

effecfiveness. This issue is further complicated by the lack of a universally 

accepted definition of effective teaching. Although university faculty are also 

evaluated based on their research productivity, the evaluafion of teaching 

remains more contested. 

Marsh (1984) discussed concerns with questions of the validity of 

mulfisection studies. One approach to validate student rafings with objective 

criterion is to measure teaching effectiveness correlated with student learning as 

measured by the results of an objective examination used in mulfisections of the 

same course, taught by different instructors. In the study by Rodin and Rodin 

(1963), a negafive correlafion was found between section-average grade and 

section-average instructor evaluations. However, Marsh (1984) assessed 

serious methodological problems with the Rodin and Rodin study. Marsh (1984) 

found studies which did meet the criteria for a mulfisection validity study that 
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further validated the use of student evaluations in determining teaching 

effectiveness. 

Marsh (1984) also discussed the Dr. Fox effect in which instructor 

expressiveness may have an overriding influence on the students' evaluations of 

teaching. Results from Dr. Fox studies have been interpreted to say that an 

enthusiasfic lecturer can sway students into a favorable evaluafion even when 

the lecture is not meaningful. Marsh (1984) found that instructor expressiveness 

did impact rafings, however, it was strongest in the area of instructor enthusiasm 

and did not bias overall results. 

Student Rating Studies 

L'Hommedieu, Menges, and Brinko (1990) cited their 1988 study in which 

a complete review and statisfical integration of the research on the feedback 

faculty received from student ratings resulted in an overall effect size of .342. 

Although a consistent posifive effect was noted, this had modest pracfical 

significance. This study looked at threats to validity and found they diluted the 

measured effects of student ratings feedback. However, these effects may be 

stronger than the research indicated. 

A meta-analysis of 28 studies was conducted by L'Hommedieu et al. 

(1990). The studies in the meta-analysis included only those which: 

(a) invesfigated postsecondary instruction, (b) used student ratings as the 

primary source of feedback, (c) were conducted in classroom settings, (d) used a 

no-feedback control group, and (e) stood apart from larger training programs in 
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which the effects of feedback could not be sorted out from the effects of training. 

Overall, these 28 studies indicated a small but consistenfiy posifive effect from 

written feedback alone on student ratings and a considerably increased effect 

when written feedback was given along with personal consultafion. 

Theoretical FramRwnrk 

Theories for exploring change in behavior include a number of theories 

under the general concept of motivation. Theories which include both extrinsic 

and intrinsic motivators are explored in this section. The theory of cognifive 

disssonance provided the framework for this study and is looked at in detail. 

Motivation 

The force that drives people to work, to play, to achieve, or to be content 

with what they have is motivation. Motivation can energize, maintain, and control 

human behavior. In Table 1, theories for understanding motivation can be 

viewed along a confinuum (Cummings, Long, & Lewis, 1988). One end of the 

confinuum is the mental perspecfive in which the basic assumption is that 

internal motivators create the force behind human behavior. Theorists at this end 

of the confinuum include Freud, Murray, Maslow, McClelland, and Herzberg. 

The other end of the continuum is the environmental perspecfive in which the 

basic assumpfion is that external motivators create the force behind human 

behavior. Theorists at this end of the continuum include Pavlov, Thorndike, 

Skinner, and Locke. The middle of the continuum reflects a perspecfive that 
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motivation is a combinafion of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Theorists in this 

middle range include Osgood et al.; Vroom; Porter and Lawler; Thibaut and 

Kelley; and Fesfinger (Cummings et al., 1988). 

Table 1. Human Mofivation Continuum 

Mentalistic 

Basic Assumption: 
Internal motivators create 
the force behind behavior 

Theorists: 
Freud 
Murray 
Maslow 
McClelland 
Herzberg 

Motivation Continuum 

Middle 

Basic Assumpfion: 
Motivation is a combination 
of intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors 

Theorists: 
Osgood et al. 
Vroom 
Porter and Lawler 
Thibaut and Kelley 
Festinger 

Environmentalistic 

Basic Assumpfion: 
External motivators 
create the force be 
behind behavior 

Theorists: 
Pavlov 
Thorndike 
Skinner 
Locke 

Source: Cummings et al., 1988, p. 223 

Herzberg developed the two-factor theory of mofivafion (Cummings et al., 

1988). The two factors are motivational factors and hygiene factors 

(environmental). Hezberg believed that environmental factors are necessary, but 

not sufficient, to motivate employees. For him, mofivafion came from within an 

individual. Hygienic factors could prevent motivation but could not produce 

mofivafion. 
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The middle theorists reject the purists' positions of the mentalisfic and the 

environmentalistic (Cummings et al., 1988). The middle perspective reflects that 

both internal and external conditions are important. The theorists in the middle 

range do vary in the emphasis they place on the internal and the external 

influences. 

Festinger approached the concept of mofivation similarly to Lewin and his 

field theory (Cummings et al., 1988). Field theory purports that behavior is a 

function of the field (the environment and the individual) which exists at the fime 

the behavior occurs. To understand behavior, one must analyze the whole field 

and differentiate it into the many parts that affect behavior. 

Theory of Cognifive Dissonance 

The theory of cognitive dissonance (Cummings et al., 1988; Fesfinger, 

1957) reflects Fesfinger's interest in how people make decisions. Prior to making 

a decision, an individual is in a state of conflict over which action to take. This 

conflict is an internal state characterized as a state of tension or dissonance. 

This dissonance becomes a motivator. The process of managing the dissonance 

is an acfion one takes on the environment. Festinger (1957) proposed that post-

decision tension occurs after a decision is made, and there is a period of 

justification. During this period of justification, the person ignores any information 

that indicates a bad decision was made. Reinforcement of the decision is 

sought in the environment. 
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Fesfinger appears to be both a mentalist and an environmentalist 

(Cummings et al., 1988). His theory reflects people's need for homeostasis, the 

need to have things in balance. The fact that he bases his theory on this mental 

state makes him a mentalist. Festinger was also interested in how the 

environment and the people interacting with the individual in an environment can 

create dissonance in a person as a means of motivating that person. The 

individual is seen as an information processor. The environmental condifions 

can be manipulated to create internal dissonance. The external and internal 

states combine to sfimulate the person to behave in certain ways. This can be 

desirable to a person seeking to change the way another behaves. 

Osgood and his associates began as Pavlovian learning theorists 

(Cummings et al., 1988). However, they became more concerned with the 

mentalist perspective and incorporated these concepts into their theory. Their 

theory of meaning is a variant of the classical conditioning model. The individual 

has an acquired or learned predisposition to behave in certain ways. An 

individual is, therefore, predisposed to behave in certain ways. To motivate a 

person, the person needs to be conditioned to have certain types of meanings. 

These meanings would then predispose the person to behave as desired. 

More current research on dissonance reduction focuses on this issue in 

relation to self-esteem. Steele and Liu (1981, 1983) found that cognitive 

dissonance and its accompanying attitude changes could be eliminated by the 

affirmation of a valued portion of the self-concept. These results indicate that 

dissonance is not based on a need for general consistency among cognitions, 
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instead it is based on a need for congruency between a self-view and a second 

cognition or acfion. These studies show that dissonance is closely linked to the 

self-concept in the sense that the dissonance arises from an inconsistency 

between self-threat and the self-concept. 

Thibodeau and Aronson (1992) supported the neodissonance position as 

described in Steel and Liu (1981, 1983). However, classical dissonance theorists 

adhere to Fesfinger's model in which dissonance may arise when two disparate, 

non-consonant cognitions are generated by an individual, irrespecfive of the self-

concept's involvement. As neodissonance theorists, Thibodeau and Aronson 

(1992) proposed that dissonance reduction is a mechanism which allows an 

individual to cope with the cognifive inconsistencies inherent to the specific type 

of self-threat which emerges in the free-choice situafion. 

Although there are some studies which expand the concept of cognitive 

dissonance, Fesfinger's theory of cognitive dissonance was the theorefical model 

selected for this study. 

Theory of Cognitive Dissonance Applied 

When teaching is evaluated less favorably than expected, it is presumed 

that faculty value the opinions on their students enough to change their 

instrucfion methods to be more responsive to students needs (Centra, 1973). 

Several theories provide justification for this belief (Daw & Gage, 1967; 

Fesfinger, 1957; Gage et al., 1963; Heider, 1958; Newcomb, 1959). The theory 

of cognitive dissonance holds that when a discrepancy exists between one's 
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attitudes and behavior, it can be a main cause of changed attitudes. Even 

though attitudes are defined in part in terms of a disposition to behave, 

somefimes a great difference exists between attitudes and behavior. When this 

inconsistency exists, attitudes often change to match the behavior. Fesfinger 

(1957) proposed the theory of cognitive dissonance to explain the tendency of 

attitudes to somefimes shift to be consistent with behavior. When an 

inconsistency exists between attitude and behavior, one is uncomfortable. This 

discomfort mofivates one to do what he can to reduce the discomfort, or the 

dissonance. 

This theory indicates that if beliefs or percepfions and acfions are 

incongruent, a cognifive dissonance occurs and the individual will change the 

beliefs or perceptions or acfions to be more congruent and resolve the 

dissonance. As applied to this study, the independent variables, student/faculty 

rafings and discrepancy scores, should influence or explain changes in the 

dependent variable, the faculty's teaching (end of semester student rafings). If 

the student rafings at midsemester are incongruent with the self-rafings of the 

faculty at midsemester, the faculty will change its teaching behaviors in an effort 

to increase the student ratings on those items where their rafings exceeded their 

student rafings at midsemester. 
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Summary 

In summary, this review of the literature presented a restatement of the 

problem as well as literature which supported this study. The challenges facing 

higher education today were discussed in view of how improving teaching 

effectiveness can help meet these challenges. The roadblocks to effective 

teaching and the lack of education on effecfive teaching were also considered. 

The characteristics of effecfive teaching, as identified in research studies, 

provided insight into the mulfifaceted nature of this issue. The theoretical basis 

of cognitive dissonance was also explored and its application to this problem was 

discussed. Evaluafing teaching for effectiveness can be a means for improving 

teaching effectiveness.' .Specifically, the effecfiveness of student rafing feedback 

as a method for improving college instruction was invesfigated in this literature 

review. Addifionally, this review included looking at the use of one-on-one 

consultafion in conjunction with student rating feedback as a way of to increasing 

student rafings (teaching effectiveness). In the following Methodology Secfion, 

the steps taken in this study to investigate the impact of discrepancy scores and 

group consultation on teaching effecfiveness, as measured by student rafings, 

are discussed. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The experimental approach employed for this study is outlined in this 

chapter. The sections in this chapter include: (a) a restatement of the problem, 

(b) the variables in the study, (c) the hypotheses, (d) the research design, (e) the 

instrumentation, (f) the sample population, (g) the data collection, (h) the 

analyses of the data, and (i) the anticipated findings and conclusions. This 

chapter was based on an approach similar to that used by Centra (1973), and it 

was hoped the results would agree with his findings that teachers who rated 

themselves better than their students would change their teaching behaviors in a 

significant way after receiving midsemester feedback. Further, it was hoped that 

the findings would confirm, as indicated in the research literature, that feedback 

augmented with midsemester consultafion would result in even greater changes 

in faculty behavior as measured by end of semester student ratings. 

Restatement of the Problem 

This research investigated how to improve the student ratings of college 

faculty utilizing the theory of cognitive dissonance. This study explored how the 

cognitive dissonance, created when a faculty member experienced lower than 

expected midsemester student ratings in comparison with his or her own 

midsemester self-rafings, could be resolved by moving toward the needed 
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teaching improvements reflected in the midsemester student rafings. It was 

assumed that, based on written student ratings feedback, significant movement 

to improve the teaching behaviors rated lower than expected by students would 

enhance the teaching effectiveness of the faculty, i.e., raise his/her student 

ratings. It was further assumed that improvement in teaching effectiveness 

(higher student ratings) would be even greater when the midsemester feedback 

from the student ratings was augmented with a faculty workshop consultation. 

Variables in the Study 

The independent variables were: (a) the written feedback of the 

discrepancies between the faculty member's self-ratings and his/her student 

ratings at midsemester provided to the feedback group and (b) the group 

consultation, a one-hour workshop which included with the written feedback and 

discussion of the feedback, provided to the consultation group. The dependent 

variables were the changes in the teaching effectiveness (behaviors) as 

measured by changes in the student rafings at midsemester compared to those 

ratings at the end of the semester. The level of student mofivation for each of the 

three groups in this study was used as a covariate. Cashin (1995) found that the 

student variables of motivation and expected grades may need to be controlled. 

Therefore, motivation was used as a covariate. Cashin (1995) determined that 

the administrative variables related to student ratings included: (a) non-

anonymous rafings, (b) instructor present while students complete ratings, (c) 

purpose of ratings. In this study, these administrative variables were controlled 
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for by having: (a) anonymous ratings, (b) student administered evaluations; and 

(c) the direcfions stated that these rafings were used for the instructor only for 

improvement. 

The Research Design 

This experimental study assessed the impact of three forms of student 

feedback on the teaching effectiveness (student ratings) of faculty teaching in a 

small, private college. The experimental design was a Pretest-Posttest Control-

Group design. This design controlled for the eight threats to internal validity: 

history, maturation, testing, instrumentation, statistical regression, differential 

selecfion, experimental mortality, and selection-maturation interacfion. However, 

the external validity of this design could have been affected by an interaction 

between the pretest and the experimental treatment (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 1996). 

Instrumentation 

The research conducted by the staff of the Individual Development and 

Educafional Assessment (IDEA) Center at Kansas State University focuses on 

the assessment and improvement of teaching and learning at colleges and 

universities. Dr. William H. Pallett, Director of the IDEA Center, provided 

excellent support in acquiring the instrument for this study (see Appendix F). The 

instrument used in this study, the IDEA Student Rating of Instruction System, is 

designed to improve student learning (Hoyt & Cashin, 1977). This system 

recognizes the mulfidimensionality of teaching and tailors each report to fit the 
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instructor's teaching goals by weighfing the objectives for each course. The 

instructor is rated on what he or she is trying to teach. 

The evaluation form consists of 47 items to measure teaching 

effecfiveness (see Appendix B). Questions 1-20 deal with specific teaching 

behaviors. Quesfions 21-32 rate students' progress in twelve possible learning 

objectives, which can then be compared to faculty ratings regarding their 

teaching priorifies. Questions 33-57 focus on the course and on the students' 

self-rating. The last section allows for up to 15 individual questions by the 

individual instructor. 

The results of the evaluations are reported per class. The IDEA Report to 

the instnjctor consists of seven sections (see Appendix D). The first section 

reports the overall measures of teaching effecfiveness. The second section 

idenfifies the student rafings of progress on specific objectives and is used to 

identify teaching objectives where improvement is needed most. The third 

section reflects the teaching methods or style related to student ratings of 

progress to help develop a strategy for improving teaching methods. This 

section was used in this study in the calculation of the discrepancy scores on the 

20 items dealing with specific teaching behaviors. The fourth secfion focuses on 

the course description/context to assist in interpreting the results by considering 

the context in which the course was taught. The fifth secfion oufiines statistical 

detail to help the instructor and consultants to interpret the report accurately. 

Section six identifies errors resulting from incomplete information provided on the 

Faculty Informafion Form. 
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The reliability of the IDEA Survey Form for student ratings was established 

through a correlafion study (Hoyt & Cashin, 1977). To estimate reliabilities for 

the ratings, data were examined for 184 medium-size classes with 30 to 49 

students. The students in each class were numbered consecutively. Then, for 

each measure, two average scores were obtained for each class. One score for 

the odd-numbered students was obtained, and one score for the even-numbered 

students was obtained. These two "scores" were correlated for the 184 classes. 

The results were taken as an estimate of the reliability of the various measures 

when the number of the observers was half the average number in these 

medium-sized classes. The esfimated reliabilities ranged from .81 to .94, and 

averaged .87. Standard errors of measurement averaged about 0.3 

The validity of the IDEA Survey Form was established in a number of 

ways (Hoyt & Cashin, 1977). The survey asks students to give the same kind of 

ratings as other student rating systems. Thus, the validity of those parallel 

systems can be applied as well to the IDEA system. Further validity was 

established by validating certain aspects which are unique to the IDEA system 

including: (a) students' reports of progress, (b) the relationships between 

teaching methods and objectives, and (c) the influences of class size and student 

mofivation. It was not possible to test direcfiy in each course the students' 

ratings of their progress. An indirect test was conducted which correlated the 

students' average progress ratings on each objective with the instructors' ratings 

of the importance of the objective. The results indicated that the self-ratings of 

progress were made with acceptable validity. Another important validity quesfion 
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concerned the relationship between teaching methods and progress ratings. 

This question was approached in two ways. First, multiple regression equations 

were developed for predicting mean student progress ratings for scores on the a 

priori methods section. Second, item analyses were performed to determine the 

relationship between a given progress rating and a given teaching behavior. The 

multiple regression resulted in all positive correlations. The item analyses 

resulted in establishing that 47 of 58 individual trial items were linearly related to 

effectiveness to a degree which was both stafistically and pracfically significant. 

The third question was related to class size and student motivation. When 

student ratings of progress were used as the criteria for effective teaching, 

instead of a single model of excellent teaching, the IDEA system included a 

multitude of models. This allowed for sensitivity to the variations among courses. 

Based on the item analyses, the IDEA system developers were able to control for 

student motivation. 

In addition to the IDEA system, a discrepancy feedback sheet was 

developed by the researcher. These sheets were utilized to provide written 

feedback to faculty members. This feedback sheet (see Appendix E) consists of 

Items 1-20: Teaching Methods from the IDEA system. The class averages on 

each item, the instructor's self-rating on each item, and the discrepancy scores 

on each item were listed. 
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Selection of SI ihjprtQ 

All faculty members at a small, private college were invited to participate in 

this study by the Vice President of Academic Affairs (see letter at Appendix G). 

Approximately 73 faculty members are full-time and approximately 85 are 

part-time. Sixty-one faculty members volunteered to participate in this study (59 

were full-time faculty members and 2 were part-time faculty members). Random 

selection, based on a random numbers table, was used to assign volunteers to 

one of three groups. The time schedule (Appendix H) and the cost projection 

(Appendix I) were coordinated with the Vice President of Academic Affairs. The 

protection of human subjects request was sought from the researcher's university 

and the approval letter is in Appendix J. 

The hypotheses for this study were based on the following three groups: 

1. In the first group, identified as the control group, faculty members were 

rated by the students at the end of the semester. They received feedback 

after the end of the semester. 

2. In the first treatment group, identified as the feedback group, faculty 

members rated themselves at midsemester and were rated by students at 

midsemester. They received prompt feedback on discrepancies between 

their self-ratings and the students' rafings. At the end of the semester, they 

were rated again by their students. 

3. In the second treatment group, identified as the consultation group, faculty 

members rated themselves at midsemester and were rated by students at 

midsemester. They received prompt feedback on their rafings and the 
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students' rafings. In addition to the prompt feedback, they received group 

consultafion with their feedback. At the end of the semester, they were rated 

again by their students. 

Twenty participants were assigned to the control group (all 20 were full-

time faculty). Nineteen members completed the study. Consistent with the 

university's practice of obtaining evaluations, feedback was only solicited from 

students at the end of the semester. For the purposes of this study, the IDEA 

Student Report was the selected feedback tool. 

Twenty participants were assigned to the feedback group (all 20 were full-

time faculty). Nineteen of the twenty faculty members assigned to this group 

completed the study. Subjects in this group received the results of the mid-

semester student ratings and their own self-rating on the first 20 items, which 

were teaching behaviors, at midsemester. Discrepancy scores were given on the 

first 20 items with an emphasis (negative sign) on those that the instructor 

predicted himself or herself to have a higher rating than the class average on 

each of these 20 items. This feedback was given in written feedback (see 

Appendix E) at midsemester with suggestions to work on all discrepancy items 

This group did not have a group consultafion workshop regarding their results. 

The same set of IDEA Short Papers (see Appendix K) provided to the 

consultation group was made available on reference in the Library. This group 

was informed of the availability of these papers in a cover memorandum sent to 

each individual along with their midsemester self-ratings, student mean ratings, 

and their discrepancy scores (see Appendix L). They also received their end of 
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semester student evaluafions on the IDEA Student Report (see Appendix D) 

three weeks after the end of the semester. 

Twenty-one participants were assigned to the consultation group (19 were 

full-time faculty members and 2 were part-time members). Twenty of the 21 

members assigned to the group completed this study (2 part-timers and 18 full-

time faculty members). This group received the results of the midsemester 

student ratings in the IDEA Student Report format (see Appendix D) and the 

discrepancy score analysis on special feedback sheets at midsemester (see 

Appendix E). Additionally, these faculty members had a group consultation 

regarding their results in the form of a one-hour workshop (see Appendix L). Six 

workshops were offered at midsemester for this treatment group to maximize the 

possibility that all group members would be able to participate in one of the 

workshops. Three individuals were met with individually due to fime conflicts. 

The workshop included suggestions in the form of IDEA short papers and 

interactions among faculty members (see Appendix A). 

Consultafion Feedback Workshop 

The consultafion feedback workshop is oufiined in Appendix A. This one-

hour workshop was offered six times at midsemester to provide ample 

opportunity for all 21 participants to attend. The objecfive of the workshop was to 

explain in general the IDEA form and specifically to focus on the discrepancy 

feedback sheet. Suggestions for improvement of the instructors' lowest scores 

were provided both in open discussion and with relevant handouts including 
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IDEA Short Papers (see Appendix K) with emphasis, in the discussion, placed on 

the lowest five scores on the discrepancy feedback sheet (see Appendix E). 

Collection of Data 

The researcher worked with the Vice President of Academic Affairs in 

December, 1998 to obtain volunteers from the faculty for this study (see 

Appendix F). The researcher worked with the administrafive assistant to the Vice 

President of Academic Affairs to obtain the evaluations at midsemester and at 

the end of the semester. The IDEA evaluation forms were processed by the 

IDEA Center at KSU in Manhattan, Kansas. The instructors' self-rafing forms 

were processed by the researcher who calculated the 20 discrepancy scores for 

the 39 participants in the two experimental groups. 

The evaluation forms were handled in the same manner as the other 

student ratings at this college. The forms were picked up by the faculty member. 

Then a student was selected by the faculty member to distribute the forms in 

class without the instructor present. The student collected the rating sheets after 

they were completed. The student then returned the forms in a sealed envelope 

to the vice president's office. Once all of the forms were returned, they were 

packed and shipped by the researcher to the IDEA Center for processing. The 

same process was followed at both midsemester and at the end of the semester 

(see Appendix M). 
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Analysis of Data 

The research question was what effect did student rafings feedback have 

on teaching behaviors, as measured by student ratings. 

All part-time and full-fime faculty at the college were asked to participate in 

this project as a pilot study. Three groups of 20 faculty members per group were 

required. Faculty members were assured that only they and the researcher 

would see their individual rafing reports. Instructors were randomly assigned to 

one of the three groups. Each instructor was asked to use the evaluation form in 

one class of his or her choice with an enrollment of 15-30 students. 

Hoyt, Chen, Pallett, and Gross (1999) grouped the 20 teaching behaviors 

(items 1-20 on the IDEA Survey Form) into the following five factors: (a) student-

faculty contact (items 1, 2, 20); (b) involving students (items 5, 9, 14, 16, 18); (c) 

establishing expectations (items 3, 4, 8, 13, 15); (d) clarity of communication 

(items 6, 10, 11); and (e) assessment/feedback (items 7, 12,17, 19). The 20 

items are grouped into these five factors for analysis on the IDEA Reports. 

These same five factors were used to represent the dependent variables, 

teaching behaviors, in the data analyses of this study. 

The first hypothesis was as follows: 

Hoi: Having statistically controlled for student motivation, there is no significant 

difference among the three groups of instructors with respect to end of semester 

student rafings. 

This hypothesis was tested using multivariate analysis of covariance 

(Glass & Hopkins, 1996; Harris, 1975; Popham & Sirontnik, 1992). The 
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dependent variables were the five factors of teaching behaviors including: 

(a) student-faculty contact, (b) involving students, (c) establishing expectations, 

(d) clarity of communication, and (e) assessment/feedback. Pearson correlations 

on these five factors showed them to be highly correlated, thus a mulfivariate 

analysis of covariance was appropriate. The control variable was student 

motivation. The Wilks' lambda. A, stafisfic, also referred to as the U-statistic, was 

used to test this hypothesis. If a statistically significant A was found, univariate 

analyses of variance on each separate dependent measure was to be done. If a 

significant F was found, painrt/ise post hoc Tukey's tests were to be conducted. 

The second hypothesis was as follows: 

H02: There is no significant difference between the midsemester student rafings 

and the end of semester student ratings for faculty in the feedback group who 

rated themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester. 

This hypothesis was tested using a multivariate analysis of variance. 

Hotelling's T^ was used; and, if significance was found, follow-up t tests were to 

be done on each dependent variable. To be in this group, a faculty member's 

total score on the 20 items in the self-rafing had to be greater than the sum of 

his/her students' rating means on these same 20 items, thus resulfing in a 

negative total discrepancy score for that instructor (see Appendix E). 

The third hypothesis was as follows: 

H03: There is no significant difference between the midsemester student ratings 

and the end of the semester student ratings for faculty in the consultafion group 

who rated themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester. 
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This hypothesis was also tested using a multivariate analysis of variance. 

Hotelling's T^ was used; and, if significance was found, follow-up t tests were to 

be done on each dependent variable. To be in this group, a faculty member's 

total score on the 20 items in the self-rating had to be greater than the students' 

rating means on these same 20 items, thus resulting in a negative total 

discrepancy score for that instructor (see Appendix E). 

The fourth hypothesis was as follows: 

H04: Having statistically controlled for student motivation, there is no significant 

difference in the differences between midsemester student ratings and end of 

semester student ratings for the feedback with consultation group and the 

differences between midsemester student ratings and end of semester student 

rafings for the feedback group. 

This hypothesis was tested with a multivariate analysis of covariance 

(Harris, 1975; Popham & Sirontnik, 1992). The dependent variables were the 

five factors of teaching behaviors including: (a) student-faculty contact, (b) 

involving students, (c) establishing expectafions, (d) clarity of communication, 

and (e) assessment/feedback. The control variable was student motivation. 

The Wilks' lambda, A, stafisfic, also referred to as the U-stafistic, was used to 

test this hypothesis. If a statistically significant A was found, univariate analyses 

of variance on each separate dependent measure were to be done. If a 

significant F was found, painA/ise post hoc Tukey 's tests were to be conducted. 
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All members of the feedback group and all members of the consultation group 

were used in this analysis (whether or not they had rated themselves better than 

their students had rated them). 

Anticipated Findings and Conclusions 

As indicated in the meta-analysis conducted by Cohen (1980), student 

feedback has a positive impact on improving teaching effectiveness and student 

rafing feedback plus individual consultation has an even more posifive impact. 

Brinko (1990) confirmed that student feedback coupled with individual 

consultation has an even greater impact on improving teaching effecfiveness 

than student feedback alone. Centra's (1973) study, on which this study is 

based, resulted in improvement of teaching effectiveness (student ratings) based 

upon student feedback. In this study, it was anticipated that the written feedback 

on student ratings would result in improvements of teaching effectiveness 

(student rafings). Further, it was anticipated that when the written feedback on 

student ratings was augmented with group consultafion an even greater 

improvement of teaching effecfiveness (student ratings) would result. Although 

the literature consistenfiy menfions individual consultation resulfing in greater 

teaching effecfiveness, limited time and resources of the researcher required 

group workshop consultations as opposed to individual consultafions. 

This study was designed to evaluate methods by which faculty evaluafion 

programs can be improved. It was anticipated that two approaches incorporating 

student feedback would be helpful. First, the discrepancy scores between 
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instructors' self-ratings and students' ratings using the IDEA system or the 

institution's current system were expected to be a tool by which faculty could 

improve the effectiveness of their teaching (their student ratings). Second, group 

consultafion coupled with discrepancy scores was expected to result in even 

greater improvement (even higher student rafings) than just discrepancy scores 

(in the form of written feedback) themselves. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the methodological blueprint employed to collect 

research data. Chapter IV oufiines the findings of this study. Conclusions and 

implications for further research are oufiined in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

Introduction 

The results of this study are oufiined in this chapter. Group summary 

reports from the IDEA Center on each group are at Appendix N. This chapter 

contains the following secfions: (a) an overview of the data analysis; (b) the 

results and findings regarding Hoi: Having stafistically controlled for student 

mofivation, there is no significant difference among the three groups of 

instructors with respect to end of semester student ratings; (c) the results and 

findings regarding H02: There is no significant difference between the 

midsemester student ratings and the end of semester student rafings for faculty 

in the feedback group who rated themselves better than their students rated 

them at midsemester; (d) the results and findings regarding H03: There is no 

significant difference between the midsemester student rafings and the end of 

the semester student ratings for faculty in the consultafion group who rated 

themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester; (e) the results 

and findings regarding H04: Having statisfically controlled for student mofivafion, 

there is no significant difference in the differences between midsemester student 

ratings and end of semester student rafings for the consultafion group and the 

differences between midsemester student ratings and end of semester student 

ratings for the feedback group; and (f) a summary of this chapter. 
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Overview of Data Analysis 

The Stafistical Program for Social Sciences (SPSS) was utilized to 

process all of the raw data on each individual in each group with the level of 

student mofivafion included in the raw data. Student mofivafion was determined 

by item #39 on the IDEA Survey Form (Appendix D) which states, "I really 

wanted to take this course regardless of who taught it." The end of the semester 

class averages on this item for each group were averaged together to determine 

the motivation level for the consultafion group (3.2), the written feedback group 

(3.1), and the control group (3.0). 

An alpha level of .05 was used for all stafisfical tests. Originally 61 faculty 

members (59 full-time faculty members and 2 part-fime faculty members) 

volunteered to participate. All faculty members were randomly assigned to one 

of the three groups. Twenty-one volunteers were randomly assigned to the 

consultation group. Twenty were assigned to the feedback group, and twenty 

were assigned to the control group. Of the 61 volunteers, 58 completed the 

study (three full-fime faculty members dropped out). Twenty faculty members 

participated in the consultation group (18 full-fime faculty members and 2 part-

time faculty members). Nineteen faculty members (all full-fime faculty members) 

participated in the feedback group. Nineteen faculty members (all full-fime 

faculty members) participated in the control group, which received no 

midsemester feedback. 
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Hypothesis One—End of Semester Comparison 
Between the Three Groups 

The first null hypothesis tested in this study stated that "having stafistically 

controlled for student mofivafion, there is no significant difference among the 

three groups of instmctors with respect to end of semester student rafings." It 

was anficipated that there would be a significant difference between the groups. 

Specifically, it was hoped that: (a) the consultation group would have higher end 

of semester student rafings than the feedback group and the control group, and 

(b) the feedback group would have higher end of semester student rafings than 

the control group. 

This hypothesis was tested in SPSS with a multivariate analysis of 

covariance using student mofivafion as the control variable (Harris, 1975; 

Popham & Sirontnik, 1992). The five dependent variables were the five factors of 

teaching behaviors including student-faculty contact, involving students, 

establishing expectations, clarity of communication, and assessment/feedback. 

Hoyt et al. (1999) grouped the 20 teaching behaviors (items 1-20 on the IDEA 

Survey Form, see Appendix B) into the following five factors: (a) student-faculty 

contact (items 1, 2, 20); (b) involving students (items 5, 9, 14, 16, 18); (c) 

establishing expectafions (items 3, 4, 8,13, 15); (d) clarity of communicafion 

(items 6, 10, 11); and (e) assessment/feedback (items 7, 12, 17, 19). As stated 

above, the control variable was student mofivafion. The Wilks' lambda. A, 

stafisfic, also referred to as the U-stafistic, was used. It was assumed that if a 
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stafistically significant A was found, then univariate analyses of variance on each 

separate dependent measure would be done. 

Table 2 contains the five dependent variable means of the three groups 

used in calculafing the Wilks' lambda. A, stafisfic. These means were calculated 

as follows. First, student rating means were calculated on each of the 20 

teaching behaviors items for each of the 58 faculty members in the study. Then, 

dependent variable means were calculated for each instructor using the 

appropriate dependent variable item means for each dependent variable, i.e., 

item means for 1, 2, and 20 were added together and divided by 3 to achieve the 

mean of means for the student-faculty contact factor. These calculafions 

resulted in five dependent variable means for each instnjctor. All of the 

dependent variable means for the individual instructors were then averaged 

within the three groups to obtain a group mean of means for the five dependent 

variables. For example, the means for the "student-faculty contact" 

variable/factor for all 20 instructors in the consultation group were averaged, 

resulfing in a mean of means of 4.08 as shown on Table 2. The five factor or 

dependent variable means are shown as the means for each of the three groups 

on Table 2. In all cases, except one, one can see that the dependent variable 

means were greater for the consultation group except in the case of the 

dependent variable, "involving students." In this case, the feedback group had a 

higher mean (3.57) than the consultafion group (3.53). The means in Table 2 

were used in the mulfivariate analysis with the results shown in Table 3. 
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Table 2. Dependent Variable Means Used in Between Group 
Comparisons for Hypothesis One 

Dependent 
Variables 

Student-Faculty 
Contact 

Involving 
Students 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of 
Communicafion 

Assessment/ 
Feedback 

Groups 

Consultafion 
Feedback 
Control 

Consultation 
Feedback 
Control 

Consultation 
Feedback 
Control 

Consultafion 
Feedback 
Control 

Consultafion 
Feedback 
Control 

Dependent 
Variables 

Means 

4.08 
4.06 
3.98 

3.53 
3.57 
3.35 

4.00 
3.97 
3.84 

4.21 
4.11 
3.97 

3.99 
3.96 
3.87 

Standard 
Deviation 

.45 

.48 

.43 

.68 

.76 

.68 

.49 

.48 

.53 

.33 

.45 

.59 

.50 

.50 

.53 

N 

20 
19 
19 

20 
19 
19 

20 
19 
19 

20 
19 
19 

20 
19 
19 

Table 3. Wilks' Lambda Stafisfics for the Mulfivariate Analysis of Covariance 
(N = 58) 

Effect Value F Hypothesis df Error df P value 

Motivation .809 2.364 

Group .932 .359 

5 

10 

50. 

100. 

.053 

.961 
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The multivariate test, the Wilks' Lambda, was used to analyze the 

differences among the dependent variable means for each of the three study 

groups. Student motivation was the control variable used in this analysis. The 

results of this multivariate test are oufiined in Table 3. As indicated on Table 3, 

the results did not reflect the anficipated significant differences between the end 

of the semester student rafings of the groups. The student mofivafion covariate 

did result in significance. This significance had been expected based on the 

previous literature review. 

The results reported in Table 3 indicated there was a statistically 

significant difference between the three groups with respect to the covariate, 

student mofivation, £ = 2.364, p = .053. However, there was no statisfically 

significant difference between the three groups of instructors with respect to end 

of semester student ratings, £ = .359, p_= .961. 

Even though there was no statistically significant difference between the 

groups of instructors, with respect to the end of the semester dependent variable 

student rafings means, all of the five dependent variable means, except one, 

were consistent with the expected mean value. For example, it was expected 

that the consultation group would have higher value means than the feedback 

group and the feedback group would have higher, or more posifive means, than 

the control group. Table 4 contains all of the dependent variable means for 

comparison purposes. The only mean that did not reflect the higher predicted 

value was the mean for the factor, "involving students," which was larger for the 

feedback group (3.57) than for the consultafion group (3.53). All of the 
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dependent variable means (except for the involving students mean) were greater 

for the consultation group than for the feedback group or the control group. All of 

the dependent variable means for the feedback group were greater than those of 

the control group. This finding in itself provides some support for the conclusion 

that written feedback combined with a one-hour group consultation appears to 

have a positive effect on teaching effectiveness. 

T-tests on all 20 teaching behaviors were also conducted (see Appendix 

O). Only one significant difference (question #6 between the consultafion and 

control group comparison) was found between the t-values in the 58 

comparisons conducted. However, differences in the student rating means 

across the three groups supported the predicted mean values with 17 of the 20 

means of the consultafion group being higher than the means of the control 

group, 13 of the 20 means of the consultation group being higher than the means 

of the feedback group, and 20 of the 20 means of the feedback group being 

higher than the means of the control group (see Appendix O). 

To determine if there was a significant difference between the three 

groups of instructors without motivation as a covariate, a multivariate analysis of 

variance was completed using only the five dependent variables (see Table 5). 

However, as shown in Table 5, this analysis also did not result in a significant 

difference between the end of the semester student rafings of the three groups. 
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Table 4. A Comparison of the End of the Semester Five 
Dependent Variable Means for the Three Study 
Groups (N = 58) 

Dependent 
Variables 

Student-Faculty 
Contact 

Involving 
Students 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of 
Communication 

Assessment/ 
Feedback 

Consultatio 
Group 

4.08 

3.53 

4.00 

4.21 

3.99 

Group Group 

4.06 3.98 

3.57 3.35 

3.97 3.84 

4.11 3.97 

3.96 3.87 

Table 5. Wilks' Lambda Statistics For the Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
(N = 58) 

Effect 

Group 

Value 

.922 

F 

.425 

Hypothesis df 

10 

Error df 

102. 

P value 

.931 
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It was hoped that perhaps removing the covariate of student motivation would 

result in differences being shown between the dependent variable mean values 

for the three groups. However, based on these results, having eliminated 

motivation as a covaritate, there remained no statisfically significant difference 

between the three groups of instructors with respect to end of semester student 

ratings, £ = .425, Q_= .931 (see Table 5). 

Hypothesis Two—Within Group Differences in 
The Feedback Group 

The second null hypothesis stated that "there is no significant difference 

between the midsemester student ratings and the end of semester student 

rafings for faculty in the feedback group who rated themselves better than their 

students rated them at midsemester." The feedback group had a total of 19 

faculty. Out of the 19 faculty members, 7 faculty members rated themselves 

higher than their students rated them. Therefore, this hypothesis was tested 

using the mid- and end of semester student ratings for these seven faculty 

members. 

To determine who rated themselves better than their students rated them, 

the following procedure was used. The faculty member's midsemester self -

rating was subtracted from the average rating of his/her class on each of the 20 

teaching behavior items. This resulted in 20 plus or minus scores for each of the 

19 instructors in the feedback group. These 20 discrepancy scores were then 

added together and divided by 20 to achieve an average plus or minus 

discrepancy score for each of the feedback group's faculty members. (See 
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Appendix E for an example of these calculations for one faculty member.) If a 

faculty member's average discrepancy score was negative, that faculty member 

was identified as one who rated himself or herself higher than the class rated him 

or her. These calculafions resulted in a total of 7 of the 19 feedback group 

members being classified as individuals who had rated themselves higher than 

their students did at midsemester. (This same procedure for classifying faculty 

as having rated themselves higher than their students at midsemester was 

followed for the consultation group.) 

It was anticipated that the seven faculty members in the feedback group, 

who on the average had rated themselves higher than their students at 

midsemester, would have significanfiy higher end of semester versus 

midsemester student rating means on the five dependent variables. Table 6 

shows the differences between end of semester and midsemester student rafings 

for each of the feedback group's dependent variables. Negafive mean 

differences in Table 6 indicate a larger midsemester than end of semester 

student rafing means for the seven instructors on four of the five dependent 

variables. This finding was not what the researcher had expected. Given the 

assumpfion that these seven instructors should have experienced some 

significant cognitive dissonance at midsemester, it was expected that they would 

have worked to improve their end of semester student ratings. Instead, four of 

the five end of semester dependent variable ratings were lower than their 

dependent variable rafings at mid-semester. The only area where these 

instructors appear to have improved themselves was in the area of "involving 
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students." In this area they managed to increase their student rating mean by 

.05 (see Table 6). 

Table 6. Differences Between End of Semester Student Rafing Means and 
Midsemester Student Rafing Means for Each Dependent Variable 
for the Feedback Group (N =7) 

Dependent Variables 

Student Faculty Contact 

Involving Students 

Differences Between 
End of Semester and 
Midsemester Student 

Rafing Means 

-.13 

+.05 

Standard Deviation 

.24 

.23 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of Communicafion 

Assessment /Feedback 

-.06 

-.12 

-.07 

.25 

.25 

.27 

Hotelling's T^ was used to test this within group hypothesis. Table 7 

oufiines the results of this multivariate test. These results did not reflect the 

anficipated significant differences between the midsemester student rafings and 

the end of the semester student rafings of the seven instructors in the feedback 

group who, on the average, rated themselves higher than their students rated 

them at midsemester. 
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Table 7. Hotelling's T^ Stafisfics for the Within Group Differences in the 
Feedback Group (N = 7) 

Effect 

Within Group 

Value 

5.64 

F 

2.24 

Hypothesis df 

5.0 

Error df 

2.0 

P value 

.335 

Based on the results oufiined in Table 7. there was no stafisfically 

significant difference between the midsemester student ratings and the end of 

semester student rafings for the seven faculty in the feedback group who rated 

themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester, £ = 2.24, p_= 

.335. 

To determine if the midsemester feedback had an effect on the feedback 

group in general (N = 19), a Hotelling's T^ was conducted on the differences on 

the five dependent variables comparing the end of the semester means to the 

midsemester means. The descriptive stafisfics are shown in Table 8. 

In Table 8, the differences between end of semester and midsemester 

student rafing means for the enfire feedback group (19) reflected the predicated 

posifive change in two areas, i.e., involving students (.10) and assessment/ 

feedback (.01). However, three dependent variable means did not reflect the 

predicted positive change, they were: student-faculty contact (-.08), establishing 

expectafions (-.03), and clarity of communicafion (-.11). The results of the 

Hotelling's T^ calculafions are shown in Table 9. These results did not support 
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the anficipated difference between the midsemester and end of semester student 

rafing means for this group. 

Table 8. Differences Between End of Semester Student Rafing Means and 
Midsemester Student Rating Means for Each Dependent Variable 
for the Feedback Group (N = 19) 

Dependent 
Variables 

Student-Faculty 
Contact 

Involving Students 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of 
Communication 

Assessment/ 
Feedback 

Differences Between End 
of Semester and 

Midsemester Student 
Rafing Means 

-.08 

+.10 

-.03 

-.11 

+.01 

Standard 
Deviations 

.20 

.41 

.25 

.26 

.27 

Table 9. Hotelling's T^ Statistics for the Within Group Differences in the 
Feedback Group With All Members (N = 19) 

Effect 

Within Group 

Value 

.781 

F 

2.187 

Hypothesis df 

5.0 

Error df 

14.0 

P value 

.114 
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The results in Table 9 indicate there was no stafisfically significant difference 

between the end of semester dependent variable means and the midsemester 

dependent variable means for all members of the feedback group, £ = 2.187, 

e = .114. 

HvDothesis Three—Within Group Differences in 
the Consultafion Group 

The third null hypothesis stated that "there is no significant difference 

between the midsemester student rafings and the end of semester student 

rafings for faculty in the consultation group who rated themselves better than 

their students rated them at midsemester." This hypothesis was tested using a 

multivariate analysis of variance, Hotelling's T .̂ If significance had been found, 

follow-up t tests would have been done on each dependent variable. This group 

had a total of 20 faculty. Out of the 20 faculty members, nine faculty members 

rated themselves higher than their students rated them. Therefore, this 

hypothesis was tested using data from these nine faculty members. 

To determine who rated themselves better than their students rated them, 

the same procedure used for the second hypothesis was used for this 

hypothesis. These calculations resulted in a total of 9 of the 20 consultation 

group members being classified as individuals who had rated themselves higher 

than their students did at midsemester. 

It was anticipated that the faculty members in the consultation group, who 

on the average had rated themselves higher than their students at midsemester, 

would have higher end of semester student rating means on the five dependent 
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variables. This hypothesis was tested using a multivariate analysis of variance. 

Hotelling's T^ was used. Table 10 shows the differences between end of 

semester and midsemester student rafing means for the nine faculty members on 

the five dependent variables. These differences were calculated by subtracting 

the midsemester student rating means for the nine faculty members from the end 

of semester student rafing means on the study's five dependent variables. The 

consultafion group had a total of 20 faculty. Out of the 20 faculty members, 9 

faculty members on the average rated themselves higher than their students 

rated them at midsemester. Therefore, this hypothesis was tested using the 

student rating means for these nine faculty members. 

Even though there was no statisfically significant difference between this 

group of instructors' (N = 9) midsemester student rafing means and the end of 

semester student rafing means, all of the mean comparisons were consistent 

with the predicated posifive direction, i.e., end of semester student rafing means 

exceeded midsemester student rating means for these nine faculty members. 

Table 10 contains all of the mean differences that were used in this comparison. 

This finding in itself provides some support for the conclusion that written 

feedback combined with a one-hour group consultafion appeared to have a 

positive effect on teaching effectiveness as measured by end of semester 

student rating means. 
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Table 10. Differences Between End of Semester Student Rating Means and 
Midsemester Student Rating Means for Each Dependent Variable for 
the Consultation Group (N = 9) 

Dependent 
Variables 

Differences Between 
End of Semester and 
Midsemester Student 

Rating Means 

Standard Deviafion 

Student Faculty 
Contact 

Involving Students 

.12 

.25 

.38 

.39 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of 
Communicafion 

Assessment/ 
Feedback 

.09 

.13 

.17 

.32 

.40 

.34 

Hotelling's T^was used to test this within group hypothesis. Table 11 

contains the results of this mulfivariate test. These results did not reflect the 

anticipated significant differences between the midsemester student rating 

means and the end of the semester student rating means of the nine instnjctors 

who rated themselves on the average higher than their students rated them on 

the average at midsemester. 
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Table 11. Hotelling's T^ Statistics for the Within Group Differences in the 
Consultation Group (N = 9) 

Effect 

Within Group 

Value 

.958 

F 

.767 

Hypothesis df 

5.0 

Error df 

4.0 

p factor 

.619 

Although no stafisfically significance difference was found between the 

midsemester student rafings and the end of semester student rafings for faculty 

in the consultation group who rated themselves better than their students rated 

them at midsemester, £_= .767, p = .619; all five of the dependent variable mean 

differences were consistent with the predicated posifive direction (increase in end 

of semester rating means). 

To determine if the midsemester feedback had an effect on the 

consultation group in general (with all 20 faculty members), a Hotelling's T^ was 

conducted using the mean differences for the five dependent variables which 

were calculated by subtracfing midsemester student rafing means from the end 

of semester student rafing means. The descriptive stafisfics are shown in Table 

12. All of the mean differences shown in this table are consistent with the 

predicted posifive increase in end of semester of student rafing means. Table 12 

contains the results of the dependent variable mean comparisons. The finding 

that the end of the semester student rating means exceeded the midsemester 

student rating means for the group by .06 or more provides some support for the 
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conclusion that written feedback combined with a one-hour group consultation 

appears to have a positive effect on teaching effectiveness. 

Table 12. Differences Between End Of Semester Student Rafing 
Means and Midsemester Student Rafing Means for 
Each Dependent Variable for the Consultafion Group 
(N = 20) 

Dependent 
Variables 

Differences Between 
End of Semester and 
Midsemester Student 

Rating Means 

Standard Deviation 

Student-Faculty 
Contact 

Involving Students 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of 
Communication 

Assessment/ 
Feedback 

.06 

.18 

.08 

.10 

.17 

.29 

.39 

.25 

.34 

.35 

The results of the Hotelling's T^ are shown in Table 13. The anficipated 

positive differences between the midsemester and end of the semester student 

rating means for the consultation group are not reflected in these results. 
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Table 13. Hotelling's T^ Statistics for the Within Group Differences in the 
Consultation Group With All Members (N = 20) 

Effect Value F Hypothesis df Error df p value 

Within Group .404 1.21 5.0 15.0 .350 

Although no statistically significant difference was found between the 

midsemester student rating means and the end of semester student rafing 

means for all members of the feedback with consultation group,_£ = 1.21, 

p = .350; all of the mean differences for the five dependent mean variable 

comparisons were consistent with the predicated posifive change from 

midsemester to the end of the semester. 

Hypothesis Four—End of Semester Comparison 
Between the Treatment Groups 

The fourth null hypothesis tested in this study stated that "having 

stafistically controlled for student motivation, there is no significant difference in 

the differences between midsemester student rafings and end of semester 

student rafings for the feedback with consultafion group and the differences 

between midsemester student ratings and end of semester student ratings for the 

feedback group. It was anticipated that the differences in the student mean 

ratings for the consultation group would be greater than the differences in the 

student mean ratings for the feedback group. This hypothesis was tested with a 

multivariate analysis of covariance (Harris, 1975; Popham & Sirontnik, 1992). 
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The dependent variables were the five areas of teaching behaviors including 

student-faculty contact, involving students, establishing expectations, clarity of 

communicafion, and assessment/feedback. The control variable was student 

motivation. The Wilks' lambda, A, statistic, also referred to as the U-statistic, was 

used. It was assumed that if a statistically significant A was found, then 

univariate analyses of variance on each separate dependent measure would be 

done. However, no significance was found between the groups. 

The descriptive stafisfics are shown in Table 14. These were the 

midsemester and end of semester student rating mean differences found for the 

consultation and the feedback groups. All of the means for the consultation 

group reflect the predicated positive change, however, only two of the mean 

differences for the feedback group reflect the predicted positive change. 

The Wilks' lambda was used to test this between group hypothesis. Table 

15 oufiines the results of this multivariate test. The anficipated stafistically 

significant difference between the consultation and the feedback groups is not 

reflected. 

Although there was no statistically significant difference between the 

differences between midsemester student rating means and end of semester 

student rating means for the consultation group and the differences between 

midsemester student rating means and end of semester student rafing means for 

the feedback only group, £ = 1.21, p = .327; three of the differences between the 

means reflected the predicted positive direction, while two of the differences 
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between the means did not. There was also no statisfically significant difference 

on the covariate of motivation, _£ = 1.20, p = .329. 

Table 14. Differences Between the Differences of End of Semester Student 
Rafing Means and Midsemester Student Rafing Means for the 
Consultafion and Feedback Groups for Each of the Five Dependent 
Variables 

Dependent 
Variables 

Student-Faculty 
Contact 

Involving Students 

Establishing 
Expectations 

Clarity of 
Communicafion 

Assessment/ 
Feedback 

Treatment 
Group 

Consultafion 
Feedback 

Consultafion 
Feedback 

Consultation 
Feedback 

Consultation 
Feedback 

Consultation 
Feedback 

Differences 
Between End 
Of Semester 

And 
Midsemester 

Student 
Rafing Means 

.06 
-.08 

.18 

.10 

.08 
-.03 

.10 
-.11 

.17 

.01 

Differences 
Between the 
Consultafion 
and Feedback 
Groups' Mean 
Differences 

-.02 

.08 

.05 

-.01 

.16 

N 

20 
19 

20 
19 

20 
19 

20 
19 

20 
19 
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Table 15. Wilks' Lambda Stafisfics for Between Groups Comparison of 
Consultation and Feedback Groups (N= 39) 

Effect 

Motivation 

Group 

Value 

.842 

.841 

F 

1.205 

1.211 

Chao 

Hypothesis df 

5.0 

5.0 

ter Summary 

Error df 

32.0 

32.0 

p value 

.329 

.327 

This chapter presented the findings of this study. Conclusions and 

implicafions for further research are oufiined in Chapter V. 

Although unexpected by the researcher, the null hypotheses could not be 

rejected. There were no stafistically significant differences found in any of the 

mean comparisons conducted to test these four null hypotheses. However, 

overall the mean differences did support the predicted posifive direction of the 

end of semester rating means compared to the midsemester rafing means. The 

four hypotheses tested in this study were as follows: 

Hoi: Having statistically controlled for student mofivafion, there is no significant 

difference among the three groups of instructors with respect to end of 

semester student rafings. 

H02: There is no significant difference between the midsemester student rafings 

and the end of semester student ratings for faculty in the feedback group 

who rated themselves better than their students rated them at 

midsemester. 
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Ho3: There is no significant difference between the midsemester student 

rafings and the end of the semester student ratings for faculty in the 

consultafion group who rated themselves better than their students rated 

them at midsemester. 

H 04: Having statisfically controlled for student mofivation, there is no significant 

difference in the differences between midsemester student rafings and 

end of semester student ratings for the consultafion group and the 

differences between midsemester student ratings and end of semester 

student ratings for the feedback group. 

Although the findings of this study were not significant, the literature 

review and the positive mean differences lend support to the premise of this 

study. Centra (1973) did not find significant effects based on the instructor's 

gender, teaching experience, or the subject area of the course. However, 

discrepancies in the self-ratings, as compared to the student ratings, did result in 

significant effects. Specifically, it was hypothesized that student feedback would 

lead to improved instruction for those instructors who rated themselves much 

better than their students had rated them. Centra (1973) found general support 

for this hypothesis. Cohen (1980) confirmed student-rafing feedback resulted in 

modest, yet significant, improvements in college teaching. Brinko (1990) found 

that student-rafing feedback augmented with individual consultation resulted in 

an even more significant improvement in college teaching. The discussion in the 

next chapter should offer further understanding of the limitafions of this study as 

well as the future promise for further study in this area. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, MAJOR FINDINGS, DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, 

RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

The major findings of this study are oufiined in this chapter. This chapter 

contains the following sections: (a) a summary of the study, (b) the major findings 

of the study, (c) a discussion of the findings, (d) recommendafions for further 

study, and (e) conclusions of the study. 

Summary 

This study was based on Centra's (1973) research in which his primary 

purpose was to examine the effects of student feedback on teaching at the 

college level. Centra (1973) included as variables in his study the instructor's 

gender, teaching experience, subject area of the course, and self-ratings. Three 

faculty groups participated in Centra's (1973) study: (a) the feedback group, 

which self-rated their teaching, administered a rating form to their students at 

midsemester, and received a summary of results (feedback) and discrepancy 

scores within a week; (b) the no-feedback group had student ratings collected, 

but these were withheld at midsemester; and (c) the posttest group used the 

rafing form only at the end of the semester in order to determine whether the 

midsemester ratings had a sensitizing effect on student raters or teachers. 

Centra (1973) did not find significant effects based on the instructor's gender, 

teaching experience, or the subject area of the course. However, discrepancies 
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in the self-rafings, as compared to the student ratings, did result in significant 

effects. Specifically, it was hypothesized that student feedback would lead to 

improved instrucfion for those instructors who rated themselves much better than 

their students had rated them. Centra (1973) found general support for this 

hypothesis. Cohen (1980) confirmed student-rating feedback resulted in a 

modest yet significant improvement in college teaching. Brinko (1990) found that 

student-rating feedback augmented with individual consultation resulted in an 

even more significant improvement in college teaching. 

The purposes of this study paralleled Centra's (1973) study. One of the 

purposes of this experimental study was to test the theory of cognitive 

dissonance that compared discrepancies in student/faculty rafings to changes in 

faculty's teaching behaviors as measured by end of the semester student ratings. 

The independent variables were defined as: (a) the written feedback of the 

discrepancies between the faculty member's self-rafings and his/her student 

ratings at midsemester provided to the feedback group and (b) the group 

consultation, a one-hour workshop which included with the written feedback and 

discussion of the feedback, provided to the consultation group. This study 

differed from Centra's (1973) in that not just written feedback was provided, one 

treatment group received a group consultation workshop. The dependent 

variables were defined as improvement in teaching effectiveness (behaviors) as 

measured by improvement in the student ratings from midsemester to the end of 

the semester. Another purpose for this study was to recommend new policies and 
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procedures for faculty evaluation systems. In addition, recommendations were 

made for additional needed research. 

This research investigated, utilizing the theory of cognifive dissonance, how 

to improve the student ratings of college faculty. This study explored how the 

dissonance, created when a faculty member experienced lower than expected 

midsemester student rafings in comparison with his or her own midsemester self-

ratings, could be resolved by moving toward the needed teaching improvements 

reflected in the midsemester student rafings. It was assumed that, based on written 

student ratings feedback, significant movement to improve the teaching behaviors 

rated lower than expected by students would enhance the teaching effectiveness of 

the faculty, i.e., raise his/her student ratings. It was further assumed that 

improvement in teaching effecfiveness (higher student rafings) would be even 

greater when the midsemester feedback from the student ratings was augmented 

with a faculty workshop consultafion. 

The hypotheses for this study were based on the following three groups: 

1. In the first group, identified as the control group, faculty members were 

rated by the students at the end of the semester. They received feedback 

after the end of the semester. 

2. In the first treatment group, identified as the feedback group, faculty 

members rated themselves at midsemester and were rated by students at 

midsemester. They received prompt feedback on discrepancies between 

their self rafings and the students' ratings. At the end of the semester, they 

were rated again by their students. 
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3. In the second treatment group, identified as the consultation group, faculty 

members rated themselves at midsemester and were rated by students at 

midsemester. They received prompt feedback on their ratings and the 

students' ratings. In addition to the prompt feedback, they received group 

consultation with their feedback. At the end of the semester, they were rated 

again by their students. 

The instrument used in this study, the IDEA Student Rating of Instruction 

System, is designed to improve student learning (Hoyt & Cashin, 1977). This 

system recognizes the multidimensionality of teaching and tailors each report to 

fit the instructor's teaching goals by weighting the objectives for each course. 

The instructor is rated on what he or she is trying to teach. The evaluafion form 

consists of 47 items to measure teaching effectiveness (see Appendix B). 

Questions 1-20 deal with specific teaching behaviors. Hoyt et al. (1999) grouped 

the 20 teaching behaviors (items 1-20 on the IDEA Survey Form) into the 

following five factors: (a) student-faculty contact (items 1, 2, 20); (b) involving 

students (items 5, 9, 14, 16, 18); (c) establishing expectations (items 3,4, 8,13, 

15); (d) clarity of communication (items 6, 10, 11); and (e) assessment/feedback 

(items 7. 12, 17, 19). These same five factors were used to represent the 

dependent variables, teaching behaviors, in the data analyses of this study. 

The first hypothesis was as follows. Hoi: Having stafistically controlled for 

student mofivation, there is no significant difference among the three groups of 

instructors with respect to end of semester student rafings. This hypothesis was 

analyzed with a mulfivariate analysis of covariance (Glass & Hopkins, 1996; 
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Harris, 1975; Popham & Sirontnik, 1992). The dependent variables were the five 

factors of teaching behaviors including, (a) student-faculty contact, (b) involving 

students, (c) establishing expectations, (d) clarity of communication, and (e) 

assessment/feedback. The control variable was student mofivafion. 

The second hypothesis was as follows, H02: There is no significant 

difference between the midsemester student ratings and the end of semester 

student ratings for faculty in the feedback group who rated themselves better 

than their students rated them at midsemester. This hypothesis was analyzed 

using a multivariate analysis of variance. To be in this group, a faculty member's 

total score on the 20 teaching behavior items in the self-rating had to be greater 

than the total score on the 20 items by the class which was rating the instructor, 

resulting in a negative total discrepancy score (see Appendix E). 

The third hypothesis was as follows, H03: There is no significant difference 

between the midsemester student ratings and the end of the semester student 

rafings for faculty in the consultation group who rated themselves better than 

their students rated them at midsemester. This hypothesis was also analyzed 

using a mulfivariate analysis of variance. To be in this group, a faculty member's 

total score on the 20 teaching behavior items in the self-rafing had to be greater 

than the total score on the 20 items by the class which was rating the instructor, 

resulfing in a negative total discrepancy score (see Appendix E). 

The fourth hypothesis was as follows, H04: Having stafisfically controlled 

for student motivation, there is no significant difference in the differences 

between midsemester student rafings and end of semester student rafings for the 
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consultation group and the differences between midsemester student ratings and 

end of semester student rafings for the feedback group. This hypothesis was 

analyzed with a mulfivariate analysis of covariance (Harris, 1975; Popham & 

Sirontnik, 1992). The dependent variables were the five factors of teaching 

behaviors including: (a) student-faculty contact, (b) involving students, (c) 

establishing expectations, (d) clarity of communication, and (e) 

assessment/feedback. The control variable was student motivation. 

Major Findings 

Regarding the first hypothesis, having controlled for student mofivafion; 

there was no statistically significant difference between the three groups of 

instructors with respect to end of semester student ratings, £ = .359, p.= .961. 

As shown in Table 16 below, in all cases, except one, one can see that the 

dependent variable means were greater for the consultation group except in the 

case of the dependent variable, "involving students." In this case, the feedback 

group had a higher mean (3.57) than the consultation group (3.53). Although the 

null hypothesis cannot be rejected, the posifive direcfion of the student rafing 

means indicates partial support for the anticipated outcome in which the end of 

semester rafings for the consultation group would be larger than those for the 

feedback and control groups and the end of semester rafings for the feedback 

group would be greater than those of the control group. In a further analysis of 

the data for the three groups, there was also no significant difference between 
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the three groups of instructors' end of semester student ratings when the 

covariate, motivation, was removed from the analysis. 

Table 16. A Comparison of the End of the Semester Five 
Dependent Variable Means for the Three Study 
Groups (N = 58) 

Dependent Consultation Feedback Control 
Variables Group Group Group 

Student-Faculty 4.08 4.06 3.98 
Contact 

Involving 3.53 3.57 3.35 
Students 

Establishing 4.00 3.97 3.84 
Expectations 

Clarity of 4.21 4.11 3.97 
Communicafion 

Assessment/ 3.99 3.96 3.87 
Feedback 

T-tests on all 20 teaching behaviors were also conducted (see Appendix 

O). Only one significant difference (quesfion #6 between the consultafion and 

control group comparison) was found between the t-values in the 58 

comparisons conducted. However, differences in the student rating means 

across the three groups supported the predicted student rafing mean values with 

17 of the 20 means of the consultation group being higher than the means of the 

control group, 13 of the 20 means of the consultation group being higher than the 
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means of the feedback group, and 20 of the 20 means of the feedback group 

being higher than the means of the control group (see Appendix O). 

Based on the results of the analysis of the second hypothesis, there was 

no statisfically significant difference between the midsemester student rafings 

and the end of semester student rafings for faculty in the feedback group who 

rated themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester; 

£ = 2.24, p_= .335. This null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Only one of the 

means of the five dependent variables: (a) student-faculty contact, (b) involving 

students, (c) establishing expectafions, (d) clarity of communicafion, and (e) 

assessment/feedback, reflected the predicated positive direction. Four means 

did not reflect the predicted positive direction of increased ratings from 

midsemester to the end of the semester. This group had a total of 19 faculty 

members, however, only 7 of those instructors rated themselves higher than their 

students rated them. A multivariate analysis of variance conducted on the enfire 

group also resulted in no significant difference between the end of the semester 

rafings and the midsemester ratings for all members of the feedback group. 

Regarding the third hypothesis, there was no statistically significant 

difference between the midsemester student ratings and the end of semester 

student rafings for faculty in the consultation group who rated themselves better 

than their students rated them at midsemester; £_= .767, p = .619. However, all 

of the means of the five dependent variables, (a) student-faculty contact, 

(b) involving students, (c) establishing expectations, (d) clarity of communication, 

and (e) assessment/feedback resulted in the predicted positive direction. 
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Although the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, the positive direction of the 

means indicates partial support for the anficipated outcome in which the end of 

semester ratings for the consultation group would be greater than their 

midsemester ratings. This group had a total of 20 faculty members; however, 

only 9 of those instructors rated themselves higher than their students. A 

multivariate analysis of variance conducted on the entire group also resulted in 

no significant difference between the end of the semester rafings and the 

midsemester rafings for all members of the feedback group. However, all of the 

means resulted in the predicted posifive direcfion; again lending support to the 

anticipated finding that the end of the semester ratings for the consultation group 

would be greater than their midsemester rafings. 

Regarding the fourth hypothesis, there was no statistically significant 

difference between the differences between midsemester student rafings and 

end of semester student rafings for the consultation group and the differences 

between midsemester student rafings and end of semester student rafings for the 

feedback group; £ = 1.211, p = .927. However, three of differences of the means 

reflected the predicted positive direcfion, while two of the differences of the 

means did not. Although the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, the posifive 

direction of three of the differences of the means indicates partial support for the 

anticipated outcome in which the end of semester ratings for the consultation 

group would be greater than the end of the semester rafings for the feedback 

group. There were no stafistically significant differences on the covariate of 

motivation. 
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Discussion of the Findings 

Regarding the first hypothesis, having controlled for student motivation, 

there was no stafisfically significant difference among the three groups of 

instmctors with respect to end of semester student rafings, F = .359, p_= .961. 

The anficipated outcome hoped for was that the end of semester rafings for the 

consultation group would be significanfiy greater than those for the feedback and 

control groups and the end of semester rafings for the feedback group would be 

significanfiy greater than those of the control group. As shown in Table 5, four of 

the five dependent variable means for the consultafion group were greater than 

the feedback group. All five of the five dependents variable means of the 

consultafion group were greater than those of the control group. All five of the 

five dependents variable means of the feedback group were greater than those 

of the control group. There was also no stafistically significant difference among 

the three groups of instructors with respect to end of semester student rating 

means in a mulfivariate analysis of variance, which eliminated the covariate of 

mofivafion. 

This lack of significance could have resulted from a number of possible 

reasons. These include: (a) the extensive exposure to faculty evaluafions, 

(b) the short one semester time frame, (c) the length of the IDEA long form, 

(d) the sample size, and (e) the lack of individual consultafion at midsemester. 

One possible explanafion for the lack of significance could be the much 

greater exposure that faculty members and students have to evaluafions in 

today's universities and colleges. When Centra (1973) conducted his study, 
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student evaluation of college faculty was not common. The instructors Centra 

studied had never been evaluated in this manner. Over the last twenty-five 

years, faculty evaluation usage has grown tremendously and most colleges 

utilize some form of student evaluation of faculty. For example, the university 

where this study was conducted requires evaluafions be completed for every 

class every semester. Since the end of the semester evaluations completed in 

this study were completed at the same fime as the other evaluafions, perhaps 

there was some degree of student apathy in complefing these additional 

evaluations. The faculty volunteered to participate in this study; however, their 

receptiveness to change compared to the faculty members in Centra's study 

could have been less because of their repeated exposure to evaluations. 

Additionally, this overexposure to faculty evaluations could have resulted in 

infiated or deflated rafings, which may have impacted the results. 

Perhaps the lack of significance was influenced by the short time available 

for change. Centra's faculty implemented teaching improvements within a one-

semester fime period. This study also used a one-semester fime period. 

Although some faculty members said they liked getting feedback at midsemester 

in order to make changes to better meet their current students' needs, for some 

of the faculty maybe the one semester fime frame was too short to implement 

meaningful change. This short time frame combined with the extensive exposure 

to evaluafions could have reduced the probability for significant change. 

Another possible reason for the lack of significance could have been 

influenced by the evaluafion form itself. The IDEA Long form is an excellent tool 
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and provides extensive information to instructors. However, the long form is 

much longer than the current form that had been and was being used by the 

faculty and students who participated in this study. The IDEA long form contains 

47 questions. The student rating form typically used by the students to evaluate 

the faculty in this study contained only 14 questions. Since both the faculty and 

the students were more familiar with their shorter rating form, perhaps the IDEA 

Long form resulted in inaccurate or rushed evaluafions by the students, which 

impacted the overall results. 

The sample size could have contributed to the lack of significance. The 

sample included 61 faculty members originally, with three groups projected to 

have 21 members in one group and 20 members in the other two groups. The 

completion rate was excellent with 58 of the 61 faculty members completing the 

study. Although the sample size was adequate, perhaps a larger number of 

faculty members would have resulted in more significant findings. All of the 

previous studies (Brinko, 1990; Centra, 1973; Cohen, 1980) cited had larger 

samples. 

The consultation in this study was provided as a group consultation 

workshop whereas in Brinko's (1990) study, the consultations were individual 

consultations. This difference might have contributed to the lack of significance. 

Wilson (1986) looked at two aspects of the change process. The first aspect was 

knowing what to do to change or to improve a teaching behavior. Client faculty 

members were presented with different techniques, which they previously did not 

have, to improve their teaching. The second aspect of the change process dealt 
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with acfing upon the new knowledge and techniques the client faculty received in 

the consultation process. Somefimes applicafion of new knowledge was a 

stumbling block. However, the consultation process seems to have created an 

implied expectation that the new techniques would be used. This implied 

expectation could be stronger in an individual consultation situation compared to 

a group consultation. 

There was a stafistically significant difference between the three groups 

with respect to student mofivafion, £ = 2.364, p = .053. Student motivation was 

controlled as a covariate in this analysis. The level of student motivation was 

determined by item #39 on the IDEA Survey Form (Appendix D) which states, "I 

really wanted to take this course regardless of who taught it." The end of the 

semester class averages on this item for each group were averaged together to 

determine the motivation level for the consultation group (3.2), the written 

feedback group (3.1), and the control group (3.0). The significance of student 

mofivafion supports the use of this factor as a covariate. The literature indicated 

that many factors do not significanfiy impact student rafings; however, student 

motivation was a factor which needed to be controlled (Cashin, 1995). Even 

though motivation was significant, the elimination of this factor in a mulfivariate 

analysis of variance on these three groups did not result in significance. 

Although there was not a stafisfically significant difference between the 

three groups with respect to the five dependent variable means, the dependent 

variable means in all cases, except one, were in the predicted direction. The 

dependent variable means of the consultafion group exceeded the dependent 
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variable means of the feedback group and the control group except in the case of 

the dependent variable "involving students" between the consultation group and 

the feedback group. Also, the dependent variable means of the feedback group 

exceeded the dependent variable means of the control group in all five 

comparisons. These differences between the three groups indicated support for 

the studies from Centra (1973), Cohen (1980), and Brinko (1990). Centra's 

(1973) study resulted in improved student ratings for the feedback group. Cohen 

found that written, within-class feedback had a small but significant effect. Brinko 

(1990) determined an even greater effect when written feedback was coupled 

with feedback in the form of individual consultation. 

Based on the results of the analysis of the second hypothesis, there was 

no stafisfically significant difference between the midsemester student rafings 

and the end of semester student rafings for faculty in the feedback group who 

rated themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester, £ = 2.24, 

Q_= .335. This group had a total of 19 faculty members, but only 7 of those 

instructors rated themselves higher than their students rated them on the 

average over the 20 teaching items. This lack of statisfical significance on this 

hypothesis could have been due to the small number of faculty members who 

rated themselves, on the average, higher than their students rated them. 

However, a multivariate analysis of variance conducted using data from the 

entire group also resulted in no significant difference between the end of the 

semester dependent variable ratings and the midsemester dependent variable 

ratings for all members of the feedback group. Although Centra's (1973) study 
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indicated stafisfically significant end of semester student rating changes within a 

semester, perhaps the short time period for this study did not allow time for the 

involved faculty members to incorporate desired teaching behavior changes. In 

1973, student evaluafions of faculty were relatively rare (Centra, 1973); perhaps 

the uniqueness of that new student rafing experience contributed to the 

stafisfically significant differences Centra found. The instructors who participated 

in Centra's study might have been more interested in the feedback than 

instmctors in this study since the experience of student evaluations was newer to 

them than it was to this written feedback group. The mean differences between 

the midsemester and end of the semester student ratings with respect to the five 

dependent variables refiected the predicated positive change in only one area 

while the four other mean differences did not reflect the predicted positive 

change. The posifive increase of one of the five dependent variable means lent 

support for the predicfion that written feedback at midsemester can result in 

better student ratings at the end of the semester. 

Regarding the third hypothesis, there was no stafisfically significant 

difference between the midsemester student rafings and the end of semester 

student ratings for faculty in the feedback with consultation group who rated 

themselves better than their students rated them at midsemester; E= .767, p = 

.619. This group had a total of 20 faculty members; however, only 9 of those 

instmctors rated themselves higher than their students on the average over the 

20 teaching items. This lack of significance could be due to the small number of 

nine faculty members who rated themselves higher than their students rated 
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them. However, a multivariate analysis of variance conducted on the entire 

group of 20 also resulted in the finding of no statistically significant difference 

between the end of the semester rafings and the midsemester ratings for all 

members of the consultafion group. As noted in the preceding paragraph 

regarding hypothesis two, although Centra's study (1973) indicated statisfically 

significant student rafing changes within a semester, perhaps the short fime 

period did not allow time for these faculty members to incorporate changes. In 

1973, student evaluafions of faculty were relatively rare (Centra, 1973); perhaps 

the uniqueness of that experience contributed to the significance Centra found. 

The instructors who participated in his study might have been more interested in 

the feedback than the instructors in this study since this group of 20 instructors 

already experienced student ratings for quite some fime. 

Although there was no stafisfically significant difference between the 

midsemester student ratings and the end of semester student ratings for faculty 

in the consultation group who rated themselves better than their students rated 

them at midsemester, all of the end of the semester means of the five dependent 

variables were in the predicted positive direction. This positive change lends 

support to the assumption based on Brinko's (1990) study (in which individual 

consultations were provided) that instructors who received a consultation 

workshop in addition to their written feedback would improve their student rafings 

from midsemester to the end of the semester. 

Regarding the fourth hypothesis, there was no statistically significant 

difference between the differences between midsemester student ratings and 
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end of semester student rafings for the consultation group and the differences 

between midsemester student rafings and end of semester student rafings for the 

feedback group; £ = 1.211, p = .927. There was also no stafisfically significant 

difference on the covariate of mofivation. This finding might have been expected 

since the data analysis related to the first hypothesis did not result in any 

significant differences between the end of semester student rafings for the three 

groups. This hypothesis was focused on what was anticipated to be a relatively 

small, but expected, significant difference between the student rafing differences 

found in these two groups. Although no significant difference was found, three of 

the differences between the means reflected the predicted posifive direction, 

while two of the differences between means did not. The three positive 

differences between means lend support to the assumpfion, based on Brinko's 

(1990) study (in which individual consultafions were provided), that instructors 

who received consultation with their written feedback would reflect greater 

improvement in teaching effectiveness than instructors who received written 

feedback only. 

A number of assumpfions were made regarding this study. The following 

briefly looks at these assumpfions in light of the findings. The assumpfion that 

improved teaching effectiveness (student ratings) is an important answer to 

questions of accountability in higher education remains accurate. The faculty 

members who participated in the workshops remarked on the importance of 

improving teaching (student ratings) in order for their department and their 

institufion to remain competitive. The findings did provide some positive support 
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for the posifion that cognitive dissonance is a reliable theory with real application 

potential for improving teaching effectiveness (student ratings) among college 

faculty. This theory focused on the instructors who rated themselves higher at 

midsemester than their students rated them. However, the more positive end of 

semester student rafing means for all members of the two treatment groups 

indicates that feedback in general is valuable. 

The assumption that faculty members value the opinions of their students 

enough to change their instmcfion methods to be more responsive to students' 

needs was supported to a degree based on the positive direcfions of all of the 

means, except one, on the five dependent variables between the three groups. 

Additionally, in the consultation workshops, faculty members frequently remarked 

that they liked the IDEA form because it gave them feedback on their students' 

perceived progress on their teaching objectives. This type of feedback was not 

part of their current student rafing form. 

The assumption that student feedback in the form of student ratings and 

dissonance scores at midsemester is a useful method for improving teaching 

effectiveness among college faculty was only minimally supported with two 

posifive changes for the feedback group. This assumption sfill needs to be 

explored as Cohen's study (1980) did show the feedback group received higher 

ratings at the end of the semester than the no feedback group in 20 out of 22 

studies. 

The assumpfion that student feedback, augmented with group 

consultation, was a useful method for improving teaching effecfiveness among 
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college faculty had merit in that all five of the means for the consultafion group 

reflected a positive change in direction from midsemester to the end of the 

semester. Although this study did not find statisfical significance in these 

changes, Brinko's study (1990) supported this assumpfion with statistically 

significant findings. Her more positive results may have been due to the 

individual consultafion used in her study rather than the group consultation 

utilized in this research. 

The final assumption that this study advanced knowledge related to the 

improvement of teaching effectiveness among college faculty was supported. 

While this study did not result in statisfically significant findings, the predicted 

posifive direction of change of the student rafing means from midsemester to end 

of semester implied some validity related to the four hypotheses. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

Recommendafions for further study include: (a) repeafing this study with a 

larger sample; (b) repeafing this study over a two-semester period; (c) 

conducfing this type of study with only the institution's own instrument; 

(d) conducting this study with the IDEA system at institutions which presenfiy do 

not use this system with both the long and the short IDEA forms; (e) conducfing 

this study in a qualitative format with interviews with students and with faculty 

members after each step of the study; (f) conducting this type of study with only 

new faculty or part-time faculty; and (g) conducting this study using individual as 

opposed to group consultation. 
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Repeating this study with larger sample groups might lead to the null 

hypotheses of this study being rejected. All of the major previous studies to this 

one (Centra, 1973; Cohen, 1980; Brinko, 1990) had larger samples and found 

stafisfically significant differences between groups in each of their studies. Given 

greater resources, perhaps this type of study could be repeated with larger 

groups in a number of colleges. The positive direcfion of the end of the semester 

student rafing means indicates that significance may be found. 

Repeating this study over a two-semester period would allow more time 

for the instructors to integrate the feedback on their ratings into their teaching. 

Perhaps given more time, change would be more likely and this would result in 

statistically significant changes in teaching effecfiveness (student rafings). The 

advantage to the midsemester feedback is that the current students can profit 

from the instructor's addressing their specific concerns in that semester. 

Instructors may want to include their own informal evaluation at midsemester to 

meet these needs in the future. For more formal feedback such as student 

evaluafions, the two semester format would be good approach to further test the 

basic premises of this study. 

Conducfing this type of study with the institufion's own instrument first is 

recommended based on costs and familiarity with the instrument An inifial 

impetus of this study was to improve student ratings in a cost-effective manner. 

The system used in this study, the IDEA system, is an excellent one. The validity 

and reliability have been established and ratings can be compared to national 

norms. For many institutions, the IDEA system would in many ways be ideal. 
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One of the major advantages of the IDEA system is that it provides feedback on 

the students' reported progress based on the teaching objectives of the specific 

instructor. Often the institutionally self-developed faculty evaluations do not have 

this excellent aspect. However, this type of study could be done with an 

institution's own instmment. This approach might be much more feasible for 

many institutions with limited resources. 

Another recommendation is to conduct this study with the IDEA system at 

institutions, which presenfiy do not use this system, with both the long and the 

short forms. The IDEA system provides excellent feedback to the instructors as 

well as providing a broad, overview institufional report. Contrasfing the results 

based on the long forms with the results based on the short forms could give the 

institution basic data to determine which form might be better for that particular 

institution as well as for measuring greater teaching effectiveness. 

Another recommendation is to conduct this study in a qualitative format 

with interviews with students and faculty members at critical stages of the 

research. Even though stafisfical significance was not found, many of the 

instructors informally made posifive comments on the value of the consultation 

workshop and the IDEA Report, which provided them with the feedback on their 

results. If a similar study was conducted using a qualitafive method, a more 

complete picture could be developed of the effect of student feedback on 

improving teaching effectiveness and on changing teacher behavior. 

Another recommendation would be to conduct this type of study with new 

faculty or part-time faculty. The lack of significant findings could have resulted 
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from the repeated and frequent exposure by most of the faculty members in this 

study to student evaluafions. If this study were conducted with new faculty 

members or part-fime faculty members, perhaps their responses would be more 

like that of the faculty members in the original study who had not experienced 

this type of evaluation. 

The final recommendation would be to conduct this study with individual 

consultafions as opposed to a group consultafion. Brinko's (1991) article has 

suggesfions for different types of consultafion. A study with the different 

consultation formats and styles discussed by Brinko could provide valuable 

informafion on which formats or consultant styles would be more appropriate for 

which situation. The group consultafion format should also be studied again, as 

it might be more cost effective for some institutions. 

Implicafions for Policy and Pracfice 

The implications of this study for policies and practices include the 

following: (a) doing fewer evaluations per instructor per year (i.e., two classes per 

instructor per semester with short evaluation forms) with more extensive (i.e., 

using a longer student rafing form such as the IDEA long form) evaluafions done 

every third year; (b) student evaluafion of faculty is an important means to 

improve teaching effectiveness; (c) the type of faculty evaluafion system is 

important; (d) self-evaluation by faculty members can result in positive insights to 

teaching effectiveness; (e) discrepancy scores between self and student 

evaluations can provide valuable information to faculty members on which 
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teaching behaviors they are doing well and on which teaching behaviors they 

may need to improve; and (f) a workshop consultafion approach to student 

ratings feedback can be an effective means to improve teaching effectiveness. 

Centra (1976b) surveyed 453 department heads and asked them to rate 

the use and importance of fifteen kinds of data in evaluafing teaching. The 

number one source was the chairman's evaluafion and tied for number two were 

colleagues' opinions and systematic student rafings. Cashin (1989) maintained 

that the chairman's evaluafion and colleagues' opinions are not data for 

evaluation. He questioned how the chairman and colleagues know whether or 

not a faculty member is an effecfive teacher—do they listen to complaints from a 

few students, the gossip in the faculty lounge, or comments overheard passing 

by the classroom. He has asked whether colleges have a systematic approach 

using student evaluations, surveys of faculty, and classroom observations. 

Cashin (1989) has stated that, along with many others, student rafings are the 

only primary data that are systemafically obtained at many colleges and 

universifies. 

If universities and colleges conducted fewer evaluations, faculty and 

students may give more significance to the overall evaluation process. 

Institutions could do fewer evaluations per instructor per year (i.e., two classes 

per instructor per semester with short evaluafion forms) with more extensive (i.e., 

using a longer student rafing form such as the IDEA long form) evaluations done 

every third year. Then, the rafings by some students would less likely be casual 

or haphazard. With fewer evaluations to fill out, students would not feel they 
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needed to msh through the evaluafions given in every class by every instructor in 

order just to get them done. Students might be more accurate in their ratings if 

evaluations were not so common and so frequent. If students were oriented to 

the fact that longer evaluations are only done on an intermittent or limited 

schedule, then their responses might be completed with more thought and 

accuracy. Instmctors may be more responsive to intermittent feedback because 

they might give it greater validity. Instructors understand that when a system 

requires an evaluation for every class section every semester that students are 

more than likely not giving these evaluafions as much thought. 

The type of faculty evaluafion system at an institufion of higher learning is 

important. In this study, the IDEA system was used. This is a nafionally normed 

system with excellent reliability and validity. The long form provides excellent 

feedback. In this study, the length of the form (47 quesfions) may have had 

some negative impact. However, the implementation of any new system 

presents transitional challenges. Institufions will want to determine what student 

rafing system best suits their unique needs perhaps by experimenfing with a 

nafionally normed system such as the IDEA system or with their own evaluafion 

tool. If institutions develop their own tool, it is important to determine its validity 

and reliability before it is used for evaluafion purposes. 

In this study, the comments made by faculty members in the consultafion 

workshop indicated that self-evaluation by faculty members can result in positive 

insights to teaching effecfiveness. Institufions, which do not use some type of 

self-evaluation by the faculty, could add this aspect to their evaluafion system. 
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Cashin (1989) recommended this evaluation take the form of a self-report. It 

should be mosfiy descripfive rather than evaluative. The instructor needs to 

understand not just whether the teaching went well or pooriy but also why it went 

well or pooriy. 

Centra's (1973) study was based on the theory of cognifive dissonance. 

His results support the approach that discrepancy scores between self and 

students evaluations collected at midsemester can provide valuable information 

to faculty members on which teaching behaviors they are doing well and on 

which teaching behaviors they may need to improve. The positive direction of 

most of the dependent variable means of teaching behavior in this study also 

implies support for this theory and approach. The simplicity and economy of this 

midsemester intervention should also be appealing to institufions and to faculty 

members. It is a different approach and could provide a new perspecfive as to 

how an institution might revise its faculty evaluafion system for the better. 

Brinko's (1990) study found that individual consultation had a stronger 

effect on teaching effecfiveness that written feedback alone. In developing this 

study, a workshop consultation was more feasible than individual consultation. It 

was hoped that this format would result in the significant findings as Brinko's 

(1990) study did. It may be that the key to significant change lies in the use of 

individual rather than the more limited, less cosfiy group consultafion approach. 

Although significance was not found, the predicted positive direction of the five 

dependent variable means imply some support for the group consultafion 

approach. The workshop approach could prove to be more economical than 
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individual consultation with instructors and just as effecfive with more 

experimentation. Workshops consultations could be done at midsemester alone, 

at the end of the semester alone, or used both at midsemester and at the end of 

the semester. Institufions will need to determine which type of consultafion and 

when evaluations are most effective for their specific needs. In developing 

policies and practices for their faculty evaluation systems, institutions need to 

assess the reasons for the evaluafions and the impact this has on the 

evaluations, the frequency of evaluafions, the validity and reliability of the 

evaluation instrument, and how the evaluations can best lead to improving 

teaching effecfiveness for their institufion. 

Conclusions of the Study 

Although the lack of stafistically significant findings was unexpected, the 

researcher believes that the premise of the study remains valid. The predicted 

positive direction of the student rating means and the literature cited support 

exploring this type of feedback further. Higher education faces confinuing 

challenges, which are greater today than ever. Hunt (1999) believes higher 

education will be more crifical to the nation in the 21st century than at any other 

time in our history. He expresses serious concerns: (a) that opportunifies are 

becoming more limited to those who need higher educafion more than ever; 

(b) that these students are not succeeding in completing college; and (c) that 

these students are not prepared at the K-12 level to perform at the college level. 
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These challenges reflect that the quality of teaching effectiveness in colleges and 

universifies remains an important issue. 

Higher education today continues to face numerous challenges. In 

response to some of these challenges, teaching effecfiveness needs to be 

improved. One aspect of teaching effectiveness is improved teaching behaviors. 

Student evaluations are conducted by most institutions of higher education with 

the goal of improving student rafings of instructors and thereby improving 

teaching effecfiveness. This study examined utilizing cognitive dissonance 

theory to improve the student rafings of college faculty. Further, this study 

explored augmenfing student rafings feedback with midsemester feedback in the 

form of discrepancy scores and group consultation to improve teaching 

effectiveness. 

Although stafistically significant findings were not found in this study, the 

positive direcfion of most of the student rating means in the hypotheses lent 

support to the premise that this type of student feedback can improve teaching 

effectiveness. The recommendations for further study should provide better 

insight into which feedback approach offers the best results. 
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Consultation Work.shnp 

1. Objectives 

a. Discuss the IDEA Report 

b. Discuss the Written Feedback Sheet 

c. Discuss recommendations 

2. Materials 

a. IDEA Reports on instructors 

b. Written Feedback Sheets on instmctors 

c. IDEA Short Papers and other appropriate suggestions related to teaching 
behaviors 

3. Outiine of Activities 

a. Facilitator explains the IDEA Report (15 minutes) 

1. Focus on Section III on the Report which discusses teaching methods 
most closely related to progress ratings on the instructor's objectives 

b. Facilitator explains the Written Feedback on the Discrepancy Scores (10 
minutes) 

1. Focus on relating this back to the IDEA Report 

c. General discussion of Short Papers on suggestions with recommendations 
to focus on three to five areas for improvement (30 minutes) 
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MEMORANDUM 
Date 

TO: Faculty 

FROM: Dr. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs 

SUBJECT: Consultation Workshop (One Hour Long) 

As part of your volunteer participation in the student rating system study, please 
attend one of the following consultation workshops. You were randomly 
assigned to one of the treatment groups. Your treatment group will receive 
written feedback on the discrepancies between your midsemester self-rating and 
the midsemester student ratings from your students. In addifion, you will 
participate in a consultation workshop to discuss the results of your IDEA Student 
Ratings Report and suggesfions for any areas of concern. 

The workshops will be held on the following dates and times: 

Monday. March 1 Wednesday. March 3 

8 a m - 9 am 8 a m - 9 a m 

1pm-2pm 12 p m - 1 p m 

4pm - 5pm 5 pm - 6pm 

Tuesday. March 2 

8 a m - 9 am 

1 p m - 2 p m 

6 p m - 7pm 

Please sign the attached form confirming the workshop you will attend. 

We appreciate your continuing support of this study. Please contact my office or 
the researcher, Ms. Carson, at 696-5539. 
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MEMORANDUM 
Date 

TO: Dr. 
Vice President of Academic Affairs 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Consultation Workshop (One Hour Long) 

1. Name: 

Campus phone number: 

2. Please check which workshop you will attend: 

I will attend the following workshop: 

Monday. March 1 

8 am - 9 am 

1pm -2pm 

4pm - 5pm 

Tuesday. March 2 

8 a m - 9 am 

1 pm-2pm 

6 pm - 7pm 

Wednesday. March 3 

8 am-9am 

12 p m - 1pm 

5 pm - 6pm 
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»y*^ i J U J j i y SURVEY FORM - STUDENT REACTIONS TO INSTRUCTION AND COURSES 

IMPORTANT! ^ ^...M^-; Proper Marks 

[ • • • • • • I 
Improper Markt 

Your thoughtful answers to these questions will provide helpful Information to your Instructor. 

Describe the frequency of your Instructor's teaching procedures, using the following code: 
IsHardlyEver 2=Occaslonally 3=Sometlmes 4=Frequently 5=Almost Always 

• • The Instructor: 

^ 1 .® ® ® ® G Displayed a personal interest In students and Iheir learning 
^ 2 . 0 ® ® ® ® Found ways to help students answer their ovm questions 
• • 3 . ® ® ® ® ® Scheduled course wort< (dass activities, testa, projects) In ways which enooumged students to stay up-to^Jate in their work 

^ < . ® ® ® ® ® Demonstrated the importance and signifkance o( the subject matter 
^ 5 . ® ® ® ® ® Fomied teams" or'discusskjn groups" to ladlitale learning 
^ S .® ® ® ® ® Made It dear how each topic fit into the course 
^ 7 . ® ® ® ® ® Explained the reasons lor criticisms ol students'academic peilomiance 
^ 8 . ® ® ® ® ® Stimulated students to intellectual elfort (wyond that required tjy most courses 
^ 9 . ® ® ® ® ® Encouraged students to use multiple resources (e.g. data banks, library hoWmgs, outside experts) to improve understanding 
^ 1 0 . ® ® ® ® ® Explained course material clearly and concisely 
^ t 1 . ® ® ® ® ® Related course material to real He situations 

^ 1 2 . ® ® ® ® ® Gave tests, protects, etc. that covered the most important points of the course 
^ t 3 . ® ® ® ® ® Introduced stimulating Ideas about the subied 
^ 1 4 . ® ® ® ® ® Involved students in "tiands on" prefects such as research, case studies, or "real life'activities 
^ 1 5 . ® ® ® ® ® Inspired students to set and achieve goals which really challenged them 
• • 1 6 . ® ® ® ® ® Asked students to stiare ideas and experiences with others wiiose backgrounds and viewpoints differ from their own 
^ 1 7 . ® ® ® ® ® ProvkJed timely arxt frequent feedback on tests, reports, projects, eK. to help students improve 

^ 1 8 . ® ® ® ® ® Asked students to help each other understand ideas or concepts 
^ 1 9 . ® ® ® ® ® Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required onginal or creative thinking 
^ 2 0 . ® ® ® ® ® Encouraged student.faculty interaction outside of class (office visits, phone calls, e-mail, etc.) 

Twelve possible learning objectives are listed below. For each, rate your progress In this course compared with your 
progress in other courses you have taken at this college or university. (Of course, ratings on objectives which were 
not addressed by the course will usually be low.) 

In this course, my progress was: 
1-Low (lowest 10 percent of courses I have taken here) 
2-Low Average (next 20 percent of courses I have taken here) 
3-Average (middle 40 percent of courses I have taken here) 
4-High Average (next 20 percent of courses I have taken here) 
5-High (highest 10 percent of courses I have taken here) 

• Progress on: 
• 21 .® ® ® ® ® Gaining factual knowledge (terminotogy, classifications, methods, trends) 
• 22 .® ® ® ® ® Learning fundamental principles, generalizations, or theories 
• 23 .® ® ® ® ® Learning to app/y course material (to Improve thinking, problem solving, and deaslons) 

• 24 .® ® ® ® (7,' Devetoping specilk: skills, competencies, and points ol view needed by professionals in tfie field most closely 

• related to this course 
• 25 .® ® ® ® ® Acquiring skills In woriting with others as a memt>er of a team 
• 26 .® ® ® ® ® Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art. music, drama, etc ) 
• 27 .® ® ® ® ® Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of Intellectual/cultural adivily (music, science. Ilteralure. etc) 

• 28 .® ® ® ® 0 (developing skill in expressing mysell orally or in writing 
• 29 .® ® ® ® ® Learning how to tind and use resources for answering questions or solving problems 
• 30 .® ® ® ® 0 Devetoping a clearer understanding of. and commitment to. personal values 
• 31 .® ® ® ® 0 Learning to anafyze and cn()ca(iy eva/uate ideas, arguments, and points of view 

• 32 .® ® ® 0 0 Acquiring an interest in learning more by asking my own questions and seeking answers 

• Copyright ©IDEA Center. 1998 PrinM k, m. u s *. ICJ.F3I CP9»I30O Continue on back page 
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On the next three Items, compare this course with others you have taken at this Institution, using the following code: 

1=Much Less than 2=Lessthan 3=About Average 4=Morethan 5=Much More 
Most Courses Most Courses Most Courses than Most Courses 

The Course 
33.® ® 
34.® 0 
35.® ® 

® 
0 
0 

® 
0 
® 

0 Amount of reatJkig 

0 Amount of work in other (non-reading) assignments 
0 Oiffxnjtty of subiect matter 

Describe your attitudes and behavior in this course, using the following code: 

1=Definitely 2=More False Ssin Behveen 4=MoreTrue 5=Deflnltely 
^ " ' " Than True Than False True 

Self Rating: 
36.® 
37.® 
38.® 
39.® 
40.® 
41.® 
42.® 

® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
0 
® 

® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
0 
® 

® 
® 
® 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 I had a strong desire to take this course. 

® I worked harder on this course than on most courses I have taken. 

0 I really wanted to take a course from this instructor. 

© I really wanted to take this course reganjiess ol who taught it. 

0 As a result of taking this course, I have more positive feelings toward this fleW of study. 
0 Overall. I rate this instmctor an excellent teacher. 

0 Orerall. I rate this course as excellent. 

For the following items, blacken the space which best corresponds to your judgment: 
1=Definltely 2=More False 3=ln Behween 4«More True 

^»'*« Than True Than False 
5=Deflnitely 

True 

43.® 
44.® 
45.® 
46.® 
47.® 

® 
® 
0 
® 
® 

® 
0 
® 
0 
© 

® 
0 
® 
0 
© 

0 As a rule. I put forth more effort than other students on acabemtc work. 

® The instructor used a vanety of melhods-not only tests-io evaluate student progress on course obiectrves. 
0 Tho instructor expected students to take Iheir share o( responsibility for learning. 
0 The instructor had high achievement standards in this class, 
0 The Instructor used educational technology (e.g., Internet, e-mail, computer exercises, multi-media 

presentations, etc.) to promote learning. 

EXTRA QUESTIONS 

If your Instructor has extra quest ions, answer them in the space designated below (questions 48-66): 

48.® 
49.® 
SO.® 
51.® 
52.® 
53.® 
54.® 
55.0 
56.® • 
57.0 

® 
0 
® 
0 
® 
® 
0 
© 
0 
® 

0 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 

® 
0 
0 
© 
0 
0 
© 
© 
© 
0 

0 
0 
© 
0 
© 
© 
0 
0 
0 
0 

58.® 
59.® 
60.0 
61.® 
62.® 
63.® 
64.® 
65.® 
66.® 

® 
0 
® 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 

© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 

© 
® 
© 
0 
© 
0 
© 
0 
0 

0 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
© 
0 
0 

Your comments are invited on how the 
instructor might improve this course or 
teaching procedures. Use the space below 
tor comments (unless otherwise directed). 
Note: Your wntlen comments may be 
returned to the instructor, -you may want to 
PRINT to protect your anonymity. 

Institution: Instructor: 

Course Number: Time and Days Class Meets: 

Comments:. 
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IDEA-Directions To Faculty 
(Please keep for future use.) 

For Use with IDEA Long (bargundy) or Short (grape) Fonii and Faciilt; Inronnatioa (blue) Form 

These pages contain all llic inromuition you will iwrmally need to use IDEA in your classes. If you require more specific 
infonnation In any area, please contact the person on your campus who cooidinates the use of the IDEA Student Ratings of 
Instruction system. These directions are divided into the following sections: 

I. Marking your Faculty Infonnation Form 
11. Brief Description of IDEA Objectives 

III. Using Additional (Questions wit h the IDEA System 
IV. Instructions for Administering the IDEA System in Class 

I. Marking your Faculty Information Form 

Tlie Faculty Information Form provides direct input for yoiu- IDEA Report Please read the "Important Instructions" on the 
Faculty Information Form and follmv them completely. If you do not. the processing of your course may be incomplete or 
inaccurate. Be especially careful to use a No. 2 PENCIL and completely blacken each circle. 

Only the firm II letters of your last name and your two initials are to be primed. Beginning with the first bo.x at the lop of 
flic form, print each of flic letters of your last name in a separate box. Print your initials in the last two boxes at the extreme 
right of llie name section. Tlicn. In ilie columns below each box, completely darken the alphabetical character which 
corresponds lo I lie Idler you liax'C urillcn in the box above. 

Complete the remaining scaions. 

Ohjcctivcj: Your ucighiing of these objccti\ cs is very important because if describes the uniqueness of your course by 
dcliiimg lis purposes («Ii:il students :irc supposed to Icarn-scc page three. Brief Description of IDEA Objectives). Weight 
Ciicli of llicin :is: M = 'Minor or No lm|Hirtance": I = "Imimrtant": or E = "Essential" by blackening the appiopriale 
Idler No course can be all things lo all students. We recommend llial you select no more tlian 3-S objectives eilhcr as 
"Esscnii.il" or "Importani." As a general rule, if you choose three objecuves, only one should be "Essential"; if >'0u clioose 
ri\c. onlv two sliould be "Esscnlial" Your dioiccs shoukl prioritize what you want students lo learn in your course 

In sclccling "Essentinl" or "Imporl.mi" objectives, ask yourself three quesuons: 

1. Is this a .•.ignificnnt p.in of llie course? 
2. Do I do soincihing .specific lo help lite sludenls accomplish this objective? 
3. Docs llic studenl's progress on this objective affect his or her grade! 

ir>ou ansMcr "Yes." Ihcii lliat objcclivc should probably be iveigliled "E" or " I " on the Faculty Infonnation Fonn. Tlic 
phrase "Minor or No Iniponaiicc* recognizes llial in most courses some of the twelve objectives will be considerably less 
iinpon:inl than oilKrs. CAcn ilioiigh some .iltcntion may be given to llicm. An " M " should be selected on the Faculty 
lnrorjn,iiioii Form for such objedi\'cs. If you lia\c questions, contad your IDEA On-Cainpus Coordinator. 

Davn Blacken coinplclely each day of llie week the class meets. 

Dcpiirtmcnl Code: From the l.nblc on the nc.\t page use Ihe four^digit modified CIP academic code for the dcpanmcnt in 
which this course is laiighl Tliis code is used lo help identify your course and, in some institutions, ittay be helpful in 
dĉ  doping ,n sunim.ir> report for lite dcpartTiicni. Other codes can be supplied by Ihe IDEA On-Campus Coordinator or by 
coiisulliiig our Web page (\\-n-\v.idci.ksu.cdii). 

August, 1998 
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zUE^ Faculty Information Form 

Institution: Instructor. 

Course Number: Time and Days Class Meets:. 

- IMPORTANT! < £ 'WwnwienwT- ay 
Proper Marks Improper Mark* 

00(^©Q® 
Last Name (Up to 11 letters) 

UUOOOOO0OOO 
0©©©©®®0®0© 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
©©®®©®©©®®© 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
® ® ® 0 ® ® ® ® ® ® ® 
®®@®®®@®@@@ 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
® 0 ® © ® ® ® ® ® © ® 
®®®©®®®®®©® 
®®®®®0®®®®® 
© 0 ® ® ® © ® © ® ® © 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
®®®®®®®®@@® 
® 0 ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® 
®@@@®@®®®@@ 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
0 0 © 0 ® ® © 0 © ® © 
® ® 0 ® ® ® ® © ® 0 © 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
®®®®®®®®®00 
®®®®®®®®®®® 
00©0©®©0®®0 
0©©©0©0©®©© 
®®®®®®®0®®® 

Init. 

OO 
©® 
®® 
©® 
®® 
®® 
0 ® 
®® 
®® 
0© 
00 
®® 
0® 
@® 
®® 
®@ 
@® 
@® 
®® 
0® 
0© 
®® 
0© 
®® 
®0 
0© 
0® 

Objectives: (Scale - M a Minor or No Importance, I > Important, E • Esuntlal) 
M I E 

1 • O O O Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classifications, methods, trends) 

2. O O © Learning fundamental pnnciples. generalizations, or theones 
3. O O O Leaming to app/y course material (lo improve thinliing. protilem solving, and decisions) 
4 O O O Developing specific sidlls, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in 

the field most closely related to this course 
5. O O © Acquiring skills in wortting with olhers as a member of a team 
6. O O O Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art, music, 

drama, etc.) 
7. O O O Gaming a broader understanding and appreciation ol Intellectual/cultural activity (music, 

saence. literature, etc.) 
8. O O © Developing skill in expressing oneself orally or in wnting 
9. © O O Leaming how to lind and use resources lor answenng questions or solving problems 

10. O O O Developing a clearer understanding ol. and commitment to. personal values 

11 O © O Learning to analyze and cnticalty evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view 

12 © O © Acquiring an interest in learning more by asking questions and seeking answers 

Days 
Class 
Meets 

© Mon 

© Tues 

O Wed 
OThu 
©Fn 
©Sal 
©Sun 

Department 
Code 

©0©® 
©000 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
0000 
0®©© 
©©©© 

Time Class 
Begins 

©®®® 
000© 
0®®® 
®®®® 
©©©0 
0®©© 
©©©© 
000© 
©©©© 
0©©© 

Course 
Numt>er 

0®©® 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 

Numtier 
Enrolled 

0®® 
0®® 
©0® 
®®® 
®®® 
®®® 
®®® 
00© 
©®© 
®®® 

Local 
Code 

00©© 
000© 
©0®® 
®®®® 
®®0© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 
©©©© 

Contextual Questions (Research Purposes): 
The IDEA Center will conduct research on these optional quesiions in order to improve the interpretation of student ratings 

1. Which of the following 
represents the primary 
approach to this course? 

© = Lecture 

0 = Discussiort/recilation 

0 = Seminar 

0 = Skill/actfvity 

0 = Laboratory 

0 = Field Experience 

0 = Studio 

0 = Multi-Media 

0 = Practicunvctinic 

0 ^ Other 

2. If multiple approaches 
are used, which 
represents the secondary 
approach? 

0 = Lecture 

0 s Discussion/recitation 

0 = Seminar 

0 = SktII/activity 

0 = Laboratory 

0 = Field Expenence 

0 = Studio 

0 = Multi-Media 

0 = Practicum/clinic 

0 = Other 

3. Describe this course In terms of Its requirements with respect lo 
the features listed below. Use the following code to make your 
responses: 
N = None (or little) required 
S = Some required 
M = Much required 

N S M 
O O O A Wnting 

O O O B. Oral communication 

Q O O C. Computer applications 

O O O D. Group work 
O O O E Mathemalical/quantitalive work 

O O O * ^ Critical thinking 
O O O G.Creative/artistic/design endeavor 

I Copyright O IDEA Center. 1998 Pflnlad in lh« U.S.A. (C3.F3) CP98-1301 Continue on back page 
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Contextual Questions Continued: 

4. Rate each of the circumstances listed below, using the fallowing 
code to respond: 

P z Had a positive Impact on learning 
I s Neither a positive nor a negative Impact 
N ft ad a negative Impact on learning 
7 • Can't judge 

P I N ? 

O O O O A. Physical lacilities and/or equipment 

O O O O B. Your previous experience in teaching Ihis course 

O O O O C. Substantial changes in teaching approach, course 

assignments, content, etc. 
O O O O D. Your desire to teach Ihis course 
O O O O E. Your control over course management decisions 

(objectives, texts, exams, etc.) 
O O O © F- Adequacy ol students' background and preparation for 

the course 
O O O © G- Student enthusiasm for Ihe course 
O O O © H. Studoni cllort lo loam 
© © © © I. Technical/instructional support 

5. Please Identify the orlncloal type of student 
enrolling In this course 

0 = Freshmenysophomores seeking to meet a 

•general education" or 'dislnbution' 

requiremcnl 
© = Freshmen/sophomores seeking to develop 

background needed (or their iniended 

specialization 
© = Upperclassmen non-maprs taking Ihe course 

as a "general education" or "dislnbution" 

requtremenl 
© = Upperclassmen majors (in this or a related 

lleW of study) seeking competence or 
expertise in Iheir academic/professional 

specially 
0 = Graduate or prolessional school sludenls 
© = Combination ol two or more ol the above 

types 

6. Is this class: 

a. Team taught? 
b. Taught through distance learning'' 

©Yes 
©Yes 

©No 
©No 
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McMurry University 
Instructor Self-Rating 

Indieate your pereeption of your instruction. 

Write in Instructor Name 
Course ID 

GEZI I I - I I X 

m z i z i z i n 
cz jzz -XTi r i 
m x i z i z i r i 
(3)XiXX'3) ~3?X33 

(ZJ-IIZS ^iizi: 
O Z S Z ' E Z ' E Z E 

m r i r a r f f i r z (DZS)—CfflmffiZtHJ 
C E Z i s z a j z c s r ' S ) 

SOMEmiES 
/̂  FREQUENTLY 

Tlie Instructor: ALMOST ALWAYS— 

HARniVFVTR 
OCCASIONALLY 

1. Displayed a personal inleresi in students and their learning 

.̂ (ound ways lA help iiuatnti litSWei-their own questions ' 

i. Scheduled clius icilviiKMcsu/prsjects in wjys lur siuaencs to stjy up-i(i.dit< 

4. Demonstrated the importance and significance of the subject matter 

5. Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" to facilitate learning 

6. Made it clear how each topic flt into Ihe course 

7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of students' academic performance 

8. Stimulated students in intellectual effort beyond that required by most courses 

9, Encouraged students to use multiple resources to Improve understanding 

10. Explained course material clearly and concisely 

11. Related course materials to real life situations 

12. Gave tests, projects, etc. that covered the most Important points of the course 

13. Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject 

14. Involved students in on projects such as research, case studies, or real life activities 

15, Iiupired students to set and achieve goals which really challenged them 

16, Asked studeoti to share ideas with others whose viewpoints differ from their own 

17, Provided timely/ frequent feedback on tests, projects, etc to help students improve 

18. Asked students to help each other understand ideas or concepts 

19. Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required original or creative thinking 

20, Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class (office visits, phone calls, etc) 
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r 

~ 
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The roEA Report - Pol. Sci. 5389 (MWF9:30) 
IDEA Center, Kansas Stale Univeisity 
www.ideaJtsu.edu 

Faculty Nam:: FJ. Augustine 
Number Enrolled: 43 

Institution: College Univeisity 
Nutnber Responding: 38 

TcfTTi: Summer. 1999 
% Responding: 88.3 

Your result-! are considered highly reliable; re-tating by the same students would give essentially (he same results as those given 
in Ihis report. TIM; pcicenlage orcnrollecs who provided ralings is high; results can be considered rcprescnialive of Ihe class .is a 
whole. 

Sections and Purposes of the Report 

Page Section 

2 I. Overall Mea.sures of Teaching 
Effectiveness 

3 n. Student Ratings ofProgress on Specific 
Objectives 

4-5 m Teaching Methods or Style Related to 
Student Ratings ofProgress 

6 rv. Course Descripiion/ConlcxI 

7-8 V. Slalistical Detail 

8 Vl. Processing Rrror Mcs.sagcs 

Pumose 

Primarily for administrative asc in helping lo make personnel 
recommendations. Only this page and I'age 6 are essential if 
Ihis is the only use you plan lo make of the report. 

Primarily lo identify Ihc (caching objectives where 
improvement is most needed 

Primarily to help develop a stratcg}" for improving teaching 
methods 

Primarily lo assist in inlerprctiiig the results by considering 
Ihe context in which ihe course was t.iughl 

Primarily to provide details which may help you or your 
consullnnis to understand or interpret ttic report .icctimlcly 

Idcntincs crrorr; restilling from incomplete infonnalioii provided 
on llic Faculty Information Fonn 

Definitions 
Raw Score: Results obtained by using sludenls' numerical ratings, all of which are based on a .scale of 1 (low) lo 5 (high). 
Adjusted Score: Ratings which have been slalislically adjusted lo lake into account factors which affccl ratings bul which 

are beyond the insttuclor's control (size of cLnss; sn>dcnl desire to lake course regardless of who taught il: course 
difficully not .itlribulabic lo instructor, student effort nol altribuLible lo instructor. ."Uid other student inotivalion.il 
influences) 

T Score: A slalislically derived score which makes il easy lo compare various measures. Unlike raw scores which have 
different averages and standard deviations (variabilities), T Scores all h.ive an average of 50 and a .standard deviation of 

JO. This iiic:ms lluil 40% of all T Scores will be in the range of 45-55, while less than 2% will be below 30 or above 70. 
Similar Clas.scs: On Page 4, ratings t)f specific leaching incthods arc conipiucd with national averages for classes of 

"similar si/c and level of student motivation." Your ratings are compared with Ihose from one of 20 groups dofineil by 
coasidcriiig both class size (less than 15; 15-.14; 35-99; or 100 or more) and average student response lo "I h.id a stroiip 
<fc~iiic lo t:ike this course" (IHKICT .1.0; 3.0-3.4; 3.5-3.9; 4.0-4.4; or 4.5 or alKive). 

llnilcrstandiiif; (lie (!niplis 
Most results arc prcsciilcd on graphs. Unadjusted T .Scores .-ue shown by the symbol X : adjusted T .Scores are shown by llic 
syiiilx)! • . In IIMISI cases, we use a line on lioth sides of a symbol lo indicate th:it ratings h;ive a "margin of error"; the line 
rcprcsciits ± one staiidanl error of measurement, a statistical indication of the rcliabiiity ol llic iiK-asure. 

A Few Wonl.s of Cnulioii 
1. New items on IIK' IDI-A lorm arc maikcd by iin asiciisk (*) because llioy have IK-CII Icslcd on only i.ddS classes 

Comparisons with ilic ti.'itiimal dataliasi- on these Hems will Ix- less stable than lor Ihe Ileitis leiaiiied Iroiii llic unuiiial 
IDIi/\ fonii wliitli arc bascil on over 35.(XX) CI:LS.SCS rated during the 1993-9-1 and lyM-U.*) acaik-iiiic years 

2. Sittdcnt nitings can m:ikc a useful contribiilioii lo the appraisal of leaching cffccliveiicss and lo the developmcnl ol 
im|iroveiix-nl slralcgies I lowcvcr. Iliey have dislinel limitations vvliich necil lo IK- :ickiiiiwle(l;;eil IKIHIO :ippro|iriaie use 
can IH- made nl lliciii I'leasc read the eiieloscd Ovrrvirx- iif Sliiilrnl Kalini;\: Viiliir iiiiil ljmitaliiin\. 
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pKnhy Name: FJ. Augustine 
Course: Pol. Sci. 5389 

Section I. OvcnII Measures ofTeacl i ing E(Tcctivcncss 

Term: Summer, 1999 
Page 2 

This section compares your results with those for other instrocfoR and courees in ihe national database on four OVERALL 
MEASURES OFTEACHING EFFECTIVENESS. Tlic primary value of this information is to aid in making 
administrative recommendations: if this is the only use you will make of the report, you need to consult only these 
resulls and the context provided by Part IV, page 6. Please remember that most of the classes included in the database have 
been laiight in a rea.sonably successful manner; therefore, a rating which is Tielow average' does nol necessarily mean ihat Uie 
quality of insiniciion was unacceptable. 

You may wish to assign these raUngs to categories like those which have been used historically with the IDEA sj-slcm. Simply 
assign T Scores to categories as follows: Low Oowcsl 10%)=T Score below 37; Low Average (next 209[>)=T Score 37-»4; 
Average (middle 40%)=T Score 45-55; High Average (next 20%)=T Score 56-63; and High (highest 10%)=T Score above 63. 

Overall Measures of ETfecti vcncss 

I. Progiess on Relevant 
(Essential and Impoitanl) 
Objectives 

2. Improved Student Attitude 

T-Scoe 
lAiadj. 
Adj. 

58 

59 

49 

SO 

2% or an 
classes 

2S% of all classes 28% of all classes 2% of all 
classes 

Your AiTrape 
(S-Toini Scale) 

NA, 

3.8 

Adjusted 

NAt 

3.8 

3 . Overall Excel lc iKe o f Teacher 
58 
59 

4 I 4.2 

4 . Overall Excel lence o f Course 
51 

58 
4.0 4.1 

71) 20 30 40 4.S SO SS (>0 
TScoft-Comp.in«)n with all Oasses in National Database 

Unadjusted T Score • one standard error of measurement 
Adjusted T Scoic ± one standard ctrof of measurement (adjusted for class size; student desire to take course rcpardlcss of w ho tauplil it; course 
difficuhy nol allrihuiable in instructor, student cfToit not aiinhuiahle to insinjctor and other student motivational influences) 

1. Progress on Relevant (Essential and Important) Objectives. Because student learning is Ihe central purpose of leaching, 
and because you cho.se Ihe objectives considered by Ihis measure. Ihis is probably Ihe most viuil measure of effectiveness. A 
double weight is given lo sludcnl ratings of progress on objectives you chose as Esscnlial. and a single weight lo those chosen as 
Important: objectives idcmified .as being of Minor or No Importance were ignored in developing this measure. 

2. Improved Student Altitude. Tlie graph shows Ihe average response of students to item 40. "As a result of taking this course. 
I have more positive feelings toward Ihis field of study." Tliis rating is most meaningful for courses wliich :ire taken by many 
non-m.Tjors. Most tcacliciTi hope tli.it such students will develop a respect and appreciation for the discipline even if they CIMX'SC 
lo 1,-ikc no iKlditional courses in it. 

3 . O v e r a l l K x c c l l c n c c o f T e a c h e r . I l i i s SIHIWS IIK-avenir.e resjiorise to item "11. "Overall. I rate this instnuii<r .in rxeellent 

ICiK-lK-r." Overall imiHc^siiiiK nl ;i Ir.-KlK'r : i l l i i t siinleiil ;iltiliKk-s, effort, aiKl Icaniiii);. 

4. Ovcnill KxccHciicc of Course, 'litis shows Ihe averajie rcs|xiiise to ilciii 42. "Overall. 1 nite lliis eoiiise as exeellenl." Ilns 
cvahialioti is likely (k:tenniiH.-d by a niiiiilvr of factors (e.g.. tciicliing siylc. sludcnl salislaction vvnii course OUICOIIKS. ;IIIII 
cliaraclcrislics such as orgaiiiA-ilion. selection of readings aiuPor otiicr inniictKcsl. 

NA,: Ba.scd twi a coml>ination of ratings wlwrc an average on a 5-p<iint scale is nol comparable. 
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Faculty Name; F.J. Augustine 
Course: Pol. Sci. 5389 

Section II. Student Ratings ofProgress on Specific Objectives 

Term: Summer. 1999 
Page 3 

•niis graph shows student progress ratings on the objectives you chose as Fjusenlial (Part A) and those you chose as Imporlaitl 
(Part B). To the degree Uiat students make progress on the objectives you sucss, your leaching h.TS been effective. 

?i'J^'I^J?.^'^''.°". '• ^^" ""*' * ' " ' ' ' ° '^"^ '^''"8'= •« categories. Simply .assign T Scores to categories as follows; Low (lowest 
IO%)=T Score below 37; Low Average (next 20%)=T Score 37^4; Average (middle 40%)= 
(next 20%)=T Score 56-63; and High (highest IO%)=T .Score ahovf̂  63 

=TScore 45-55; High Average 

Part A. Essential Objectives 

21. Factual knowledge 

22. Principles and theories 

T-Scorc 

Unadj. 
Adj. 

59 
60 

58 
58 

2% of all 
classes 

28% of all classes 

40% of all 
classes 

(Avg. range 

Ssff iaai; * 

28% of aJI classes 

l^<-H 
l -* - l 

l-^<H 

2% of all 
classes 

(5-Poinl Scale) 

Raw 

4.4 

^ 

Adjusted 

4.6 

4.1 

Part B. Important Objectives 

23. Apply course material to 
improve thinking skills 

24. Professional skills, viewpoints 

•30. Values development 

57 

58 

59 
61 
52 
52 

n ^ ^ ^ l-«-l 

sSffi 

3.9 

4.0 

3.7 

4.0 

4.2 

3.7 

20 .10 40 45 50 55 60 
T Scorc--Compansoii wiih nil Cli-j.-ics in N.itionaJ Daiab.nsc where Ihc 

Objcciive was Selected as "Essential" or "Imponani" 
-K—I Unadjusted T Score ± one si.-uidard error of measurement 

70 

-•—I Adjusted T Score ± one sl.tml.iid enor of mcisuremcnl (adjusted for class si7c. student desire lo lake course regardless of who inuphl il; courrie 
difHculty not anribul.ihle to inslnicliir; sliulenl effon nol altribuLible lo insirudor: and other sludcnl motivalional influences) 

It is recommended th.il priority attention be given lo Essential objectives with progress ratings which .ire belrw average. Tlie 
second priority might be directed to Important objectives for which progress ratings are fte/oie average. A third |inoriiy miplil 
be Essential or Importani objectives for which progress ratings arc in the average range. If all progress riitinf; .irc above the 
overage range, it is suggested that your present methods of teaching .ire effective and ch.Tngcs in your teaching style or 
appro.achcs do nol appc;ir lo be needed in order lo ensure that your teaching promotes student Ictming. If improvemcni is 
needed, strategies can be fonnulatcd by examining "Strengths" and "Weaknesses" associated with progress ratings on the 
objectives chosen for priority attention. Tlicsc arc identified in .Section III of this report. 

Note: Sludenls in your cKiss also rated llicir progress on the objeclivcs which you classified as being of Minor or i\o 
Imparlance. Tlicsc ratings ;ire considered irrcjevanl in judpini; your leacliiMpcflcctivciic';s However, M review of siiidoiii 
ralini'S on these objectives, foiiiid in .Section V (Sl:ilisiiea! I)el:iil). may provide yon wiih insli'.hls iihoiii siuiie "iiniMiiiuleil" (M 
"addiliotial" effects of your insiniciion. 
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Faculty Name: F.J. Augustine 
Course: Pol. Sci. 5389 

Tenii: Siininicr. 1999 . 
Page 4 

Section III. Teaching Methods or Style Related to Student Ratings of Progress 

Tliis section focuses on specific teaching methods. Results are given in two parts. Part One graphically compares ratings of 
your leaching methods with those of olhers who teach cl.̂ sses similar lo this one in terms of size and level of sludcnl molivation. 
Part Two identifies Ihc teaching mctliods most closely related to attaining your Importani and Essential objectives, providing a 
basis for developing improvement strategies. Part Tlircc higlilights potential areas lo emphasize for improvement efforts .I'nd 
teaching strengtlts that should be retained. 

Part One: Tlie graphs below classify methods as "strcngtbs" if your rating was at least 0.3 above average for classes of similar 
size and level of sludcnl motivation .and as "weaknesses" if your rating was at le.ist 0.3 below the average for such classes. 
Although effectiveness generally improves when weaknesses arc overcome while maintaining strengths, not all leaching 
methods promote progress on every teaching objective. The methods which are especially relevant to each of your Esscnlial and 
Importani objectives are identified in Part Two (page 5), 

Tcucliing Methods and Styles 

A, Studenf.Faeulty Contact (Average of 1,2,20) 

• I. Dispkiycd a pcrson,il iniercsl in sludenls and their learning 

2. Found ways lo help sludenls answer their own questions 

•20. Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class (office 
visits, phone calls, e-mail, etc.) 

n. InviilviiiR.Sludenls (Average nf 5 .9 ,14, 16. IS) 

•5. Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" lo facilitate Iciming 
•9. Encouraged students to use muliiple resources (e.g. data h.inks. 

libnuy holdings, outside cxpcns) lo improve undersiancling 

• 14. Involved sludenls in "hands on" projects such as rcscarcli. case 
sltitlies, or "reiil life" aclivilias 

• 15. Asked siudcms lo share ideas and experiences wiih others whose 
backgrounds and viewpoints differ from iheir own 

• 18. Asked sludenls lo help cich oilier uiidersMml ideas or concepts 

C. F.stalilisliing Rxpcctaliuns (Avcmgc of 3. 4,8, 13, 15) 

*3. ScliMliiled course work (cl.iss activities, lasts, jirxijecls) in ways 
which encniinged sludenls In slay up in ilale in llu-ir work 

4. IX'iiKiiislralcd Ihe impon.inec and significance of ihe sutijcci 
m.iller 

8. Slimtilalcd students lo intellectual effort ticyond Ih.il required by 
iiKisl courses 

13. Iiilnidiicitl sliintilaliiig ideas aliotii tin. siihjix-i 

• 15. Inspired sludenls lo set and .ichieve goals wliicii reallv 
clljllciigoj Iheiil 

!>.( I.iiily iir<'iiiiiiiiiiiii>:ili"iilAvi'ragi'iir6. III. I l) 

(y Made II clear how each lopic fil iiilo IIK- UIIITSC 

III I 'spLiiiK'il cniirsc inalerial clearly and foiicist-ly 

I I. Uelaled course llLiUTial lo ical life siltialiiiiis 

F_A.sse.sMiienl/l"i-«llv,uk(A\eraKe.ir7, 12, 17, I')) 

7 I;xptaiiK\l Ihe KMMIIIS liif crilKistiis ol sltKlcnls'.icaileiiiu 
jHTloiiiiamv 

I ? < iavc Icsls. |iMi|iX Is. I'lc III.It i'Mvetcd tlu' iiiiivl iinpoilaiil poiiils 
III till* CIIIIIM* 

•17 I'loviili-il liiih-iv ami liaiiii-nl IcallMtl, on U-NIS. K-pntls. inoircls, 
ell" lo lirip sliulfiiK itiipiiivr 

19 (i.ive |>io)ivls. Irsts i>i assigiiiiK-iils lli.ll K't|tiiK-,l oii(;iii.il oi 
(•lealivr llitllkini' 

Average Rating 
Comparison "iUi Cla.ssrs nf.Siiiiihir 

Size and Ix'vcl or.Sliiilelil Motivalion 
Weakness Slrcnplli 

WH)^^T 

(11 

^•,tt*dM<aim*t <a*4> 

^m 

iiiil 

'.•ii|.,,i:'Y,;-

• 

• 

• 

• ' 
' • • 
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Faculty Name: FJ. Augustine Tetm: Summer. 1999 
Coufse: Pol. Sci. 5389 Page 5 

Scctfon III. Teaching Mclliods or Style Related to Student Ratings of Progress (continued) 

Part Two; Column I below again lists Ihose objectives you listed as Essential or Important. Column 2 lists those leaching 
methods which in combination are most closely related to progress ratings on your chosen objectives. Column 3 sep.araies out 
those teaching methods rated as "strengths' and those rated as "weaknesses" in comparison lo the national average. (The 
numbers in Columns 2 and 3 refer to Ihe teaching methods numbered I -20 on the graphical presenlations in Part One, page 4.) 

Column I 
Chosen Objectives 

Esscnlial Objectives 
21. I^clual knowledge 
22. Principles and theories 

Important Objectives 
23. Apply course material to improve 

thinking skills 
24. Professional skills, viewpoints 

•30. Values development 

Column 2 
Most Relevant Teachini: Methods 

3.5.6.8,9,12.13.14.16.19 
1.5.6.8,12.14.15 

3.8.11.1^14,17 

3,5.6,7.8.11,12.14,16.18 
3.5,8,9.13,14,17,18.19,20 

Column 3 
Most Relevant Strengths/Weaknesses 

Strengths Weaknesses 

3,8.13 
8.15 

3.8 

3,8 
3,8,13 

5,6,9.14,16.19 
5.6.14 

14,17 

5.6,14,16,18 
5,9,I4,17,I8.,19 

Part Three: This section sumnurizes teaching methods lo consider for improvement strategies and iiKthods which :ire effective 
and should be retained. 

Potential Areas for Improvement E^orls 
Generally, improvemcni efforts .are most successful if they focus on no more than three teaching straiegics .at a time, llicsc 
resulls suggest that your improvemcni strategies might best be chosen from Ihe following teaching tiKthods: 

•5. Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" lo facililatc leaming 
6. M.adc il clear how each lopic fil into Ihc course 

*I4. Involved students in "hands on" projects such .as research, ca.sc studies, or "rc:il lite" activities 

Strengths to Retain 
In doing so, you siKMild lake care lo rcl:iin the mctliods wliich are currently effective, including: 

*3. Scheduled course work (cl.i.ss activities, tests, projects) in ways which encouraged stuilenis to stay up to date in 
their work 

8. Slimtilalcd sttKh-nls lo iiilcllcclii:tl effort tx:yonil that required by IIMISI courses 
13. Inlnxhiccd sliuHilaling i(k-:Lsali<'in ' e subject 

* 15. Inspired sludenls lo set .and .achie.. ;oals which really challenged them 
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Faculty Name: F.J. Augustine 
Course: Pol. Sci. 5389 

Section IV. Course Description/Context 

Term: Summer. 1999 
Page 6 

This section describes several aspects of your course. Some of the description summarizes information you supplied when you 
administered the IDEA form, and some of the information comes from student responses. Information on this page provides Ihe 
context in which the class was taught and in which interpretation of the ratings should be made. The IDEA Center will conduct 
additional research on these data to determine more precisely how they can improve interpretation of the report. 

Course Description: 
Primary Instructional Type: Lecture 
Secondary Instructional Type: Discussion/recitation 
Principal Type of Student: Uppercla.ssmen, majors 

Instructor's Ratings of Special Circumstances: 

Team Taught: Not reported 
Distance Leaming: No 

Positive Impact on Leaming 
Previous experience teaching 

course 
Desire lo leach course 
Control over course nwnagement 

decisions 
Student ejjbn 

Neither Positive nor Negative Imp.ict 
Physical facilities and/or 

equipment 
TechnicalAnstruclional support 
Student enthusiasm 

Negative Impnct on Leaming 
Changes in teaching apprnach 
Adequacy of students' 

background/preparation 

lastnictor's Ratings of Course Requirements: 
Much Required Some Required 

Writing Oral communication 
Group work Critical thinking 

None (or liltlc) Required 
Computer applications 
Mathematical/qiiantilalive work 
Crealive/ariisiic/design endeavor 

Student Ratings of the Course: 

33. Amount of reading 
34. Amount of work in other (non-reading) 

a.ssignnienLs 
35. DifTiculty of subject matter 

Number of Students Saying: * 
1 2 3 4 5 

0 5 18 10 5 

0 0 3 25 10 

0 2 12 17 7 

Average 

3.4 

4.2 

3.8 

T Score 

52 

68 
54 

•I = Much less than most courses 2 = Less than most courses 3 = About average = More than nxist courses 5 = Much more ihan mosl courses 

Similar to Sections I and II. you may wish lo assign ratings to categories. Simply assign T Scores lo categories as follows: Low 
(lowest 10%)=T Score below 37; Low Average (next 20%)=T Score 37^14; Average (middle 40%)=T Score 45-55; llicli 
Average (next 20%)=T Score 56-63; and High (highest 10%)=T Score above 63. 
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Faculty Name: FJ. Augastine 
Ckjuise: Pol. Sci. S389 

Section V. Statistical Detail: Item 

Term: Summer. 1999 
Page 7 

Frequencies, Averages, and Standard Deviations 

Items 1-20: Teaching Methods 
Key: I>Hatdly Ever 

4=Frequentlv 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

I I . 

\2. 

13. 

14. 

1.5. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

1 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

2 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

2=0oca9onally 
S=Almost Always 

3 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

4 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

s 
XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

3=Soinciimcs 

Omit 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

Avg. 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

s.d. 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

Items 21-32: Progress on Objectives 
Key:l=Low 

4sHich Avcnee 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

1 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

2 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

2=Low Average 
S=Hieh 

3 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

4 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

s 
XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

3sAvcniee 

Omit 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

Avg. s.d. 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

,XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

Bold items were selected as Essential or Importani. 

Items 33-35: Tlic Course 
Key: l=Much Less than Most Courses 

3=Ahoul Average 
5sMuch More ihan Most Courses 

2=Lcss tlwn MUSI Courses 
4=More Ihan Mosi roursi-s 

1 5 Omil 
33. XX XX XX XX XX XX 

.34. XX XX XX XX XX XX 

35. XX XX XX XX XX XX 

Avg. s.d. 

XX XX 

XX XX 

XX XX 

Items A-IC: Kxperiinental 
Key: I =1 Vliiiilely l-aisc 2=Miice False 11iaii Tnie 

3=ln Hilwix-n 4=MorrTnK*"ni.in False 
Sr;l X'hniu-lv I'nic 

A. 

n. 
c. 
1). 

i;. 

1 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

2 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

3 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

4 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

5 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

Omit 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

Avg. 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

s.d. 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

Items 36-42: Self-Ratings 
Key I =1 vrinilely False ;=More Falsi- lliaii liiie 

3=ln Hiiw-ivii Is.Moie I nic "lliafi FalM' 
S^IX-linilely riue , 

S Omil 

36. 

37. 

3S. 

39. 

U). 

11 

42. 

1 3 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 

XX 
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XX 
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Faculty Name: FJ. Augustine 
Course: Pol. Sci. 5389 

Section V. Statistical Detail: Continued 

Term: Summer. 1999 
Page8 

Items 43-61: Extra Questions 

43. 
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45. 
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48. 
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Section VI. Processing Error Mc.s.sagcs 
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WRITTEN FEEDBACK ON DISCREPANCY SCORES 

The attached sheet reflects your scores on the 20 items regarding 

teaching behaviors on the IDEA Survey. The scores are the averages you 

received from your students on the midsemester evaluations and from the 

instructor's self-evaluation. The discrepancy scores reflect differences between 

these averages. The items with negative numbers indicate areas which the 

students rated the instructor lower than the instructor rated him or herself. These 

might be areas to consider for improvement. If you would like to read about 

suggestions for these items, there are handouts on reserve in the library for your 

use. Thank you for your participation. Please contact Ms. Carson at 696-5539, if 

you have any questions. 
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Written Feedback on Discrepancy Scores 

Item 

1. Displayed a personal Interest in students and their 
learning. 
2. Found ways to help students answer their own 
questions. 
3. Scheduled course work (class activities, tests, 
projects) In ways which encouraged students to stay up-
to-date in their work. 
4. Demonstrated the Importance and significance of the 
subject matter. 
5. Formed teams or discussion groups to facilitate 
learning. 
6. Made It clear how each topic fit Into the course. 
7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of students' 
academic performance. 
8. stimulated students in intellectual effort beyond that 
required by most courses. 
9. Encouraged students to use multiple resources (e.g. 
data banks, library holdings, outside experts) to improve 
understanding. 
10. Explained course material clearly and conslsely. 
11. Related course materials to real life situations. 
12. Gave test, projects, etc. that covered the most 
Important points of the course. 
13. Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. 
14. Involved students In on projects such as research, 
cased studies, or real life activities. 
15. Inspired students to set and achieve goals which 
really challenged them. 
16. Asked students to share Ideas and experiences with 
others whose backgrounds and viewpoints differ from 
their own. 
17. Provided timely/frequent feedback on tests, projects, 
etc. to help students Improve. 
18. Asked students to help each other understand Ideas 
or concepts. 
19. Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required 
original or creative thought. 
20. Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of 
class (office visits, phone calls, etc.). 

Total Scores 

Overall Averages 

Instructor 
Rating 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 

4 
4 

5 

5 

5 
5 
5 

5 
2 

5 

4 

5 

3 

5 

5 

84 

4.2 

Class 
Average 

4.1 

3.6 

3.2 

4.7 

1.6 

4.3 
2.7 

3.4 

2.1 

4.4 
4.4 
4.4 

3.6 
1.5 

2.7 

3.4 

3.7 

2.6 

2.3 

3.3 

66 

3.3 

Discrepancy 
Scores 

-0.9 

-1.4 

-1.8 

3.7 

0.6 

0.3 
-1.3 

-1.6 

-2.9 

-0.6 
-0.6 
-0.6 

-1.4 
-0.5 

-2.3 

-0.6 

-1.3 

-0.4 

-2.7 

-1.7 

-18 

-0.9 
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^JJoasmda 
Individual Development and 

O c t o b e r 15 , 1 9 9 8 Educatianol Assessment Center 

1615 AnderyDft Avoooc 
MonlioHon Konsos 66502 4073 

I 800 255 2757 
Rebecca Davis-Carson 7B5 532 5970 

(OA 785 532.5637 
E moil ideo@l<su edu 

Dear Dr. Davis-Carson: 

Thank you for your request for information about IDEA-Student Ratings of Instruction, an 
approach developed at Kansas State University that uses students' ratings of instmctors and 
courses for faculty evaluation and development. IDEA has been used by over 450 colleges and 
universities since 1975. 

The IDEA Rating System has undergone a substantial revision this year that we believe only made a 
good system even better. The basic focus of the IDEA Rating System has not changed. It still 
emphasizes student ratings of their own learning, but the teaching methods and learning objectives 
included on the new form better reflect current initiatives in higher education. We also believe our 
statistical controls have been improved and will control for additional sources of variability for which a 
faculty member should not be held accountable. Finally, we believe the information gathered from 
IDEA can be used to address curricular and assessment issues, thereby increasing its utility. 

Enclosed is a copy of the Center's information packet. Included in the packet you will find important 
information about how lo use the IDEA system and you will also find copies of the new IDEA Long 
Form, the IDEA Short Form, and the Faculty Information Form. Also enclosed are samples of the 
IDEA Long Form, Short Form, and Longitudinal Reports to Faculty. 

This fall we are in the midst of implementing the new system changes. Already we have the new 
survey forms available and will begin processing them around October This is an exciting time for 
us and we are very encouraged by the responses we have received so far from our clients. 

If you think that your institution might be served by using a na'"""-'' "̂ 'i 'dent rating system, consider 
using the IDEA-Student Ratings of Instruction System. For aodition:. nformation about the IDEA 
Rating System, please call us at 800-255-2757 or 785-532-5970 '^r- , us at IDEA@ksu.cdu, or you 
may browse the Center's Home Page-www.idea.ksu.edu. 

Sincerely yours, 

William H. Pallett, Ph.D. 
Director 

Enclosures 
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MEMORANDUM 
November 24, 1998 

To: Faculty 

From: Vice President for Academic Affairs 

Subject: New Student Rating System 

We have been given the opportunity to consider using a new student rating form 
for our university in the spring of 1999. The 47 item rating form (see first 
attachment), which we hope you will volunteer to try in one of your spring 
classes, was developed at the Individual Development and Educational 
Assessment (IDEA) Center at Kansas State University (KSU). The IDEA system 
focuses on faculty development and has 20 years of excellent research behind it. 
If you find the IDEA rating form to be more valuable than our present student 
rating form, then we may want to consider switching to the IDEA system at some 
future date. In the meantime, we will also continue to use our current student 
rating form in the spring semester. 

The reason we are able to offer you this unique opportunity to try out a different 
rating system is because Ms. Rebecca Davis Carson will be using our pilot study 
for her dissertation. Ms. Carson is a doctoral student in Higher Education at 
Texas Tech University. After studying the IDEA system, which is currently used 
at over 200 colleges and universities nationwide, we have agreed to provide 
approximately half of the support for this study, $750.00. 

The results from your one spring class will be seen only by yourself and Ms. 
Carson. If you chose to, you can share your results as part of our annual 
evaluation and/or promotion and tenure process. 

Both Dr. and I solicit your support and participation in this project. At this time, I 
need to know if you would be willing to volunteer for this project. The maximum 
time this project will take will be about two hours. The ratings process will be 
similar to our current process, except there will also be a midsemester time of 
student ratings in addition to the normal end of the semester evaluation. Please 
confirm your acceptance on the attached form, if you wish to participate. 
and return it to my office by December 7.1998. We will then be able to order 
the necessary number of IDEA student rating forms for the class you have 
chosen. If you have any questions, please give Ms. Carson or me a call. Ms. 
Carson can be reached at 696-5539. 

Thank you for your assistance. We really need to come close to 100 percent 
participation in this project, if we are to seriously consider a new student rating 
system in the future. 
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IDEA STUDENT RATING PROJECT VOLUNTEER FORM 

Please respond to the questions below: 

Parti 

Name and Title: 

Campus Address: 

Campus phone number: Campus e-mail: 

Part II 

1. Would you be willing to participate in this study? Yes: or No: 

If yes, please respond to the remaining questions. If no, please return this form 
to Dr. 's office by December 7, 1998. 

2. Which course would you like to have evaluated in the spring semester using 
the attached student rating form? 

Course prefix and #: 

Course section #: 

Days & Time(s) course 
meets: 

3. Please estimate the maximum number of students who could possibly enroll 
in this course in order for us to order an adequate number of forms. 

Number of students: 

4. I volunteer to participate in this project. 
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Signature: 

Part III 

A brief orientation session will be held on the following dates and times: 

Jan 14: 1 pm - 2pm or 4pm - 5pm 
Jan 15: 1 pm - 2pm or 4pm - 5pm 

Please indicate which session you would like to attend. Thank you for your 
assistance. 

Please return this form to Dr. s office by December 7. 1998 
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SCHEDULE FOR STUDENT EVALUATION STUDY 
SPRING SEMESTER 1999 

Fall Semester 1998 

October (last week): Meet with Dr. to confirm logistics of study 

December 2: Letter from Dr. to faculty requesting participation with a 
request to respond by 7 December 

December 8: Letter from Ms. Carson thanking the volunteers 

December 15: Order evaluation forms from IDEA 

Spring Semester 1999 

January (week of 11-15): Meet with Dr. regarding the study 

January (week of 11-15): Letter to faculty members reminding them of specific 
dates for the study and thanking them again for their 
participation 

February 8-10: Administer student evaluations in classes of both treatment 
groups 

February 12: Mail evaluations to IDEA Center 

March 1 -5 : Workshops and written feedback provided 

April 26 - 28: Administer student evaluations in classes of all groups 

May 3: Mail evaluations to IDEA for processing 

May 1 7 - 2 1 : Return final evaluations to all faculty members 

June timeframe: Meet with Dr. and share results 

For questions, please contact Rebecca Davis Carson at 696-5539. 
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COST PROJECTION SHEET 
FOR STUDENT EVALUATION STUDY 

IDEA STUDENT RATINGS OF INSTRUCTION MATERIALS: 

Long forms @ .24 each: 
Group A with 20 classes of 20 students each 
End of semester only (total of 20 classes) 
Group B with 20 classes of 20 students each 
Midsemester and end of semester ratings (total of 40 classes) 
Group C with 20 classes of 20 students each 
Midsemester and end of semester ratings (total of 40 classes) 
(100 classes/20 students each) = 2000 students x .24 = $480.00 

Batch Charges 
(midsemesterand end of semester) = 2 X$10. = 20.00 

Processing Charges 
(100 classes® $5.00 each) = 500.00 

Faculty Information Sheets (100) at no cost 
(1 per class) 

Directions for Faculty (100) at no cost 
(1 per faculty member) 

Using Additional Questions (1) at no cost 

Processing Checklists (3) at no cost 

Guide to Administering IDEA Ratings (1) at no cost 

Group Summary Report Policy (1) at no cost 

Total Cost $1000.00 

For questions, please contact 
REBECCA DAVIS CARSON 
At 696-5539 
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TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 
Dllkv iiT KcM-jTcli Scrvkis 

203 Hiildcn Hall 
liUilxn-k. Texas 7^09 1035 
(WK,) 742 31»i/IAX (806) 742 3«92 

November 24, I99S 

Dr. Albert Smith 

Dr. Arturo Olivarez 

Dr. Michael Shonrock 

Ms. Rebecca Davis Carson 

Ed Psychology & Leadership 

MS 1071 

RE: Project 99056 Utilizing Cognitive Dissonance Tlicory to Improve Student 
Ratings of Postsecondary Faculty 

Dear Dr. Smith: 

The Texas Tech University Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects has approved 
your proposal referenced above. The approval is effective from November 1, 1998 through 
October 31,1999. You will be reminded of the pending expiration one month prior to October 
31, 1999 so that you may request an extension if you wish. 

The best of luck on your project. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Philip Marshall, Chair 
Human Subjects Use Committee 

All HEO/AjftnntUiiv Action hlsiutttion 
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Individual Development and Educational 
Assessment Center 
1615 Anderson Avenue 
Manhattan. KS 66502-4073 
800-255-2757 or 785-532-5970 
E-mail: ldea@ksu.edu 
Fax: 785-532-5637 
(Federal Identification No. 48-0771751) 

CENTER PUBLICATIONS 
IDEA PAPERS 
Individu.nl copies arc $2.00. A complete set of IDEA Papers may be ordered for S20.00. Bulk orden of llie sams paper: 20-»9 
copies are 30 cenls a copy, 50-99 copies arc 25 cenis a copy, 100 or more copies are 20 cents a copy. 

Quanlily Amounl 
No- I; .Moiii-atiiif; Students, Culiin 
No 4: Classroom Obserraiioa Techniques, Achcson 
No. 8: Qucslioiiing in Ihe College Classroom. Ilyman 
No. 9: Teaching Decisioii-Haking 111th Guided Design, Wale» uid Nwdi 
No. 13: Tlie Feedback Lecture. Oaamm.Ctim>atm.tniCaStrt 
No. 14: linprox-ing Lectures, Casliin 
No. 15: Improving Discussions, Cashm wd McKniihi 
No. 16: //npn>n'rr;A/litri/>lc-CAi)i'ccrctU,CIcuind Cashin 
No. 17: liiiproting Essay Tests, Culiin 
No. 1S: Matching Instruclioiial Objeai\-es, Subject Matter, Tests, and 

Score Intcrpretatimis, Haiuu and Casliin 
No 19: Impnn-ing College Cradiiig, lUiau and Ca.<liin 
No 21 Defining and Evaliialing College Teaching, Casliiu 
No 22 Student Ratings of Teaching: RecomnienJalions for Use, Casliin 
No 23: Improving Stiideiiu' L'utcniiig Skills, Nc\«on 
No 24 Improving liisiriiaors' Speaking Skills, C<iuldcn 
No 25: Improving Student liYning, Sum 
No 26 Impronng Sludenl Reading, Malcl,i and llix'mun 
t4o 27 Writing a Syllabus, /Uhiun and Casliin 
No 2R: I'eriitdicaU Related to College Teaching, Casliin and CIcgg 
No. 29 Teaching. \diilt Sludenls. TuLsuii 
No .10: Headings lo Improve Selected Teaching Methods. Ca.\lini 
No 31 liistfering and Asking Que.\lions, Ca.diin 
No .12 Sin Jcnl Ratings of Teaching: Tlie Research Revisited, l:asl\m 
No 33' Ocvt-liipiiig an Effeclivc Faculty Et-uUtalion System. Casliin 
No .14- l-'oaning On .-tclive. Meaningful Learning, i>iallicini.Sniiili 

IDEA Piiiicr.s: Complete Set (conl.nins 20 or more P.npcrs slill in prlnl) (§ S20.00 

CENTER MATERIALS 
IK-Ol. iniiA Tcdiiiiciil Uc|»rl No. I: Developmenlof the I DE-i System, no\-iiiMiCxMn (S J3.00 
TU-d'J IDIiA Technical Rc[x>r1 No. 9: Description of Database for Ihe IDE-i Diagnostic Form, 

Si\liiir\- .iiid CLvliin (3) $IO.OO_ 

rU.ll) IDliA I'cchiiiail Uc|X)rl No 10: Comparalive Data by .-Icademic Field, SiykuryanlCiitim @JI»0O_ 

• • Toliil 

•I'lcMsc Nnlc: ORDERS FOR LESS THAN S.SO.IIO MUST BE PKEPAID • 
•On prcp.iid orders, llic Ccnicr will p;i>'Ihc shippiDB .ind h.iiidlingcosl. • Shipping 
*Tlic price of iniiicriiils shipped outside Nonh Aiiicric.1 is double Ihe price * 
•listed 10 iillow for shipping cost. • TOTAL 

SHIP TO: INVOICE TO: 

IViccs effective 

Phone No U'o"Eh 6/30/99 
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I would like further infonnation from the Center on: 

<-l IDEA-Student Ratings of Instruction 

l-l IDEA-Feedbaek for Department Chairs 

CI IDEA-Feedback for Deans 

LJ IDEA-Feedback for General Administratofs 

l-l IDEA-Student Rating of Instruction Workshop 

I—' On-Campus Seminais and Consulting 

L-l Publications on Faculty Evaluation and Development 

l—I Add my name to Ihe Exchange mailing list 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Order taken by & date 

Order filled/ctiecked by_ 
Date Shipped 

Shipping Via UPS: 

• Ground QlOOWt. • Next Day 

• 2nd Day • 3 Day 

Shipping Via Other Carrier: 

Q First Class • Other 

Weight_ 
Zone 
Shipping Cost_ 
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iDE4 B4PER NO. 30 

certerfOr 
&1CUIIY 

El^LUNiON& 
DEVElD&VtNF 

September, 1994 

Readings to Improve Selected Teaching Methods 

William E. Cashin 
Kansas Stale University 

While most IDEA Papers have been written lor lacully and 
administrators in higher education independent ol using 
Ihe IDEA System, this paper utilizes the 20 IDEA Teaching 
Methods items as its point ol departure. Since there is 
considerable similarity in the items used—and the lactors 
covered—in most student rating lorms. it is hoped that 
these suggested readings will assist most colleges and 
universities, not |usl those using the IDEA System. 

To help those who do nol use IDEA. I will briolly discuss Ihe 
laclor analytic research on student rating ilems. This 
research has demonstrated Ihat there is very considerable 
overlap in Ihe items used on most sludenl rating forms. 
Therelore. readers should be able lo generalize Irom the 
IDEA Items lo similar items on Iheir own lorms. 

Everyone agrees Ihat student rating lorms are mutlidimen-
sion.il. because there are several dillerent aspects lo 
elluclivu te.nching. The mullidimensional nature ol sludenl 
ratings has been rellecied m a number of laclor analytic 
studies (see Cohen, 1981, Feldman, 1976; and KulikS 
McKeachie. 1975 lor references). As lew as two (Frey, 
1978) or three (Feldman. 1976) factors have been sug
gested. Frey suggested that most sludenl rating items dealt 
with either "Skill," e.g., presenting, or "Rapport.' e.g., 
interacling with students. Feldman called Frey's Skill laclor 
"Presenialion"; Frey's Rapport laclor. "Facililation"; and 
added a third factor. 'Regulation' related lo testing, giving 
assignments, and the like. Most wnters have suggested 
more lactors. Frey's two lactors were a summary of his 
basic seven lactors: Organization/Planning, Presenialion 
Clarity. Student Accomplishment. Class Discussion, Per
sonal Allenlion. Grading/Exams, and Workload. Marsh (e.g.. 
1901) idcntilied nine lactors: Learning/Value, Enthusiasm, 
Organization/Clanly, Group Interaction, Individual Rapport, 
Breadth ol Coverage. Exams/Grading, Assignments/ 
Readings, and Workload/Difficulty. In one of his many 
reviews of the student rating literature. Feldman (1969) 
suggested that student rating items might logically be 
separated into as many as 28 dilferenl categories. (Readers 
interested in specilic examples of items Irom these factors or 
categories should see the original relerences. Very ollan 
locally developed lorms have many items covering presenta
tion and exams, and few or no items on other factors.) 

The IDEA Report divides the Teaching Methods items (Ilems 
1-20) into lour categones: Communicating Content and 
Purpose. Involving Sludenls. Creating Enthusiasm, and 
Prepanng Exams (other IDEA ilems cover student learning— 

Ilems 21-30, and dilliculty and workload—Ilems 31-35. but 
will not be discussed in this paper). For those unlamiliar with 
the IDEA System, its Diagnostic Summary section lists 
specilic Teaching Methods where improvement is more likely 
to help the students make greater progress on one or more 
of the course objectives. Then the instructor—taking into 
consideration the kind of course and the kinds of students— 
must look lor ways ol improvement related to that teaching 
method. Student rating items are the start of the instmctors 
lourney toward improvement, nol the end. Elleclive sludenl 
rating ilems do not provide answers: they provide questions. 
The question should help Ihe instructor locus on aspects ol 
his or her leaching where change is more likely to lead lo 
greater student learning. 

The remaining sections ol Ihis paper will suggest readings 
lor each ol Ihe 20 IDEA Teaching Methods. For each item. 
Ihe Sludenls are asked lo rate how frequently the instructor 
used Ihe method, e.g.. promoted teacher-student discussion. 
II you do not use the IDEA System, look lor items on your 
lorm which are similar lo Ihe IDEA ilems. and are related to a 
teaching method that you are interested in improving. 

Readings to Improve Communicating 
Content and Purpose 
Using the lactors discussed above as a frame ol reference. 
these IDEA items overlap with Frey's (1978) Skill laclor. with 
Feldman's (1976) Organization/Planning laclor, and with 
Marsh's (1991) Orgamzation/Clanty laclor. 

16. Clearly stated the objectives of the course. 
8. Demonstrated Ihe importance and signilicance ol the 

subject matter. 
18. Related course material to real lile situations. 

The first two ilems concern planning the course. Obviously 
you cannot clearly slate the objectives ol Ihe course (Hem 
16) it you have nol oxplicitly determined what your instruc
tional goals are lor that course. These in turn will relate lo 
the importance ol the sub|ect matter (Hem 8). Relating Ihe 
course lo real lile (Item 18) is one ol the most elleclive ways 
to demonstrate the signilicance ol the subject mailer. 

Regarding clearly stating Ihe objectives ol Ihe course. 
read Angela i Cross (1993). Ch. 2. Oavis (1993), Chs. t-2: 
Diamond 0989), entire book: Gronlund (1985), Chs. f-5; 
Lowman (1984). Ch. 7: McKeachie (1994). Ch. 2: and Ryan 
i Martens (1989), entire book: also IDEA Paper No. 18 
(Hanna i Cashin. 1987), and Hanna (1993). Chs 2 4. 
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Regarding demonstrating the Importance and signifi
cance o l the subjeet matter and relating course material 
to real Ufa. I cannot suggest any specific readings since this 
will vary with the academic fiekj and with the level ot the 
course. The one suggestion that I can make is that very 
often things about the subject matter—which are obvious to 
us as experts—are not even suspected by our students. It is 
our responsibility to make expliat the value of the material to 
our students. With today's vocationally oriented students, 
one of the most effective ways to do this is lo use a variety ol 
examples which relate the material to real lile. For example, 
many students still object to taking writing or speech 
courses. It never occurs to many business majors or 
engineenng majors—among others—that Ihey will have to 
wnte letters and reports, and quite probably make formal 
presentations. As teachers we must make these things 
explicit. 

The lollowing are readings atiout motivating students 
which have some relevance to demonstrating the signifi-
cance ol the subject matter. Read Eble (1988), Ch. IS; 
Davis (1993), Chs. 21-23: Fuhrmann i Grasha (1983). Chs. 
3-5: and Lowman (1984), Ch. 3: McKeachie (1994), Ch. 31: 
also IDEA Paper No. 1 (Cashin, 1979). 

10. Made it clear how each topic fit into the course. 
17. Explained course material dearly, and explanations 

were to the point. 
14. Summarized material in a manner which aided retention. 

These three items all deal with presenting material In a 
clear and organized way. This is slill otten done in lecture 
or presentations. Since readings relevant to one item often 
overlap with those relevant to another. I have combined the 
suggested readings. For Items 10, 17, and 14, read Brown 
& Atkins (1988). Chs. 2-3: Davis (1993). Chs. 13-14, i 16: 
Eble (1988). Ch. 6; Erickson S Strommer(l991), Ch. 6: 
Lowman (1984), Ch. 5: McKeachie (1994), Ch. 5: also IDEA 
Paper No. 14 (Cashin, 1985) and No. 13(Osterman, 
Chrislensen. S Coltey, 1985). 

Readings to Improve Involving Students 
These IDEA items overlap with Frey s (1978) Rapport factor, 
with Feldman's (1976) Facilitation factor, and with Marsh's 
(1991) Group Interaction factor. 

2. Found ways lo help students answer their own ques
tions. 

The thrust ol this item—in terms ol Bloom s cognitive 
taxonomy (Bloom et al., 1956: see also Gronlund. 1985)—is 
not on simple Knowledge and Comprehension, but on 
helping students develop higher levels of thinking: 
Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation. The 
lollowing readings cover questioning techniques in general: 
Christensen(1991).Ch. 9: Davis (1993), Chs. 10-11: and 
Hyman (1980). Ch. 5: also IDEA Paper No 8 (Hyman. 1982). 
1. Promoted teacher-student discussion (as opposed to 

mere responses to questions). 
3. Encouraged students to express themselves freely and 

openly 
13. Encouraged student comments even when they turned 

out to be incorrect or irrelevant. 

These three items are all concerned with developing 
leecher-student, and student-student Interaction. The 
locus in many classes even though called discussion 
classes is on content In such classes the instnjctor puts a 
premium on correct answers. Hem 13 focuses on the 
fostenng interaction. Used appropriately, students' mistakes 
and incorrect answers can lead to deeper and more enduring 
leaming. The lollowing readings cover discussion (ecft-
niques in general: Davis (1993), Chs. 8-9; Eble (1988) 
Ch. 7: Erickson t SIrommer (1991). Ch. 7: Fuhrmann S 
Grasha (1983), Ch. 6: Hyman (1980). entire book: Lowrnan 
(1984). Ch. 6; McKeachie (1994), Ch. 4 S IS: also IDEA 
Papers No. 8 (Hyman, 1982), and No. 15 (Cashm S 
UcKnight, 1986). 

5. Changed approaches to meet new situations. 

AHhough the literature in general recommends that we 
include change and variety in our teaching lo maintain 
student attention, this item is more concerned with using 
altematlva teaching strategies, and fitting «e»=" l |^ 
methods to Instmctional goals and to student needs 
The literature on student leaming styles is most relevant to 
these concerns. Read Davis (1993), Ch. 22: Enc^on & 
SIrommer (1991), Ch. 3: Fuhrmann i Grasha (1983). Chs. 
3-5, S 10: McKeachie (1994), Ch. 32. For a review olthe 
research on learning styles, read Claxton i Murrell (1987). 

11. Explained the reasons lor criticisms ol students' 
academic performance. 

Ratings on this item rellect Ihe quality, quanlily, and 
timeliness of Ihe feedback we give our sludenls. It is a 
psychological truism that an eHeclive way lo improve 
people's performance is by giving them feedback on how 
well they are doing. Nevertheless, this is the lowest rated 
item ol the IDEA Teaching Methods: a similar item is the 
lowest rated on another widely used student rating form. 
V^at this suggests is that we (college instmctors) do a 
relatively poor |ob in giving students leedbaok on how well 
they are doing in our courses. Few authors have wnllen 
much about the subiect other Ihan to say that we should 
return exams, papers, etc. quickly, bul read Fuhrmann i 
Grasha (1983). Ch. 7, and McKeachie (1994). Ch. 9 The 
relerences related to preparing exams cited below also have 
some general recommendations. Although written lor a 
different purpose, I suggest that many of the classroom 
assessment techniques can be adopted lo provide sludenls 
more useful feedback; read Angela i Cross (1993) Finally, 
two references on giving feedback lo faculty may also 
provide some hints to help our students: Bergquist S Phillips 
(1975), Ch. 13: and Brinko (1993), entire article. 

Readings to Improve Creating Enthusiasm 
These IDEA items overlap with Feldman's (1976) Presenta
tion factor, and with Marsh's (1991) Enthusiasm factor. 

4 Seemed enthusiastic about the subject matter. 
7. Spoke with expressiveness and variety m tone ol voice 
9. Made presentations which were dry and dull. 

Item 4 is the highest rated item ol the 20 IDEA Teaching 
Methods. This suggests that most of us. as instmctors. do 
communicate to our students our liking for our academic 
fields. One maior way this is accomplished is Ihe way we 
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speak when leaching (Ilems 7 and 9). (Note that item 9— 
and Items 6. 12. and 19 dealing with exams—are negative 
items where tow ratings are desirable.) Almost every writing 
on improving lectures mentions the need for effective publk: 
speaking skills, but typically they offer few suggestions. 
Read IDEA Paper No. 24 (GoukSen, 1991): and Lowman 
(1984), Ch. 4: also Davis (1993). Ch. 13. 

15. Stimulated students to intellectual effort beyond that 
required by most courses. 

20. Introduced stimulating kleas about the subject 

These two items are concerned with the Intellectual, and 
the affective or emotional, stimulation of the students. 
As the result of taking a course, the student shouM have not 
only a better understanding of the subject matter, but the 
student should value and appreciate—il not like—the field. 
These aspects of leaching are not so much craft, nor even 
science, but of the art of teaching. As such they are not 
readily covered in a chapter. Read Lowman (1984), Chs. 
(-3 where he talks about both the cognitive and affective 
aspects of teaching, and read Eble (1988), Chs. 1-3. 

The other readings I would suggest are those readings 
cited above related to stating the objectives ol the course. 
If we are clear about what knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
we want our students to learn from a course, and have a 
valid reason why they should learn them, we will have the 
key to making our courses intellectually stimulating and 
challenging. 

Readings to Improve Preparing Exams 
These IDEA items overlap with Feldman's (1976) Regulation 
factor, and with Marsh's (1991) Exams/Grading factor. 

6. 

12. 
19. 

Gave examinations which stressed unnecessary 
memorization. 
Gave examination questions which were unclear 
Gave examination questions which were unreasonably 
detailed (picky). 

Unclear exam questions (Hem 12) can apply to any kind of 
test: essay, oral, and performance, as well as to so called 
'objective' exams. Stressing unnecessary memorization 
(Item 6) or unreasonable detail (Item 19) are more likely to 
be students' criticisms of 'objective" questions. 

The most lundamental way to better prepare exams is to 
have a well planned course (see readings for Item 16, 
above) and then develop a lest plan lo Insure Ihat you 
test what you taught. Read Jacobs S Chase (1992), Ch. 1: 
Ory S Ryan (1993), Chs. 1-2: also Hanna (1993), Chs. 1-4. 
Only aHer developing a test plan, should you work to 
Improve specific item types. 

To improve essay, oral, and performance Hems, read Daws 
(1993). Ch 31: Jacobs S Chase (1992), Chs. 6-7: McKeachie 
(1994). Ch 6: Ory S Ryan (1993). Ch. 4; also IDEA Paper No 
17 (Cashin. 1987). and Hanna (1993). Chs. 7-8. 

To Improve "objective" Items, read Davis (1993). Ch. 30: 
Jacobs & Chase (1992), Chs. 4-5, McKeachie (1994), Ch. 6: 
Ory S Ryan (1993), Ch. 3: also IDEA Paper No. 16 (Clegg S 
Cashin. 1986). and Hanna (1993). Chs. 5-6. 

Conclusion 
It is my hope Ihat the readings cited in this paper will help 
you improve your teaching. Most of the books have chapters 
on a Wide variety of other aspects ol college teaching which I 
also recommend to you. If I included a reading, it shoukJ be 
obvwus that I conskJer it ol value. However, if I have nol 
cited a partk»lar chapter, or omitted a book, readers should 
infer nothing about its value. There are some qualih( books 
whk* I have omitted because they overtap so much with 
those I have died, or because they were less recent. Most 
of these are likely lo be referenced in the books I have died. 
II is also likely that there are some excellent books of which I 
am ignoranL 
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APPENDIX L 

MIDSEMESTER EVALUATIONS 

AND FEEDBACK 
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MEMORANDUM 

March 1, 1999 

To: Faculty Volunteers 

From: Rebecca Davis Carson, Phone: 696-5539 
IDEA Rating Researcher 

Subject: Mitdsemester Feedback 

The IDEA evaluation reports have been returned to me from the IDEA Center. 
As part of Group B, volunteers will provided the following information: 

• the limitations of student evaluations 
• the discrepancy score worksheet reflecting your scores and your class 

averages 
• the IDEA evaluation report on your class 
• and an outline of IDEA Short Papers which relate to the teaching behaviors 

measured in the first 20 items of your evaluation. 

For those of you who would like to read any relevant IDEA Short Papers, they will 
be available on reserve at the Library. 

The end of the semester evaluations will be done between April 21 - 28 and 
returned to Dr. s office by April 29th. You will receive your final evaluations back 
during the third week of May. 

Please contact me at 696-5539 (work), if I can answer any questions. I sincerely 
appreciate your support of this study. 
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MEMORANDUM 

March 1, 1999 

To: Faculty Volunteers 

From: Rebecca Davis Carson, Phone: 696-5539 
IDEA Rating Researcher 

Subject: Midsemester Feedback Workshops 

The IDEA evaluation reports have been returned to me from the IDEA Center. 
As part of Group A, volunteers will participate in a one-hour workshop to 
discuss: 

• the limitations of student evaluations 
• the discrepancy score worksheet reflecting your scores and your class 

averages 
• the IDEA evaluation report on your class 
• and an outline of IDEA Short Papers, which relate to the teaching behaviors 

measured in the first 20 items of your evaluation. 
• Also, IDEA Short Papers will be available for those who would like copies. 

The workshops will be held in the Seminar Room at the Library on the following 
dates and times: 

Tuesday, March 9: 1200-1:00 or 2:00-3:00 

Wednesday, March 10: 12:00-1:00 or 2:00 - 3:00 

Thursday, March 11: 12:00-1:00 or 2:00-3:00 

Please contact me at 696-5539 (work), if I can answer any questions; or if I need 
to schedule an individual meeting with you if you cannot attend one of the 
workshops. I look forward to our time together and appreciate your support of 
this study. 

The end of the semester evaluations will be done between April 21 - 28 and 
returned to Dr. 's office by April 29th. You will receive your final evaluations back 
during the third week of May. 
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MIDSEMESTER FEEDBACK WORKSHOP ON THE IDEA STUDENT 
EVALUATIONS FOR GROUP A 

• The limitations of student evaluations 

• The discrepancy score worksheet reflecting your scores and your class 
averages 

• The IDEA evaluation report on your class 

• An outline of IDEA Short Papers, which relate to the teaching behaviors 
measured in the first 20 items of your evaluation 

• IDEA Short Papers are available for those who would like copies 

• The end of the semester evaluations will be done between April 21 - 28 and 
returned to Dr. Lack's office by April 29th. 

• You will receive your final evaluations back during the third week of May. 

• For questions, please contact Rebecca Davis Carson at 696-5539 
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student Ratings: Value and Limitations 

Student ratings of instruction 
- 2,000 studies 
~ Reliability has been confirmed—if there are at least 

10 raters 
~ Validity confirmed with multiple section courses in 

which student ratings were highest 
for instructors whose students made the best 
grades on a common final exam 

~ Validity is limited in that all course objectives or 
teaching methods cannot be included on one 
instrument 

~ student attitudes affect ratings-IDEA System 
attempts to level the playing field 

Limitations of Ratings 

~ The "Halo Effect"—general opinion colors all 
specific ratings 

~ The "Error of Central Tendency"—most people 
have tendency to avoid extremes in making ratings 

Limitations of Students as Raters 

~ Students are not qualified to judge some factors, 
which characterize excellent instruction 

~ The appropriateness of the instructor's objectives, 
the relevance of assignments or readings, the 
degree to which the subject matter content is up-
to-date, and the degree to which grading is lax or 
severe 
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Overview of Student Ratings: Value and Limitations 
IDEA Center, Kansas State University 
www.idea.ksu.edu 

Student ratings of instruction have been the subject of over 2,000 published research studies. The vast 
majority of these ofTcr assurance that ratings possess acceptable reliability (if there are at least 10 raters). 
Ratings have also been shown to be reasonably valid in a number of different ways. Perhaps the most con
vincing of these are the studies of multiple sections of large courses in which student ratings were highest 
for instructors whose students made the best grades on a common final examination. 

But there are no perfectly valid measures in education, including student ratings of teaching effectiveness. 
For one thing, no rating form can include all possible course objectives or teaching methods: ratings of 
courses with highly unique purposes and approaches may ignore salient variables. It is also true that rat
ings are colored by the attitudes students bring to the class. In some classes, nearly all students are highly 
motivated and eager to learn (especially in graduate or professional classes, but also in some undergradu
ate classes); in such cases, student ratings of leaming outcomes are almost always favorable even if the 
instructors teaching skills are marginal. Similarly, if most shidents take the class only because it meets a 
requirement, or because it was offered at a favorable time, or for some other non-academic reason, both 
learning outcomes and ratings of instructors can be negatively affected. The IDEA system attempts to 
"level the playing field" by taking such extraneous factors into account (through "adjusted" ratings). But 
there are probably additional factors of this type which have not yet been studied and which, therefore, 
have not been considered in your report. 

In addition lo extraneous influences on student ratings, two other limitations need to be acknowledged. 
First, student ratings are subject to Ihe same shortcomings that plague all rating processes. Second, there 
are a number of important facets of teaching excellence which students are simply unqualified to judge. 

Limitalions of Ratings. Of the several weaknesses inherent in the rating process, two merit special atten
tion. The first is the "halo effect," so-called because it describes the tendency of raters to form a general 
opinion of the person being rated and then let that opinion color all specific ratings. If the general impres
sion is favorable, the "halo effect" is positive and the individual receives higher ratings on many items 
than a more objective evaluation would justify. The "halo effect" can also be negative; an unfavorable 
general impression will lead to low marks "across the board", even in areas where performance is strong. 
Bccau.sc of this effect, student ratings make less differentiation between "strengths" and "weaknesses" 
than is desirable. 

A .second weakness is the "Error of Central Tendency." Most people have a tendency to avoid the 
extremes (very high and very low) in making ratings. As a result, ratings tend to pile up more toward the 
middle of the rating scale Ihan might be justified. In many cases, ratings which are "somewhat below 
average" or "somewhat above average" may represent subdued estimates of an individual's status because 
of the "Error of Central Tendency." 

LimiLitions of Students as Raters. Although, when appropriately adjusted and averaged, students r.ilings 
of their own learning and of the instructor's techniques have acceptable validity, .students are not qualified 
to judge many other factors which characterize excellent instruction. They can't judge, for example, the 
appropriateness of the in.structor's objectives, the relevance of assignments or readings, the degree to 
which subject matter content was balanced and up-to-date, or the degree to which gr.nding standards were 
unduly lax or severe. These, and other dimensions of teaching excellence, are important to a comprehen
sive evaluation of instructional effectiveness; bul methods other than "student ratings" are needed to 
assess them. 

Student ratings can be valuable indicators of teaching effectiveness, and they can help guide improvement 
efforts. But ihcy are most useful when they are a part of a more comprehensive program which includes 
additional evaluation tools and a systematic program for faculty development. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR 

WRITTEN FEEDBACK DISCREPANCY SCORES 
SHEET 

Provides you written feedback on the differences between your self-ratings 
and your students' midsemester ratings on the IDEA Form. 

The scores with a negative sign indicate you rated yourself higher than the 
average of the students' ratings of your class. 

In this study, it is suggested that you may want to focus on five items with the 
greatest differences between your self-rating and student ratings. 

IDEA Short Papers, which provide suggestions on these items, are available 
for your use. 

The scores without a negative sign indicate you rated yourself lower than the 
average of the your students' ratings. 
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Written Feedback on Discrepancy Scores 

Item 

1. Displayed a personal interest in students and their 
learning. 
2. Found ways to help students answer their own 
questions. 
3. Scheduled course work (class activities, tests, 
projects) in ways which encouraged students to stay up-
to-date in their work.' 
4. Demonstrated the importance and significance of the 
subject matter. 
5. Formed teams or discussion groups to facilitate 
learning. 
6. Made it clear how each topic fit into the course. 
7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of students' 
academic performance. 
8. stimulated students In intellectual effort beyond that 
required by most courses. 
9. Encouraged students to use multiple resources (e.g. 
data banks, library holdings, outside experts) to improve 
understanding. 
10. Explained course material clearly and conslsely. 
11. Related course materials to real life situations. 
12. Gave test, projects, etc. that covered the most 
important points of the course. 
13. Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. 
14. Involved students in on projects such as research, 
cased studies, or real life activities. 
15. Inspired students to set and achieve goals which 
really challenged them. 
16. Asked students to share ideas and experiences with 
others whose backgrounds and viewpoints differ from 
their own. 
17. Provided timely/frequent feedback on tests, projects, 
etc. to help students improve. 
18. Asked students to help each other understand ideas 
or concepts. 
19. Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required 
original or creative thought. 

20. Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of 
class (office visits, phone calls, etc.). 

Total Scores 

Overall Averages 

Instructor 
Rating 

5 

5 

5 

1 

1 

4 
4 

5 

5 

5 
5 
5 

5 
2 

5 

4 

5 

3 

5 

5 

84 

4.2 

Class 
Average 

4.1 

3.6 

3.2 

4.7 

1.6 

4.3 
2.7 

3.4 

2.1 

4.4 
4.4 
4.4 

3.6 
1.5 

2.7 

3.4 

3.7 

2.6 

2.3 

3.3 

66 

3.3 

Discrepancy 
Scores 

-0.9 

-1.4 

-1.8 

3.7 

0.6 

0.3 
-1.3 

-1.6 

-2.9 

-0.6 
-0.6 
-0.6 

-1.4 
-0.5 

-2.3 

-0.6 

-1.3 

-0.4 

-2.7 

-1.7 

-18 

-0.9 
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IDEA EVALUATION SYSTEM FEEDBACK 
AND RELEVANT SHORT PAPERS WITH TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVEMENT 

The first twenty items of the IDEA Surveys focus on specific teaching methods. 
The items are grouped under five themes. The themes include: 1) student-
faculty contact, 2) involving students, 3) establishing expectations, 4) clarity of 
communication, and 5) assessment/feedback. The following lists which of the 
twenty items fall under each theme. Relevant IDEA Papers which discuss 
techniques for improvement are also listed. 

1) Student-faculty contact (Average of 1, 2, 20) 

1. Displayed a personal interest in students and their learning. 
2. Found ways to help students answer their own questions. 
20. Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class (office visits, 

phone calls, e-mail, etc.). 

Relevant IDEA Paper: #8 Questioning in the College Classroom 

2) Involving students (Average of 5, 9, 14, 16, 18) 

5. Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" to facilitate learning. 
9. Encouraged students to use multiple resources (e.g. data banks, 

library holdings, outside experts) to improve understanding. 
14. Involved students in "hands on" projects such as research, case 

studies, or "real life" activities. 
16. Asked students to share ideas and experiences with others whose 

backgrounds and viewpoints differ from their own. 
18. Asked students to help each other understand ideas or concepts. 

Relevant IDEA Paper: #15 Improving Discussions 

3) Establishing expectations (Average of 3, 4, 8, 13, 15) 

3. Scheduled course work (class activities, test, projects) in ways which 
encouraged students to stay up-to-date in their work. 

4. Demonstrated the importance and significance of the subject matter. 
8. Stimulated students in intellectual effort beyond that required by most 

courses. 
13. Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject 
15. Inspired students to set and achieve goals which really challenged 

them. 
Relevant IDEA Papers: #1 Motivating Students 

#19 Improving College Grading 
#27 Writing A Syllabus 
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4) Clarity of communication (Average of 6, 10, 11) 

6. Made it clear how each topic fit into the course. 
10. Explained course material clearly and concisely. 
11. Related course materials to real life situations. 

Relevant IDEA Papers: #14 Improving Lectures 
#23 Improving Students' Listening Skills 
#24 Improving Instructors' Speaking Skills 
#31 Answering and Asking Questions 

5) Assessment/feedback (Average of 7, 12, 17, 19) 

7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of students' academic 
performance. 

12. Gave tests, projects, etc. that covered the most important points of the 
course. 

17. Provided timely and frequent feedback on tests, reports, projects, etc. 
to help students improve. 

19. Gave projects, tests, or assignments that required original or creative 
thinking. 

Relevant IDEA Papers: #4 Classroom Observation Techniques 
#9 Teaching Decision-Making with Guided Design 
#13 The Feedback Lecture 
#16 Improving Multiple-Choice Tests 
#17 Improving Essay Tests 
#18 Matching Instructional Objectives, Subject 

Matter, Tests, and Score Interpretations 
#25 Improving Student Writing 
#26 Improving Student Reading 
#34 Focusing on Active, Meaningful Learning 
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END OF SEMESTER 

EVALUATIONS 
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To: 

From: 

MEMORANDUM 

April 12, 1999 

Faculty Volunteers 

Rebecca Davis Carson 
IDEA Rating Researcher 

Subject: End of Semester Evaluations 

Thank you again for volunteering for this study. Enclosed are the materials for 
the end of semester evaluations. These evaluations must be completed between 
April 21 - 29. Please return the completed Faculty Information form and the 
Student Response forms, including any unused forms, no later than April 
29 to Dr. 's office in a sealed envelope addressed to Rebecca Davis Carson. 

The IDEA Student Ratings of Instruction System includes: 
1) The Student Response Forms. One form is needed for each student enrolled 
in the class. PLEASE NOTIFY YOUR STUDENTS TO BRING NO. 2 PENCILS 
FOR THESE EVALUATIONS. 
2) The Faculty Information Form. One form must be completed for each class 
that is evaluated. You will need to complete this form antj select the course 
objectives before the students complete their forms. There are 12 course 
objectives. You should mark no more than 3-5 as Essential or Important and the 
remaining should be marked as minor or no importance. The feedback you will 
receive from these evaluations will provide you with the students' progress on 
these specific objectives. 
3) Directions to Faculty. These instructions provide essential information to you 
for proper completion of the Faculty Information Form and effective use of the 
system. You should retain these instructions for future use. 

The attached directions should be followed in the administration of the 
evaluations. 

The results of the evaluations will be returned to you toward the end of 
May. 

Please contact me at 696-5539 (work) if I can answer any questions. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND COLLECTION OF MATERIALS 

1. Distribute one Student Response Form to each student (students should be instructed 
to use No. 2 pencils only). 

2. Write on the board tlic information for the four items on the back of tlic Student 
Response Forms: 

Institution Course No (include section #) 
Instructor Time and Days Class Meets 

3. Have the students complete these four information items on the back of the Student 
Response Forms. Tliis is very important because if the forms get out of order during 
shipping, this information is the only way student and faculty forms can be matched. 

4. Read the following to the students: 
Your ratings will be most helpful to the instructor and to the institution if 
yon answer thoughtfully and honestly. Students sometimes wonder, "If the 
course was well taught and I learned a lot, should I rate every item liigh?" Tlic 
answer is "No." IDEA focuses on what the instructor was trying lo tcacii and on 
what you learned. As such, the instructor is not expected to do well on every 
item. In recognition of this, items not related to this course are not counted in the 
final evaluation. These evaluations are for my own use and arc anonymous. 
These evaluations will not be used by the administration for personnel 
decisions. 

6. Request one of your students to administer the Student Response Forms (this student 
should also complete his/lier own form). - '.EASE GIVE THIS STUDENT THESE 
INSTRUCTIONS AT THIS TIME. The instmctor should give his/licr Facully 
Information Form to this student administrator to include with the final package. The 
INSTRUCTOR MUST LEAVE THE ROOM while the students arc completing tlic 
forms. 

7. When the students have finished marking their forrr- he student administrator siioulu 
gather COMPLETED student fonn.s. NO RUBBER BANDS. PAPER CLIPS OR POST-
IT NOTES SHOULD BE USED AT ANY TIME OX ME FOPMMS. 

8. Straighten ALL the forms so the Comer-cuts are aligned in the upper right-hand 
comer. Please note: the Faculty Information Form will have a longer right-hand comer 
than the Student Response Forms and should be placed on top. 

9. Place the forms in the envelope and seal the envelope. The sealed envelope should he 
given to the Instmctor. 

10. The Instmctor is to rctum the sealed envelope to Dr. office for Ms. Carson lo 
return the forms to the IDEA Center for processing. 
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IDEA - Student Ratings of Instructions 
Group Summary Report 
IDEA Center 
www.idea.ksu.edu 

Control Group 
University 

Spring 1999 

Stctlons of the Report 

C E N T E R 

^ £ £ Section 

2 I. Student Ratings of Overall Outcomes 
Shows the number of classes with ratings in various ranges on four "outcomes" measures along with 
your group s averages as compared to the IDEA National Database. This information summames the 
quality of instruction in this unit (as inferred from IDEA ratings). 

3 I I . Faculty Selection ot Essential and Important Course Objectives 
Provides infonnation about the degree to which various teaming objectives are emphasized in courses 
Are the goab of the program being appropriately emphasized tn course sections? 

4 III. Student Ratings of Progress on Objectives Chosen as Essential or Important 
Summarizes student ratings of progress in classes where a given objective was chosen as Essential or 
Important by the instructor. Compares results for this unit with those for the national database. On 
which objectives do students report the most progress? The least? How do our results compare K iih 
those of the national dattU>ase"<io we have apparent "strengths" and/or "weaknesses"? 

6 IV. Teaching Methods and Styles 
Summarizes the frequency with which specific teaching methods were rated as a "strength" or a 
"weakness." This informcaion can help idennfy factdty development needs. 

7 V. Facully Self-Report of the Institutional Context 
A. Primary aixl Secondary InsinKUonaJ Approaches. Shows the relative frequency of various 

approaches to instruction. Since students have different learning styles, it is generally desirable 
that they be exposed to a variety of approaches 

B. Course Emf^ases. Shows the degree to which classes in this area expose students to various kinds 
of academic activities. Generally, proficiency is related to the amount of exposure. Are we giving 
students enough opportunity to develop the skills they will need after graduation? 

C. "Circumstances" Impact on Learning. Shows how instructors regard various factors which may 
facilitate or impede student leaming. Until research establishes the implications of these ratings, 
administrators should make their own appraisal of whether or not ratings of teaching 
effectiveness v^ere affected by these factors. 

Report includes classes from the followmg terms: Spring 1999 
Report includes classes from the following class ID's: 718368-718386 

Number of Classes Processed: Number of Classes Included in Number of Student Responses Included: 
Summary Report:' 

Long form: 19 Long form: 19 Long form: 268 
Short form: 0 Short form: 0 Short form: 0 
Total: 19 Total: 19 Total: 268 

' Results for faculty who did not identify any objectives as being Essential or Important arc excluded from Group Summary 
Reports. 
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Control Group 
University 

Section I: Student Ratings of Overall Outcomts 

Spong 1999 
Page2 

Section I shov. s the numlw of classes with ratings in vanous langes for the four 'outcomes" measures. This infonnanon 
summarizes the quality of instruction in this unit (as infeiml from IDEA raungs). 

Overall Oulcoine Measures: 
A. Number of classes obtaining "Low." "Low Average." "Average." "High Average," and "High" raungs on four overall 

measures. 
B. Averages for Control Group and for IDEA National Database. 

T Score Category 

Low (37-) 

Low Average (38-44) 

Average (45-55) 

High Aveiage (56-62) 

High (63+) 

This Summary Repoit 

IDEA Nauonal Database 

A. Overall Outconw Measures - Total Niunber of Classes 

ProgiesS'Relevant 
Objectives 

Raw 

2 

6 

8 

1 

2 

Adjstd 

3 

4 

9 

2 

Improved Student 
Attitude 

Raw 

3 

5 

7 

3 

. 

Adjstd 

2 

3 

6 

6 

2 

Excellence of Teacher 

Raw 

3 

1 

9 

4 

2 

Adjstd 

3 

1 

9 

6 

0 

Excellence of Course 

Raw 

3 

3 

8 

1 

4 

.̂ djsid 

4 

2 

6 

2 

5 

B. Overall Outcome Measures • Averages 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 1 3.7 

N/A 1 3.9 
3.9 

3.9 

4.1 

4.1 

4.2 1 3.8 

4.1 1 3.9 

3.9 

3.9 

Adjstd: Scones have been adjusted for class site, snident desire to lake the course regardless of who taught i t and other student 
mouvauonaJ influences. In addioon. adjustments were made on Long Form scores for course difficulty not aitnbutable to 
instructor and student effon not attributed to instructor. 

T Score: A suustically den i ed score which makes il easy to compare vanous measures. Unhke raw scores which have different 
averages and standard deviations (vatiabiliues). T Scores all have an average of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. This 
means that 40% of all T Scores will be in the range of 45-55. while less than 2% will be below 30 or above 70. 

Average: Progiess ratings were made on a 5-poinl scale (I=low. 5=^igh). 

1. Progiess on Relevant (Essential and Important) ObJediTcs. Because snideni leaming is the central purpose of teaching, 
and because inslnicion chose the objectives considered by this measure, it is probably the most vital measure of effectiveness 
A double weight is given to student ratings of progress on objectives insttucton chose as EsstruuU and a single weight lo those 
chosen as Important, objectives idenoried as Of no " W ' * * • Minor Imponana were ignored in developing this measure. 

2. Improved Student Attitude. The table shows students'responses lo the item "As a result of taking this course. I have more 
positive feelings toward this field of study" (Long Form item 40. Shon Form item 16). This raung is most meaningful for 
courses which are taken by many non-majors. Most teachers hope that such students will develop a respect and appreciation for 
the discipline even if they choose to take no additional courses in IL 

3. Excellence of Teacher. This shows the average response to "Overall. I rate this instmctor an excellent teacher " Overall 
impressions of a teacher affect student aitinides. effort, and leairung (Long Form item 41. Shon Form item 17). 

4. Excellence of Course. This shows Ihe average response to "Overall. I rate this course as excellent (Long Form iiem 4:. 
Shon Form item 18). This evaluauon is likely determined by a number of factors (e.g.. leaching style, snident satisfaction »iih 
course outcomes, and chaiactensucs such as organization, selection of readings and/or other influences). 
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Contrtil Group 

University 

Stctwn II: Fatnihv Selection o(Essential and Importani Course Obitctives 

Spnng 1999 
Page 3 

The following provides infoimalion about the degree to which various leaming objectives are emphasized in courses. .\re the 
goals of the program being appropriately emphasized in course secoons? 

Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classifications, methods, trends) 

Leaming fundamental principles, generalizations, or theories 

Leaming to apply course material (lo improve thinking, problem solving and decisions) 

Developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in Ihe field 
most closely related to this course 

Acquiring skills in working with others as a member of a team 

Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, peifonning in art, music, drama, 
etc.) 

Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultuial acDvity (music. scieiKe. 
literature, etc.) 

Developing skill in expressing myself orally or in writing 

Leaming how to find and use resources for answering quesuons or solving problems 

Developing a clearer understanding of. and commitment to. personal values 

Total Number of Course 
Sections 

N 

17 

17 

14 

11 

5 

5 

ID 

I I 

8 

8 

Leaming to analyze and critically emluaie ideas, arguments, and points of view \ 9 

Acquiring an inleresi in leaming more by asking my own questions and seeking answers | 9 

% 
89 

89 

74 

58 

26 

26 

53 

58 

42 

42 

47 

47 
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Control Group 
University 

Section I I I : Student Ratines of Progress on Objectives Chosen i 

Spring 1999 

Page 4 

i Essential or Important 

Section ID summarizes student ratings of progress in classes where a given objective was chosen as Essential or Important by 

the instructor. Results for this summaiy report are compared with those for the national database. On which objectives do 

students report the most progress? The least? How do our results compare with Ihose of the national database? Do we have 

apparent "strengths" and/or "weaknesses"? (Progress ratings were made on a S-poinI scale: l=low, 5=high.)Control Group 

Objective i : Gaining factual knowledge (lemunology. classidcations. methods. Uends) 

This Summary Kepon 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

.16 

39 

Adjstd. 
Avg 

J.7 

3 9 

»of 
Classes 

17 

27192 

Pgrceni of Passes Where ihe Class Average was 

Objective 2: Leaming fundamental pnnciples. gcneraJizaiJons. or theones 

This Summary Repofi 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg 

3.6 

3.9 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3.6 

3.9 

• of 
Classes 

17 

27162 

Objective 3: Leaming lo apply course material (to improve thinking, problem solving and decisions) 

At Least 4 (XI ! 

At Ixasi 3.7; 

Al Least 3.50e 
i I I I I i I I 

40 50 60 TO 80 90 

Adjusted Avg. ^ ^ Raw Avg cz 

Objective 4: Developing specific skills, competencies, and poinu of view needed by professionals in ihe field most closely related lo Uiis course 
PctrenI of Classes Where Ihe Class Average was 

This Summarv Repon 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg 

3.3 

3.9 

Adjstd. 
A.g 

3.5 

3.9 

• of 
Classes 

14 

23993 

This Summary Re|xm 

IDEA Syslem 

Raw 
Avg 

3.7 

4 0 

Adjstd 
Avg. 

3.7 

4 0 

• of 
Classes 

I I 

19218 

Objective 5: Acquiring skills in working with oihen as a member of a leam 

This Summary Refxin 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.3 

34 

Adjsid 
Avg 

3 2 

3-4 

• of 
Classes 

5 

489 

Al Least 4 00 

Al Least 3.7S 

At Least 3 50 

Objective 6: Developing creative capacities (wnling. inventing, designing, performing in an. music, drama, elc.) 

PenreniofCla-sscs WhcreiheClass Avcrage^as 

At Least 4 00{! 

At Least 3 7 ; 

At Least 3 SO 

This Summary Repon 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

19 

3.8 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

38 

3.9 

• of 
Classes 

5 

9277 

70 SO 90 
^ Raw Avg cz 
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Control Croup Spring 1999 
University Page 5. 

Section 111: .Student Raliniis of IVogrcss on Objectives Chosen as Essential or Importani (Cont'd) 

Olijective 7: Gaining a hnvidcr undcrsljiidiii): lukl ;ipprcci;ilion of imcllcclual/cullural activity (music, science, lilcnlurc. cic.) 

PcrcrnI nf Cl.is^cs Whĉ n: the Cl.i^^ Avrr:iL.c wn^ 

This Sumrnary Repon 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.2 

.3.7 

Adjsid 
Avg. 

3.4 

3.7 

• nf 
Classes 

10 

7 2 H : 

At Least 4 00 

At Least 3.7.̂  

At Least 3..SO 

Objective 8; Developing skill in expressing myself orally or in writing 

This Summary Repon 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.5 

3.8 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3.4 

3.8 

• ol 
Classes 

11 

14301 

0 10 20 30 40 .su aa m wi '»< 
Adjusted Avg ^ ^ Raw Avg. t= 

PcTCeni of Classes Wheir Ihe Cl.i>< ,\ > .ncc w;i< 

-4 1 1 I 

Objective 9: l.earaing how lo find and u.sc resources for answenng quesiions or solving problems 

'Piis Summary Report 

IDEA Sysicm 

Raw 
Avp 

35 

3.5 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3.6 

3.7 

• of 
Classes 

8 

3.S7 

At Lcasi 4 (X) 

Al Least S.?."! 

At Least 3.50 

10 20 30 40 50 fiO "0 m '10 
AdjusledAvg. ^ - " RawA>e •= 

Pcfcenl of Classes Whcie Ihc Cl.i" A v .TJCC wns 

"T 1 " 

Objective 10: Developing a clearer undersianding of. and commilment lo. personal values 

Tills Summary Rcjwrt 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.7 

3.6 

Adjstd. 
Avp. 

3 7 

3 6 

• ol 
Classes 

8 

I4UU 

0 10 20 .30 40 « ) (•" 70 ml '«> 111 
Adjusted Avp ^ ^ Raw Avp, • 

Pefccnl of Classes Where ihe Class Avcr.ige w.iv 

Al Least 4 00 

Al Least 3.7.S 

At Least 3 50 
1 1 1 = ^ 

0 10 20 30 40 so (/) 71) .Sll <X1 
Adjusted Avp i""— Raw Avp. d 

Objective I I : Learning lo (ift(j/v:e and rnn'ra//v evn/wi/e ideas, argumenis, and points of view 

Iliis Summary HejKwi 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avp. 

1 s 

1.5 

Adjsid. 
Avg. 

3.6 

.V5 

• of 
Classes 

9 

11.S7 

Al Least 4.00 ^ ' ™ " ' 

At Lcisl 3,7.s _.. 

Al Lrnsi 3..SO ^ ^ — 

0 111 20 30 40 .SO 60 7U nil 'III 
Adjusted Avp — Raw Avp 

Ohjwtlve 12: Acquiring :in iiiKTesI in k-.iniiiip iin'ie hv jiskinp my own t|uesiions .Tnd soekiiip answers 

Perccm of Classes When: ihe Class AMT:ice was. 

=P I I - I 1 -

This Summary Report 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.3 

.16 

Adjsid 
Avg. 

3 5 

16 

• of 
Classes 

') 
990 

I'ereenl rl Cl.isso When' Ihe f I iss Asn.ire 

At Uasi 4 0(1 

A l U a s l 3 7.S 

At Least 3 50 

U 10 20 30 40 so (.1) 70 Ktl 'HI 
Adjusted Asp. ^ ^ R:isv Avp i = 
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Control Group 

University 

Spring 1999 

Page 6 

Section IV: Teaching Methods and Styles 

This section summarizes the frequency wich which specific teaching methods were rated as a "strength" or a "wir.-iknc^ "̂ (long 

form only). Data for a given class were included only if the teaching method was relevant (significamty related to progress on 

important or essential objectives). This infomiation can help identify faculty dcvclopmenl needs (teaching methods for which a 

number of faculty may need to ifnprove). 

Tcachfne Methods and Styics 

A. Sludenl-Faailtjr Contact 

* l . Di^laycd a perMvul intrmt in studcnis .ind (hiHr learning 

2. Fuund ways to hdp students answer Iheir own questions 

*20. Encouraged student-racully interaction outside or class 

(ofTice visits, phone calls, e-mail, etc.) 

B. InvolTtn)* Students 

•.S. Fonral'learns'or "discussion groups'loTaalitaie 

leaming 

*9. Encouraged students 10 use multiple resources (e.g data 
tnnks. library holdings, outside experts) (o improve 
undemanding 

* t4. Involved students in'ttands on'projects such IS research. 

case studies, or "real tire' aaiviiies 

* I6 . Asked students to share ideas and expenences wiih others 

whose backgrounds and viewpoints differ from iheir own 

* I 8 . Askod students to help each other understand ideas or 
concepts 

C. Fstabllshine Expectations 

*3. Scheduled course work (class .-Kiivitics. tests, projects) in 

ways which encourapod sludenls to stay up to date in their 

wiirk 

4 I ViiHm^imi'd Ihe niiponaiice and sipiiUcance nrihc ^uhjcci 

nuiicr 

It. Stimulaled studcnu lo intellectual efTort heyond that 

aifuircd by nvKl ctnirscs 

1.1. Introduced simulating ideas atxMi (he subject 

* IS. Inspired students 10 set and achieve goals which ftrally 

challenged ihem 

D. ClaritT nrCommuniration 

6- Mide it clear how each lopic fit inin ihe course 

10. EKplainod course matenal clearly and concivly 

11. Rcbted course material 10 real life situations 

F- Ass«-&smrnt/Fmlhark 

7 EApiaincd the reasons for cniicisriK t>f siudcnis* -Tcadcmjc 
performance 

12. Cave icas. projects, cic. thai covered ihc most imponant 

points nf the cinir«c 

• 17, l^nvidt-d liinL-ly and Traiucnl ftxxJhack im ic^K. n-pon*. 

pntjeits. etc. lo help siudcnis mipnivc 

19. Caw pri'irti^. tests or a.ssipnmcnn thai nxiuirrd onpnal or 

truiiivc ihmktnp 

' ApfwitimNrly i».Mh«ih irf claw avcni^n »tll be •xtwi t l W3»*ljrd »levi.n«<« at Oig p w ^ * a^'rape 

No. of 
Qasses 

14 

19 

13 

Avj . 

4 4 

3.9 

3.6 

>.d. 

O.f 

0 6 

0 7 

16 

12 

17 

16 

17 

2.9 

3.6 

3 5 

3.6 

3.4 

1.0 

05 

0 9 

0 8 

0 6 

16 

19 

19 

I I 

4 0 

37 

3.9 

3.3 

1)6 

0 6 

0 7 

0 6 

19 

15 

19 

39 

4.1 

4.0 

0 6 

0 6 

0 8 

16 

19 

16 

19 

3.5 

4 3 

4 0 

1 1 

0 7 

05 

0 5 

0 9 

% of OxBcs \Vhtrt Methnd is Clavslllnl as 
s "Weakness" l ^ ^ i or a "Slrmctli" i' 1 

I I L. 

I I I — \ — I — I — I — I — ^ -
0 10 20 1') 10 so (J) Ttl 
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Control Crottp 
University 

Scclion V: Faculty Self-report of the Institutional Context 

Spring l')09 
Pago 7 

A. Pri.-nary anil Secondai^' Instructional Approaches: Shows the relative frequency of various approaches lo instruction. 
Since students have different leaining styles, it is generally desirable that they be exposed lo a variety of apptDaches. This 
information was reponed by course instructors on the Facully Infonnation Form. 

Lecture 

Discussion/recitation 

Seminar 

Skill/activity 

Latx)fatory 

Field Experience 

Studio 

Primary Approach 

N 

I I 

3 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

Multi-Media 11 | 

Practicum/clinic 

Olher/Not Indicated 1 

0 

2 

% 
38 

16 

5 

5 

0 

0 

0 

5 

0 

I I 

Second.iry Approach 

N 

3 

5 

1 

.3 

~i 

2 

0 

0 

0 

3 

•Jt 

16 

25 

5 

16 

I t 

11 

0 

0 

0 

16 

n. Course Emphxses: Shows Ihe degree 10 which classes in this .Trea expose students to v.irious kinds of academic activiiics. 
Generally, proficiency is related to the amount of exposure. Are sse giving sludenls enough opportunity to develop the skills 
they need after graduation? This Information w.is reponed by course instructors on the Faculty Informniinn Form. 

Wriiinp 

Oral cuinmunication 

Computer applications 

Group work 

M.itliciiutical/qiiantitalive 
work 

Critical thinking 

Crealive/artistic/design 

Number Rating 
Emph.xsis 

17 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

Amount Required 

None 

N 

3 

3 

9 

8 

13 

1 

i : 

j r l i l t le 

% 
18 

17 

50 

44 

72 

6 

67 

Some 

N 

8 

10 

6 

8 

"> 

7 

i 

% 
47 

56 

33 

44 

11 

39 

-J.) 

M u c h 

N 

6 

5 

3 

-) 
3 

10 

1 

% 
35 

:,•! 

17 

I I 

17 

56 

11 
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Conuol Group 
University 

Section V: The Institutional Context. Continued 

Spring 1999 
PaeeS 

C. "Circumstances" Impact on Learning: Shows how instructors regard various factors which may facilitate or impede 
snident leaming. Until research establishes the implicanons of these ratings, administrators should make their own appraisal 
of whether or not ranngs of teaching effectiveness were affected by these factors. This infonnation was reponed by course 
instmctors on the Faculty Informatton Form. 

Physical facilities/equipment 

Expenence teaching the course 

Changes in approach 

Desire to teach the course 

Control over course management 
decisions 

Student background 

Student enthusiasm 

Student effort to leam 

Technical/instmctionai support 

Number Rating 
CireumstaiKe 

16 

17 

15 

18 

16 

17 

16 

18 

15 

Impact on Leaming 

Negauve 

N 

4 

0 

0 

0 

° 
7 

2 

3 

3 

% 
25 

0 

0 

Neither Posiuve 
nor Negative 

N 

7 

0 

II 

0 II I 

0 

41 

13 

17 

20 

2 

7 

7 

7 

10 

% 
44 

0 

73 

6 

13 

41 

44 

39 

67 

Positive 

N 

5 

17 

4 

17 

14 

3 

7 

8 
2 

% 
31 

100 

27 

94 

88 

18 

44 

44 

13 
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IDEA - Student Ratings of Instructions 
Group Summary Report 
IDEA Center 
www.idea.ksu.edu 

Written Feedback Group 
University 

Spring 1999 

Sections of the Report 

[T77? 

SSSS Section 

2 I. Student Ratings of OvcraU Oulconies 
Shows the number of classes with ratings in various ranges on four "outcomes' measures along H iih 
your group S averages as compared to the IDEA National Database. This information summarizes the 
quality of instruction in this unit (as inferred from IDEA ratings). 

3 II. Faculty Selection of Essential and Importani Course Objectives 
Provides informatton about the degree to which various leaming objectives are emphasized in courses. 
Are Ihe goals of the program being appropriately emphasized in course sections? 

4 III. Student Ratings of Progress on ObjectiTes Chosen as Essential or Important 
Summarizes student ratings of progress in classes where a given objecnve was chosen as Essential or 
Imponani by the instructor. Compares results for ihis unit with those for the national database. On 
which objectives do students repon the most progress? The least? How do our results compare wiih 
those of the national database-do we have apparent "strengths" and/or "weaknesses"? 

6 IV. Teaching Methods and Styles 
Summanzes the frequency with which specific teaching methods were rated as a "strength" or a 
"weakness." This information can help idennfy faculty development needs. 

7 V. Faculty Self-Report of the Institutional Context 
A. Primary and Secondary Instmcaonai Approaches. Shows the relative frequency of various 

approaches to instruction. Since students have different leaming styles, it is generally desirable 
that they be exposed to a vanety of approaches. 

B. Course Emphases. Shows the degree to which classes in this area expose students to various kind 
of academic activities. Generally, proficiency is related to the amount of exposure. Are we givin) 
students enough opportimity to develop the skills they wilt need after graduation ? 

C. "CircumstaiKcs" Impact on Leaming. Shows how instructors regard vanous factors which mav 
facilitate or impede student leaming. Until research establishes the implicanons of these ratings, 
administrators should make their own appraisal of whether or not ratings of teaching 
effectiveness were affected by these factors. 

Report includes classes from the following terms: Spring 1999 
Repon includes classes from the following class ID's: 718349-718367 

Number of Classes Processed: Numberof Classes Included in Number of Snident Responses Included: 
Summary Repon:' 

Longfomi: 19 Long form: 19 Long form: 201 
Shon form: 0 Short form; 0 Short form: 0 
Total: 19 ToUl: 19 ToUl: 201 

' Resulls for facully who did not identify any objectives as being Essential or Imponani are excluded from Group Summary 
Reports. 
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Stctlon I: Student R a t i n g of Overall Outconm 

Senton I shosw the number of classes widi nmngs in various ranges for the four "outcomes' measures. This mfoimaoon 
summanzes the quality of insuuction in this unit (as uifened fix)m IDEA ratings). 

Overall Outcome Measures: 
A. Number of classes obtaining Xow. ' Oow Average.' "Average." "High Average." and "High" laongs on four ovetaU 

measures. 
B. Averages for Wrinen Feedback Gnup and for IDEA Nuonal Database. 

T Score Category 

Lowi37-> 

Low Avenge (38-44) 

Average (45-55) 

High Avenge (56-62) 

High (634.) 

This Summary Repon 

IDEA Nauonal Database 

A. OvenU Oulcome Measures - Tolil Number of Classes 

Progress-Relevant 
Objectives 

Raw 

0 

3 

10 

4 

2 

Adjsid 

0 

1 

12 

5 

Improved Student 
Altinxle 

Raw 

3 

4 

6 

S 

> L ' 

Adjstd 

0 

4 

9 

4 

2 

Raw 

0 

3 

8 

5 

3 

of Teacher 

Adjstd 

0 

2 

9 

8 

0 

Excellence of Course 

Raw 

" 2 

3 

9 

3 

2 

B. OvcnII Outcome Meanires • Avenges 

I«A 

1 N/A 
WA 

N/A 

3.9 

1 " 
4.0 

3.9 

4.4 1 4.4 

4.1 1 41 
3.9 

1 '•' 

Adjsid 

0 

3 

II 

3 

2 

4.0 

3.9 

Adjstd: Scores have been adjusted for class size, snidem desue to lake die cooise regndless of who taught i t and (jiher siudem 
moiivauonal inHuencea. In addidon. aijusonents were made on Long Forni scores for couise difficulty nol annbuiable to 
insuuctor and student effon not aonbuied lo insinicttir. . 

T Score: A siausucally denvod score which malus it easy vo compare vanous measures. Unlike raw scores whKh haveditterent 
averages and siandani deviations (vanabiUiies). T Scores all have an «ve««eof50 and a stWKlaftf tltvUBgll 9f 19- ii<» 
means that 40% of all T Scores will be tnthe range of 4S-5J. while less dian2% will be below 30 or above 70. 

Average: Progiess nmngs were maile on a 5-poini scale (l^low. S^Mgh). 

1. Progress on Relevant (Essendal and Important) Objecdvea. Because snidem leaming is Ihe centnl purpose of teaching, 
and because insmictors chose die objecnves considered by diis measure, it is probably the most vital measure ot etiectiveness^ 
A double weight is given to snKlent rannp of progress on objecnves insmicton chose as Essential and a single weigm lo mose 
chosen as Imponant: objecnves idenafied aOf no more than Minor Importance were ignored in developing this measure 

2. lmprov«J Student Attitude. TTie table shows students' responses to the item "As a result of taking this course. I have more 
positive feelings toward this fieU of study" (Long Form item 40. Shon Fonn item 16). Tliis ranng is most ' ^ ' " 8 ™ ' ° L „ f ^ 
courses which are taken by many non-majors. Most teachen hope dial such students will develop a respect and appreciauon for 
the discipline even if diey choose to take no additional courses in iL 

3. Excellence of Teacher. TTiis shows the avenge response to Overall. I rale Ihis i n s t m c t o r » " « " " ' '^^'•' O " ' " " 
impressions of a teacher affect snidem atotudes. effon. and leaming (Long Forni Item 41. Shon Form Item 1 o. 

4. Excellence of Course. This shows the average response to "Ovenll. I rate Uiis course «e.cel lenf ' ^ T « ^ ™ f " ' ; i ^ ^ . . h 
Shott Form item 18) This evaluauon is likely detennined by a number of faciois (e.g.. leaching style, snidem satisfaction with 
course outcomes, and chaiaciensiics such as organization, selection of readings and/or odier influencesl. 
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Section II: Faculty Selection of giien/iVif and Important Course Objectives 

Tlic following provides information about the degree to which v.irious le.Tming objectives are emphasized in courses. Are 
goals of tlie program being appropri.ilcly emphasized in course sections? 

Ihe 

Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classifications, methods, trends) 

Leaming fundamental principles, generalizations, or theories 

Leaming to npp/y course nutcrial (lo improve thinking, pioblem solving and decisions) 

Developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in the field 
most closely related to this course 

Acquiring skills in working with others as a ttiember of a team 

Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art. music, drama, 
etc.) 

Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of inlellectual/cultunil activity (music, science, 
literature, elc.) 

Developing skill in expressing myself orally or in writing 

Leaming how to find and use resources for answering quesiions or solving problems 

Developing a clearer understanding of. and commitment to, personal values 

Leaming to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view 

Acquiring :ui interest in leaming more by asking my own questions and seeking answers 

Touil Number of Course 
Sections 

N 

14 

18 

16 

13 

7 

II 

8 

7 

8 

7 

9 

9 

% 
74 

95 

84 

68 

37 

58 

42 

37 

42 

37 

47 

47 
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Section I I I : Student Ratini;s of Progress on Objectives Chosen as Essential or Imponant 

Seclion HI summarizes student ratings of progress in classes where a given objective was chosen .-is Essential or Importani by 
the instmctor. Results for this siimni:uy ncport are compared with Ihose for Ihe national database. On which ohjcclives do 
students repon the most progress? The least? How do our results coinp:ire with Ihose of Ihe nalionnl dal:il):isc? Do wc have 
apparent ••strengths" and/or •weaknesses•'? (Progress ratings were made on a 5-point scale: l=iow. 5=high.)Wriiien Feetlh:ick 
Group 

Ohjeclive 1: Gaining factual knowlodp: (icrminology. class!ficalions. mclhods. trends 

This Summary Reirort 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

4.0 

.1.9 

Adjsid. 
Avg. 

4.1 

.1.9 

I tol 
Cl.xsscs 

14 

27192 

I 

Al [.easi 4 00 

A l Least 3.75 

At LtTSl 3.50 

Pcrrcnl of Classes Where liic Class Avenge " 

Objective 2: Learning fundamental principles. gencr;ilizalions. or ihcorics 

This Summary Report 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avp, 

4.0 

1.9 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

4.0 

3.9 

Hot 
Classes 

18 

27162 

A l Least 4.00 

Al Le.Tsl 3.7S 

At Leasl 3.50 

10 20 .10 40 50 60 70 Sll 90 100 
Adjusted Avg " ^ Kaw Avg, c ^ ^ 

Percent of Passes Where ihe Class Averace was 

^(^ =f= ^^ =(^ =(^ 30 40 50 60 70 SO 90 100 
Adjusted Avg. i ^ " " R.1W Ave. 

Objective 3: Lciiming to appty course materia! (lo improve thinking, problem solving and decisions) 

Percent of Classes Where the Class Avemce w.is 

At Lc\st 4 00 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ " • — 

At LCTSI 1 73 ^ " - ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ 

At Ixasl 3.50 ! 

Ilns Summary Report 

IDI- :A SyMem 

Raw 
Avg 

19 

3.9 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3.9 

3.9 

* o f 
Classes 

16 

23993 
- 4 ^ ^^ =P; ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ -*-0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 11)0 

AdjuMcd Avp, ^ " i * H.1W Avp 1 ' 

Ohjeclive 4: (Jcvcloping specific skills, compelencics. and points of view neoJoJ by professionals in the field mosl closely related 10 this courve 

Percent of Cl.TS.^ Where the Cl.iss Avcriiee wis 

At Least 4 0 0 ^ ^ — — — — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • 

Tliis Summary Repon 

I I J I ; A System 

Raw 
Avg. 

4 1 

4 0 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

4.1 

4 0 

so f 
Classes 

13 

19218 

At Leasl .1.7.̂  

Al Ixa.-;! 3.50 

Objective 5: Acquiring skills in working wuh olhers is .T nK-mhcr o fa leam 

Mils SiiiiiiiLiry Report 

IDl iA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

4 t l 

14 

Adjstd 
Avp. 

19 

14 

Wof 
CI.TSSCS 

7 

489 

10 20 30 4 0 50 6 0 7 0 80 90 n o 

Adjusted Avp. M H M Raw Avp, i I 

Percent of Cl.isscs Where the Cl.iss Avcace w:is 

^ 4 ^ :*: ^̂  ^ 4 - - I — ^ * ; 

At Least J 00 ——*—• 

Atl.i-asi 175 

Al Leasi 3 50 — • • — 

I.—r~ 
0 10 20 .10 40 50 M 70 811 'ill IllO 

AdjusledAvg. ^ ^ " Raw Asp. 

Objective tf; Developing creative capacities (writmg. inventing, designing, pcrformmg m an. music, drama, etc.) 

Pexenl of Cl.isses Where the Cl.xss Average was 

A l Least 4.00 ^ • " ^ ™ ^ ^ ^ — " ^ ^ ^ ™ * * 

A l Least 3,75 • ^ • ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ' ™ ^ ^ 
At Least 3,50 i ^ ™ — " 

Phis Summiry Repon 

IIJLA System 

Raw 
Avp, 

1.9 

3.8 

Adjstd, 
Avg. 

3 9 

3.9 

«o f 
Classes 

11 

9277 

0 ^^ - 4 ^ - 4 - - I -
10 20 .10 40 .Sll 60 70 .811 '111 UK) 

AdjusledAvg ^ " ^ R.iwAse ' ^ ^ = : 
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Section 111: Student Ratini;s of Pro);rtss on Objectives Cho.sen as Essential or Important (Cont'd) 

Objective 7: Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultuial activity (music, science, literature, etc.) 

Percenl of Cl.asses Where Ihc Class Aseraee u-as 

This Summary Repon 

IDF.A System 

Raw 
Avg. 

4,2 

1.7 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

4.4 

3.7 

• of 
Classes 

8 

7282 

At Least 4.00 

Al Leasl 3.75 

Al Least 3.50 

Objective 8: Developing skill in tspressing myself orally or in writing 

Tliis Summary Report 

i n t iA Syslem 

Raw 
Avp. 

3.8 

3.8 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3.7 

3.8 

«o f 
Classes 

7 

14.101 

A l Least 4.00 

Al Least 3 75 

At Least 3.50 

I I I ^ ^ ^ 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO '«) 101) 

Adjusted Avg. i ^ i " Raw Avg. ' 

Percent of Classes Where the Class Avenge was 

0 

Objective 9: Learning how to find and use resources for answering questions or solving problems 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 '81 100 
AdjusledAvg. ^ ^ Raw Avg. c = ^ 

This Summary Refxirt 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg, 

3,8 

3.5 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3.6 

3.7 

«o f 
Classes 

8 

357 

At Least 4 00 

At Least 3.50 

Pcrcmt of Classes Where the CIis^ Avcncc w is . . 

1 1 1 1 1 1 f 1 1 

Objective 10: Developing a clearer understanding of. .ind commitment lo, pereonoJ values 

ITlis Summary Repon 

IDl iA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

4 0 

3 6 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

4,0 

3.6 

• of 
Classes 

7 

14<K) 

Al Least 4 00 

At Leasl 3.75 

At Leasl 3,50 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 ItlO 
Adjusted Avg, ^ ^ " R.iw Avp. . ' 

Percent of Classes Where the Class Average w.is.. 

I I I ^^^^^ 
10 20 30 40 50 60 

Adjuslal Avg 
70 80 90 lot) 

I Raw Avg. c ^ 

Otijcclive 11: Learning laimiil\:r and cniirtillv vwtltiair ideas, arguments, and points of view 

This Summary Repon 

IDLA Syslem 

Raw 
Avp. 

4 0 

1.5 

Adjsid, 
Avp. 

4,0 

1.5 

• of 
Classes 

9 

1357 

Perrenl of Classes Where the Cl.iss Avemce w.is 

At Leasl 4 00 " 

At Least 3,75 ' ^ ^ ~ ^ * ™ ' " ^ ' ™ " ^ ' ™ * * ~ ^ " ^ ~ * ™ * 

At Least 3.50 ^ ' — ; ~ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ " ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ™ 
I I I I I I I =1 1 
0 10 20 30 40 SO M 70 80 '10 100 

AdjusledAvg. ™ ^ " Raw Asp • ' 

Ohjeclive 12: Acquiring an inica-sl in IcTming more by asking my own questions and seeking answers 
Percent of CI.LSSCS \Vherr the Cl.ass Avcrtiee w.as 

At U-.isl 4 DO ' 

A l Uast 3 75 • 

A l Leasl 3,50 • 

Il i is Summary Report 

IDEA System 

R.iw 
Avp. 

1.9 

3.6 

Adjstd, 
Avp 

1.9 

3,6 

• of 
CI.LS'.l-V 

9 

•190 
~l I I — ^ - -(^ - 4 - - t h-

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 "0 •'<0 '10 100 
Adjusted Avg. ^ ^ Raw Avg ' • 
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Section I V : Teaching Methods and Styles 

This section summarizes the frequency with which specific teaching methods were rated as a 'strength•' or a "we.Tkness (long 

form only). Data for a given class were included only if Ihe leaching method was relevant (significanily related lo progress on 

important or essential objectives). This information can help identify facully development needs (teaching methods for which a 

number of faculty may need lo improve). 

No. of 
Oasses 

15 

19 

14 

Av|!. 

4.5 

4.0 

3.9 

s.d. 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

Teaching Methods and Styles 

A.Sludenl-Facul ly Contact 

• I. DisplayaJ a pergonal inlea-st in students and their learning 

2. Found ways lo help students answer iheir own questions 

*20. Encouraged student-faculty interaction outside of class 

(office visits, phone calls, e-mail, etc.) 

n . Invnlvinc Students 

•5. Fonrwd "teams" or "discussion groups" lo facilitate 
learning 

•9. Encouraped students lo use multiple resources (e.g. daia 
banks, library holdings, outside experts) lo improve 
understanding 

* I 4 , Involved students in "hands on" projects such as research, 
ca.se studies, or "real life" activities 

• 16. Asked students lo share ideas and experiences with others 
whose backgrounds and viewpoints differ from their own 

• 18. Asked students to help c-Kh other understand ideas or 
concepts 

C. FstablUhlne Rxpectatinns 

•3. -Scheduled course work (class activities, tests, projects) in 
ways which encouraged students lo slay up to date in iheir 
work 

4. IX'iixtnstralcd the importance and significance of the subject 
iralier 

8. Slimulalcd students lo intellectual effort beyond that 
required by must courws 

13. Introduced stimulating ideas about the subject 

• 15. Inspired students to sd and achieve goals which really 
challenped them 

D. C l j r i l y of Comniunicntlon 

6. Made it clear how c.ich lopic fil inio the course 

10. I'xplnined course matcri.il clearly and coiici.scly 

11. Related course malenal lo real life situations 

El Assessment/Feedback 

7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of students' .icademic 
performance 

. 19 4 
12. Gave tests, projects, etc. thai covcrrd ihe most important 

points of the course 
16 4 

• 17. Provided tinx'ly and ffa|ueni feedback on tests, reports. 

projects, etc. to help students improve 

19. Gave projects, tests or a.sMgnmems Ihat axiuiredoncinal or 

ca'alive thinking 

•New lt<-m 
Kjiin^;* wi<f nuifc on a .SpiHrt scale (l=Ma(illv ever. s=AltrttM .ilwayvl 

" AppmiiTOicty iwo-ihinl i of c la i i avempc^ wil l br wuhiti «1 mni^ni I I C * I M H « of the ptuup i averapf 

14 

9 

18 

19 

17 

.13 

4,0 

3.6 

3.7 

3.7 

I.I 

0.5 

09 

0.9 

0.9 

16 

19 

19 

10 

4.2 

3H 

3.9 

3.9 

OS 

03 

07 

0.6 

19 

I'. 

18 

OS 

OS 

o.s 

07 

04 

0 6 

% of Classes Where Mft l iod is Classified as 
I "We-jkness" ( — 1 ur a ".Slrenglti^' ( ) 
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Section V: Faculty Self-report of the Institutional Context 

A. Primary and Secondary Instructional Approaches: Shows the relative frequency of various .ipproaches to instmction. 
Since students have different Iciroing styles, it is generally desirable that dicy be exposed to a vanety of .approaches. This 
infonnation was reported by course instructors on the Facully Information Form. 

Lecture 

Discussion/recitation 

Seminar 

Skill/activity 

Laboratory 

Reld Experience 

Studio 

Multi-Media 

Practicum/clinic 

Other/Not Indicated 

Primary Appro.Tch 

N 

8 

7 

0 

2 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

% 
« 
--
0 

I I 

Secondary Appro.Tch 

N 

4 

4 

0 

5 

0 1 1 
0 

5 

5 

0 { 
0 1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

4 

» 
21 

21 

0 

26 

5 

0 

0 

5 

0 

21 

B. Course Emphx^cs: Shows the degree to which classes in this areae.\po*;e students to various kinds of academic activities. 
Generally, proficiency is related to the amount of e.xposure. Are we giving students enough opporrunity to develop the skills 
they need after graduation? This information was reported by course instructors on the Faculty Informatinn Form. 

Writing 

Oral communication 

Computer applications 

Gmup work 

Malliem.'itical/qtiantitative 
work 

Critical thinking t 

Crcattve/artistic/design | 

Number Rating 
Emphasis 

19 

19 

19 

18 

19 

19 

19 

Amount Requinsd 

None 

N 

4 

3 

9 

8 

10 

0 

g 

nr little 

% 
21 

16 

47 

44 

.ST 

0 

•12 

Some 

N 

12 

I I 

7 

^r 

63 

.18 

37 

4 1 22 

.<i 

8 

4 

2fi 

42 

21 

Much 

N 

3 

5 

.3 

6 

4 

I I 

7 

% 
16 

2̂ 1 

16 

33 

21 

•̂ s 

37 
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Spring 1999 
Pages 

C "CircutiBtanccs" Impact on Lcarnin);: Shows how instmctors regard various factots which may facilitate or impede 
sttidcnt learning. Until rtsearch establishes the implications of diese ratings, administrators should make their own appraisal 
of whether or not ratings of teaching effectiveness were affected by these factots. This information s«is reported by course 
instructors on the Faculty Information Form. 

Physical facilities/equipment 

ExperietKe teaching the course 

Changes in approach 

Desire to teach the course 

Control over course management 

decisions 

SttitJent background 

.Student enthiiMasm 

StutJent e f fon to leam 

Technical/instmctionai support j 

Number Rating 

Circumstance 

18 

19 

15 

18 

18 

16 j 

16 

17 1 
17 1 

Impact on Learning 

Negative 

N 

I 

1 

1 

0 

1 

6 

2 

3 

1 

a 

6 

1 Neitlier Positive 

1 nor Necative 

N 

11 

5 1 1 
7 

0 

6 

38 

13 

13 

6 

8 

2 

5 

6 

5 

2 

12 

% 
61 

5 

53 

I I 

28 

38 

31 

12 

71 

Positive 

N 

6 

17 

6 

16 

12 

4 

9 

12 

4 

•h 

33 

39 

40 

89 

67 

25 

.Sf. 

71 

24 
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Sections of the Report 

SSSS Section 

2 I. Student Ratings of Overall Outcomes 
Shows Ihe number of classes with ratings in various ranges on four "outcomes" measures along nith 
your group S averages as compared lo the IDEA National Database. This iirformaiion summanzes the 
quality of instruction in this unit (as inferred from IDEA ratings). 

3 II. Faculty Selection of Essential and Important Course Objectives 
Provides information about the degree to which various leaming objectives are emphasized in courses. 
Are Ihe goals of the program bemg appropriately emphasized in course sections? 

4 III. Student Ratings of Progress on Objectives Chosen as Essential or Important 
Summarizes sludenl ratings of progress in classes where a given objective was chosen as Essential or 
Imponani by ihe instructor. Compares results for this unit with those for the national database. On 
which objectives do sludenls repon Ihe mosl progress? The least? How do our resulls compare with 
Ihose of the national database—do we have apparera "strengths" and/or "weaknesses"? 

6 rv. Teaching Methods and Styles 
Summarizes the frequency with which specific teaching methods were rated as a "strength " ura 
"weakness." This information can help identify faculty development needs. 

7 v. Faculty Self-Report of the Institutional Context 
A. Primary anti Secondary Instracnonal Approaches. Shows the relative frequency of various 

approaches to instruction. Since students have different teaming styles, it is generally desirable 
that they be exposed to a variety of approaches. 

B. Course Emphases. Shows the degree to which classes in this area expose sludenls to vanous kinds 
of academic activities. Generally, proficiency is related to the amount of exposure. .Are u e giving 
students enough opportunity to develop the skills ihey will need after graduation ? 

C. •"Circumstances" Impact on Leaming. Shows how instructors regard vanous factors which may 
facilitate or impede student leaming. Until research establishes the implications of these ratings, 
administrators should make their own appraisal of whether or not ratings of teaching 
effectiveness were affected by these factors. 

Report includes classes from the following terms: Spring 1999 
Report includes classes from die following class ID"s: 718328-718348 

Number of Classes Processed: Number of Classes Included in Number of Student Responses Included: 
Summary Repon:' 

Long form: 21 Long form: 21 Long form: 289 
Short form: 0 Short form: 0 Short form: 0 
Total: 21 ToUl: 21 Total: 289 

' Results for faculty who did not identify any objectives as being Essential or Imponant are excluded from Group Summary 
Reports. 
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Section I: Student Ratings of Overall Outcomes 

Section I shows the number of cl.xsses with ratings in varitxis ranges for the four "outcomes'* measures. This information 
summarizes the quality of instmction in this unit (as infened from IDEA ratings). 

Overall Outcome Measures: 
A. NumtKr of classes obtaining "Low." "Low Average," "Average." "High Average." and "High" ratings on four overall 

measures. 
B. Averages for Workshop Group .md for IDEA Natioail Database. 

T Score Category 

Low (37-) 

Low Average (38-44) 

A. Overall Outcome Measures - Total Number of Cla.s.scs 

Progress-Relevant 
Objectives 

Raw 

2 

4 

Average (45-55) | 11 

High Average (56-62) | 3 

High (63+) 11 1 

This Summary Repon | 

IDEA National DaL-ibase | 

N/A 

N/A 

Adjsid 

1 

6 

8 

4 

2 

N/A 

N/A 

Improved Student 
Attitude 

Raw 

2 

4 

10 

4 

1 

Adjsid 

1 

2 

11 

3 

4 

Excellence 

Raw 

1 

2 

9 

9 

0 

B. Overall Outcome Measures 

3.9 

3.9 

4.0 

3.9 

4.2 

4.1 

of Teacher 

Adjstd 

1 

2 

10 

3 

0 

Excellence 

Raw 

1 

6 

7 

5 

2 

of Course 

Adjsid 

1 

5 

7 

4 

4 

Averages 

4.3 

4.1 

3.9 

3.9 

4.0 

3 9 

Adjstd: Scores have been adjusted for class size, student desire lo t.tke the course regardless of who taught it. and other student 
motivational influences. In .-iddilion. .idjustments svere made on Long Form scores for counie difficulty not attributable lo 
instmctor and student effort not .attributed to instmctor. 

T Score: A statistically derived score which makes it easy to compare various measures. Unlike raw scores which have dilfcrent 
averages and sumdard deviations (variabilities), T Scores all have an average of 50 md a standard deviation of 10 This 
means that 40% of all T Scores will be in the range of 45-55. while less diar 2% will be below 30 or above 70. 

Avcrace: Progress ratings were made on a 5-point scale (l=low. 5=high). 

1. Progress on Relevant (Essential and Important) Objectives. Because student learning is the central purpose of teaching, 
and because inslmctois chose the objectives considered by diis measure, it is probably the most vital inca.surc ol clfCLtiveiicss. 
A double weight is given to snident ratings of progress on objectives instnictors chose as Essential and a sincle ncirlii lo those 
chosen :is Important-, objectives identified as Of no more Ihan Minor Importance were ignored in dcvclopiii); iliis IIKMSMH-

2. Improved Student Attitude. The table shows students' responses to the item "As a restili of taking this cotirvc. I li:ise more 
positive feelings tow.trd Ihis field of study" (Long Form item 40. Shon Form item 16). This rating is most mcaniiii:liil fi'r 
courses which arc taken by many non-m.ijoni. Most teachers hope that such students will develop a respect and appreciation for 
the discipline even if they choose to Lake no additional courses in it. 

.3. Excellence of Teacher. This shows ihe average response to "Overall. 1 rale this instmctor an excellent Uachcr " Overall 
impressions of a teaclicr affect student attitudes, effort, and leaming (Long Fonn item 41. Short Form item 17). 

4. Kxcellciice of Course. Tliis shows the :ivcraEe response to "Overall. I rate this course :is excellent' (Lone 1 unii iiiiii 12. 
Short l i imi uem 18). Tliis evaluation is likely detemiined by a numberof factors (e.g.. teaching siyle. siiidcnt satislaiiion «iih 
course outcomes, and characteristics such as organization, selection of readings .antl/or other influences). 
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Tlic lollowing provides infomution about the degree to which various learning objecuves are emphasized in courses. Are the 
goals of the program being appropriately emphasized in course secuons? 

Gaining factual knowledge (terminology, classincalions, mediods. trends) 

Learning fundamental pntKiples. generalizations, or thtM}ries 

Lciuniiip to iippiv course iiutenal (to improve Ihiiiking. problem solving and decisions) 

Developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in die field 
most closely relalcd to diis course 

Acquiring skills in working wiUi odiers as a member of a team 

Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art, music, drama, 
etc.) 

Gaining a broader understanding and appreciation of intellectual/cultural activity (music. scictKC. 
literature, etc.) 

Developing skill in expressing myself orally or in writing 

Learning how to find and use resources for answering questions or solving problems 

Developing a clearer understanding of. and commilment to. personal values 

Learning to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view 

Aciguiring :tn interest in leaming more by asking my own questions ajid seeking anssvers 

Total Number of Coutsc 
Sections 

N 

20 

17 

17 

16 

6 

12 

17 

I I 

11 

8 

17 

16 

% 
95 

81 

81 

76 

29 

57 

81 

52 

52 

38 

81 

76 
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Section III: Student Ratines of Progress on Objectives Chosen as Essential or ImportaiU . 

Section in summarizes student tatings of progress in classes where a given objective was chosen as Essential or Imponani by 
die instmctor. Results for diis summary report are compared with diose for the national database. On which objectives do 
students report the most progress? The least? How do our results compare with those of Ihe national database? Do we have 
apparent 'strengths" and/or "weaknesses"? (Progress tatings were male on a 5-point scale; l=low. 5=high.)Workshop Group 

Objective 1: Gaining factual knowioige (lerminology. classifications, methods, trends) 

At l.easl 4.00 

At Least 3.75 

At Least 3.50 

This Suminary Retxjrt 

IDEA Syslem 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.9 

3.9 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

39 

3.9 

• of 
Classes 

20 

27192 

Peitenl of Classes Where Ihe Class Average was 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Adjusted Avg. ^ ^ Raw Avg. cz 

Objective 2: Leaining fundamental principles, generalizations, or iheones 

This Summary Report 

IDEA Syslem 

Raw 
A v g 

37 

3.9 

Adjstd. 
A v g 

3.7 

39 

» o f 
Classes 

17 

27162 

Peiccnl of Oasses Where the Cass Avenge was 

At Leasl 4.00 

Al Least 3.75 

At Leasl 3.50 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Adjusted Avg, ^ ^ Raw Avg. cz 

Objective 3: Ixaming to apply couise malenal (to improve Uiinking, problem solving and deasions) 

Percenl of CTasses Where ihe P a s s Average was 

Al Leasl 4 00 ^ — ' 

At Leasl 3.75 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

At Least 3.50 I ' " ~ 

This Summary Report 

IDEA Sysicm 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.8 

3.9 

Adjstd. 
Avg 

3.8 

3.9 

*or 
Qasses 

17 

23993 
=1^ =1= =1= 
10 20 30 

I I ;*; ^^ - 4 -
70 80 90 

Raw Avg. c : 
40 50 60 
Adjusted Avg. 

ObjecUve 4: Developing specific skills, competencies, and poinis of view needed by professionals in Ihe Held most closely related lo ihis couise 

PcTcenl of Classes Where ihe Class Average was 

This Summary Report 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.9 

4 0 

Adjsid. 
Avg 

3,8 

4 0 

• of 
Cla.sses 

16 

|9:i8 

Objective 5: Acquiring skills in working with others as a fncmber of a leam 

This Summary Rctxxt 

IDEA Syslem 

Raw 
Avg 

3.2 

3.4 

Adjsld-
A . g 

3.0 

3.4 

• of 
Classes 

6 

489 

Al Lcasl 4 00 

At Least 3 75 

At Least 3 50 

40 50 60 70 no 90 
AdjusledAvg. ^ ^ Raw Avg. c : 

Objective 6: Developing creative capacities (writing, inventing, designing, performing in art. music, drama, etc.) 

Percenl of Classes Where Ihe Class Average was 

At Leasl 4 OO • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ " 

At Leasl 3 75 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ 

At Least 3 . 5 0 ! 

This Summary RetJort 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avg. 

3 7 

3.8 

Adjstd. 
Avg. 

3 6 

3.9 

• of 
Classes 

12 

9277 

^^ I I 
20 30 

=1= - 4 - - 4 -
40 50 60 70 80 90 
Adjusted Avg, " ^ ^ Raw Avg cz 
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Section 111: Student Ratings of Proi;ress on Ohjectlves Chosen as Essential or Important (Cont'd) ._ 

t)hji.ctive 7; Gaining a hni;u]er undcrsl.indiiip and appreciation of inlellcclual/cullura! activity (music, science, tilcrauirc. cic ) 

Percenl pfCl.xsscs Where ihe CI.iss Avcrnfc v̂as 

Tins Summary Report 

IDEA Syslem 

Raw 
Avp. 

3.5 

3.7 

Adjsid. 
Avg. 

3 4 

37 

• ol 
Classes 

17 

7282 

Al Lea.si 4.00 

A l LcMl 3.75 

Al Least 3.50 
I I 1 ' I 1 1 1 1 *— 

0 10 20 .10 40 so Ml 70 -fa W 
Adjuslcd Avp. ^ - " K.iw Avp. cz 

Objective 8: Developinp skill in espressing myself nnilly or in writing 

This Sumnviry Report 

IDEA Sysiem 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.5 

3.8 

Adjsid. 
Avg. 

3.4 

3.8 

• of 
Classes 

I I 

14301 

Pcfccnl of Classes Where Ihc Cl.xss Average v̂  a< 

Al Leasl 4.00 

Al LcTSI 3,75 

AlLcasl3.50 
I I I 

Objective 9: Leaming how lo find and use resources for answering quesiions or solving problems 

This Summary Report 

IDEA Syslem 

Raw 
Avg. 

3.5 

3.5 

Adjsid. 
Avg. 

3.4 

37 

• of 
Classes 

I I 

357 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SO W 
Adjusted Avg, ^ - M Raw Avp, cz 

Percent of Classes Where Ihc Cl.iss Avenge vv̂ s 

At Least 4 00 

Al Leasl 3.75 

Al Leasl 3.50 
-4 1 1 • -I I 1 1 ^ 

0 10 20 .10 40 SO U\ 71) Ml " I l 
Adjusted Avp, • ^ * " Raw Avp cz 

Objeclive 10; Orveloping n clearer undeisianding of. and commilmenl to. personal values 

Al l.ca^l 4 00 

Al LcLM 1 75 

At Leasl 3.50 

This Suinntiry Report 

IDl iA Syslem 

Raw 
Avp. 

1.3 

3.6 

AdiM.I 
Avp. 

1.2 

' 6 

• ol 
Clis.ses 

S 

1400 

Porcenl of Classes VVyn-rc the Cliss AVLTILT " 

U 10 

Oh jw l i ve 11; Learning lo «n«/v.v and cntiailh fttitttntf idr.is, .irgumcnts. and pomis of view 

I 1 I 1 1 \ 1 -
20 10 40 50 60 70 «(l HJ 

AdjuslixJAvg. ma^ ll;nv Avp cr 

This Sumnciry Reptirt 

IDEA System 

Raw 
Avp. 

3,5 

15 

Adisid 
Avp. 

16 

3.5 

• of 
Classes 

17 

11.57 

Percenl of Classes Where Ihe Class AvtTage ^ is 

At Leasl 4 00 ! 

Al Lcasi 3.75 \ 

At Lcasl 3 50 • 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 Kll "0 
Adjuslcd Avg. ^ — Haw Avp. 

Objective 12: Acquiring an inleresi in leaniinp more by asking my own quesiions and seeking answers 

• 4 - 1 1 1 ^ ^ ^ -4 h-

Ih is Sumnuuv Report 

IDEA Sysicm 

Raw 
Avp, 

3 5 

3 6 

AdjMd, 
A.p, 

3 6 

3 6 

• ol 
CI.LSSCS 

16 

99(1 A l Least 3.50 

P,TLi-n (.rri. -j^csWTH-aMhcCl.i-; 

— 1 

^ AMT:II'L-

' ' 

».n 

10 20 30 40 so ( f l "0 'ill '«) 
Adiusii^I Avp — RawA^p 
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Section IV: Teaching Methods and Styles 

This seclion summarizes the frequency with which specific teaching methods were rated as a "strength" era "weakness flong 
form only). Data for a given cla.ss were included only if the teaching method wa.s relevant (significantly related lo progress on 
important or essential objectives). Tliis information can help identify faculty dcvelopnx;nt needs (teaching methods for which u 
number of faculty may need lo improve). 

Teaching Methods ond Styles 

A. Studenl-Fflciilty Cnnlacl 

• I . Displayed a personal interest in sludenls and their Iraming 

2. Found ways lo help students answer their own quesiions 

•20. Encoungcd siudeni-faculiy intenction outside of class 
(office visits, phone calls, e-mail. etc.) 

B. Involving Students 

•5 . Formed "teams" or "discussion groups" to facilitate 
learning 

•9 . HncouragL-d siudcnis to wx multiple resources (c.g, data 
banks, library holdings, outside experts) to improve 
understanding 

*I4. Involved students in "hands on" projects such as research. 

case studies, or "real life" activities 

•16. Asked students to share ideas and experiences wuh others 

whose hackprounds .ind viewpoints differ from their own 

•18. Asktxl Mudcnis to help each olhcr understand idca.s or 
concepts 

C. Fstalilisliinc rxpeclaUons 

*^. Scheduled course work (class activities, tests, projccu) in 

ways which encour^igcd students to stay up to date rn their 

work 

4. ncmonstraled iheimponancc and significance of Ihe subject 

nutter 

H. Stiniutjtcd students to iniellccluaJ effort heyond lh.ni 

m|uiral by mosi coiirM."S 

\^. InlrotlucL-d slinmlaling ideas ahou! Ihc subject 

•15. Inspired sludenls lo set and achieve goals which rcilly 

challenged Ihcm 

D. Clarity of Communicalion 

6. Made it clear how each topic fit into ihe course 

10. r^xpl.iincil course mnterial clearly and coiici-jcly 

11. Itcljitxl course iiulenji lo rcjt life situ;iiiOits 

E. Assessment/Feedback 

7. Explained the reasons for criticisms of siudcnis" academic 
performance 

12. Gave icsis. projects, etc. that covered the mosl important 

poinis of the course 

•17. ProvidtxJ lifneiy and fmiucnl feedback on tests, reports, 

projecis, etc. lo help .students improve 

19. Ctdvc projects, icsis or assignments that required original or 

creative thinking 

No. of 
Qasses 

19 

20 

20 

Avg. 

4.3 

4.0 
3.8 

s.d 

0.5 

0.5 
0.6 

20 

12 

21 

II 

21 

18 

3.0 

3.7 

3.6 

3.4 

3.6 

0.9 

0,7 

21 

21 

21 

16 

4.3 

38 

40 

3.5 

0.4 

07 

07 

0.8 

04 
06 

0 6 

0.4 

06 

% of Classes Where Method is CI Jisinedas 
a "Weokiirss" (""^1 "r a "Slrenclh" i c = ) 

•New Irem 
Raimps • r r t luxto <m 3 ^-rviim v a l e (l=H.ir(lly (.rf. ^aAloiwr alway^l. 

' Ap(HTHninicl)f twinhirj^iif e la i iavrrapn will he wiihin t l iiandirddcviauo of llie jinitipi a.erape. 
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A. Primary and Secondary Instructional Approaches: Shows the relative frequency of various approaches lo insimclion. 
Since students have different leaming styles, it is generally desirable that they be exposed to a variety of approaches. This 
information was reported by course instructors on the Faculty Information Form. 

Lecture 

Discussion/recitation 

Seminar 

SIdll/activity 

Laboratory 

Field Experience 

Studio 

Multi-Media 

Piacticum/clinic 

Other/Not Indicated 

Primary Appro.nch 

N 

12 

2 

0 

6 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

% 
57 

10 

0 

29 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Second.iry Approach 

N 

3 

10 

0 

3 

1 

U 

1 

0 

0 

3 

To 

14 

48 

0 

14 

5 

0 

5 

0 

0 

14 

B. Course Trnphx^cs: Shows the degree to which classes in ihis area expose students to various kinds of academic activities. 
Generally, proficiency is related to the amount of exposure. Arc we giving students enough opportunity to develop the skills 
they need after gnduaiion? Tliis infonnation was reported by course instructors on Ihe Facultx Infonrtatitm Form. 

Writing 

Oral communication 

Computer applicilions 

Group work 

M.ithem.ntic.il/qiiantilativc 
work 

Critic.ll thinking 

Creative/artist ic/dcsign 

Number Rating 
Emphasis 

21 

21 

21 

21 

21 

21 

20 

Amount Required 

None 

N 

4 

5 

10 

6 

1.1 

0 

11 

or little 

% 
19 

24 

48 

29 

71 

0 

55 

Some 

N 

12 

11 

9 

11 

4 

9 

3 

7o 

57 

52 

43 

52 

19 

43 

15 

Much 

N 

5 

5 

2 

4 

T 

i : 

6 

7c 

24 

24 

10 

19 

10 

57 

30 
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C. "Circumstances" Impact on Learning: Shows how insuuctots regard various factors which may facilitate or impede 
.student learning. Unul research csublishes the implications of these ratinp. adminisiralois should make their own apptaisal 
of wlicthcr or not ratings of teaching effectiveness were affected by these faclois. This information was reponed by course 
insiructois on the Faculty Infomuiiion Fonn. 

Physical facilities/equipment 

r..\|x;nciH:c leaching ilic counc 

Clijjigcs in approach 

Desire to teach the couise 

Control over couise management 
decisions 

Student background 

Student enthusiasm 

Student effon to leam 

TcchnicaUinstruciionaJ support 

Number Rating 
Circumstance 

21 

20 

16 

21 

20 

19 

20 

Negative 

N 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

9 

4 

19 1 1 
21 I 4 

% 

19 

0 

0 

hnpact on Learning 

Neither Positive 
nor Necative 

N 

9 

2 

6 

0 1 1 

0 1 I 

47 

20 

5 

19 

4 

5 

8 

12 

% 

43 

10 

38 

5 

5 

21 

25 

42 

57 

Positive 

N 

8 

18 

10 

20 

19 

6 

I I 

10 

5 

% 

38 

90 

63 

95 

95 

32 

55 

53 

24 
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Table 17. Comparison of Means of Consultation Group and Control 
Group on IDEA Evaluation Questionnaire with 20 Teaching 
Behaviors 

Question 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Group 

Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 
Consultation 
Control 

Mean 

4.38 
4.36 
4.06 
3.91 
4.08 
4.08 
4.31 
4.09 
3.04 
2.98 
4.26 
3.92 
3.69 
3.48 
3.87 
3.68 
3.81 
3.44 
4.20 
4.02 
4.18 
3.96 
4.27 
4.26 
4.06 
3.89 
3.71 
3.42 
3.69 
3.46 
3.49 
3.51 
4.17 
3.97 
3.60 
3.42 
3.81 
3.76 
3.81 
3.67 

Standard 
Deviation 

.412 

.427 

.453 

.565 
449 
.500 
.318 
.561 
.831 

1.018 
.380 
.566 
.658 
.672 
.598 
.621 
.872 
.625 
.397 
.630 
.418 
.767 
.355 
.492 
.537 
.656 
.886 
.847 
.778 
.654 
.830 
.916 
.475 
.545 
.636 
.624 
.844 
.934 
.578 
.606 

T Value 

.125 

.912 

-.028 

1.460 

.223 

2.175 

.990 

.951 

1.550 

1.060 

1.088 

.048 

.890 

1.060 

.983 

-.056 

1.170 

.860 

.183 

.719 

P Value 
(2 tailed) 
.901 

.368 

.978 

.154 

.825 

*.037 

.328 

.348 

.130 

.293 

.286 

.962 

.379 

.297 

.332 

.956 

.250 

.395 

.856 

.477 

* significant at the .05 level 
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Table 18. Comparison of Means of Consultation Group and Feedback 
Group on IDEA Evaluation Questionnaire with 20 Teaching 
Behaviors 

Question 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Group 

Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 
Consultation 
Feedback 

Mean 

4.38 
4.37 
4.06 
4.03 
4.08 
4.14 
4.31 
4.16 
3.04 
3.15 
4.26 
4.05 
3.69 
3.64 
3.87 
3.84 
3.81 
3.71 
4.20 
4.13 
4.18 
4.14 
4.28 
4.26 
3.93 
3.89 
3.71 
3.61 
3.69 
3.79 
3.49 
3.65 
4.17 
4.08 
3.60 
3.72 
3.81 
3.83 
3.81 
3.79 

Standard 
Deviation 

.412 

.441 

.453 

.504 

.449 

.441 

.318 

.487 

.831 
1.162 
.380 
.472 
.658 
.674 
.593 
.482 
.872 
.701 
.397 
.554 
.418 
.483 
.355 
.367 
.537 
.658 
.886 
.869 
.778 
.670 
.830 
.888 
474 
.581 
.636 
.816 
.844 
.799 
.577 
.591 

T Value 

.046 

.218 

-.435 

1.121 

-.315 

1.515 

.249 

.160 

.390 

.445 

.298 

-.034 

.669 

.372 

-.450 

-.573 

.506 

-.518 

-.102 

.110 

P Value 
(2 tailed) 
.963 

.829 

.666 

.269 

.755 

.138 

.805 

.874 

.699 

.659 

.767 

.973 

.508 

.712 

.656 

.570 

.616 

.607 

.919 

.913 

* significant at the .05 level 
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Table 19. Comparison of Means of Feedback Group and Control 
Group on IDEA Evaluation Questionnaire with 20 Teaching 
Behaviors 

Question 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Group 

Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 
Feedback 
Control 

Mean 

4.37 
4.36 
4.03 
3.91 
4.14 
4.08 
4.16 
4.09 
3.15 
2.98 
4.05 
3.93 
3.64 
3.48 
3.84 
3.68 
3.71 
3.44 
4.13 
4.02 
4.14 
3.96 
4.26 
4.27 
3.93 
3.89 
3.61 
3.42 
3.79 
3.46 
3.65 
3.51 
4.08 
3.98 
3.72 
3.43 
3.83 
3.76 
3.79 
3.67 

Standard 
Deviation 

.441 

.427 

.504 

.565 

.441 

.500 

.486 

.651 
1.162 
1.102 

.472 

.556 

.674 

.672 

.482 

.621 

.701 

.623 

.554 

.630 

.483 

.767 

.367 

.492 

.658 

.656 

.869 

.847 

.670 

.654 

.888 

.916 

.581 

.545 

.816 

.624 

.799 

.934 

.592 

.606 

T Value 

.075 

.666 

.378 

.401 

.475 

.755 

.723 

.875 

1.290 

.574 

.835 

.075 

.197 

.681 

1.540 

.485 

.576 

1.250 

.280 

.666 

P Value 
(2 tailed) 
.941 

.509 

.707 

.690 

.638 

.455 

.474 

.387 

.204 

.569 

.410 

.941 

.845 

.501 

.131 

.630 

.568 

.219 

.781 

.509 

* significant at the .05 level 
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